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Summary
Ultra High Temperature Ceramics (UHTCs) are the most promising candidates for high
temperature applications in extreme environments, such as conditions experienced
during re-entry of out space flying objects, for their known high melting points, good
chemical and thermal stability and high thermal conductivity. To improve the
densification and oxidation resistance of UHTCs, a second phase, such as silicon carbide,
is usually added to monolithic UHTCs to form ceramic matrix composites. While
UHTCs/composites have many unique advantages for high temperature applications,
they are very difficult to densify due to their very strong covalent chemical bonds and
very high melting point. Conventional methods for processing UHTCs usually use
powders as starting materials. A major issue of the conventional methods is the poor
mixing/processing of powders with different densities and sizes, especially for nanosized powders. Thus more research needs to be focused on improving UHTCs’
densification, microstructure and properties.
This thesis studies the development of novel sol-gel techniques for preparation of
starting materials and spark plasma sintering (SPS) for densification of UHTCs and
composites. The thesis is organized into eight chapters. The First Chapter is an
introduction to the thesis structure organization. The Second Chapter is the background
of the research and literature review. Chapter Three is a description of the experimental
procedures and characterization techniques. In the first result chapter, Chapter Four,
silicon nitride ceramic and silicon nitride/titanium nitride composite were fabricated by
hot pressing and spark plasma sintering (SPS) respectively to study the effect of the SPS
DC current on the densification, microstructure and properties of conductive and nonconductive materials. A sol-gel based approach was investigated to improve the UHTC
ceramics/composites with fine microstructures in Chapter Five. Although sol-gel
techniques may not be suitable for making large bulk materials, they have unique
advantages on modifying or improving the microstructures, properties and surfaces of
v
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materials through the solution chemistry approach. The sol-gel processing technique
was used to synthesize TiC/SiC nanocomposites and followed by SPS sintering. Dense
TiC/SiC composites were fabricated successfully to form a microstructure consisted of
nano TiC and SiC grains. Work in Chapter Six used a sol-gel infiltration technique to
fabricate dense TiC/SiC nanocomposites from porous TiC scaffolds. In Chapter Seven,
zirconium diboride/silicon carbide composites of fine microstructures were successfully
fabricated by sol-gel coating of ZrB2 powders and SPS sintering. Compared to
conventional ceramic processing methods, the sol-gel based wet chemistry process has
many unique advantages such as homogeneous mixing of starting materials, infiltration
of porous green bodies with complex shapes, avoiding the formation of intermediate
transit phase/liquid phase in sintering, restricting grain growth and assisting
densification by reaction. Chapter Eight presents the conclusions of the thesis and
provides some directions for future work.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Ceramics are defined as inorganic, non-metallic materials which are typically crystalline
in nature containing metallic and non-metallic elements such as Al2O3, ZrO2, SiC and
Si3N4. Non-oxide ceramics of borides, carbides and nitrides of transition metals (Ti, Zr,
Hf, Nb, Ta) are known as Ultra High Temperature Ceramics (UHTCs). UHTCs are an
important category in advanced ceramics. UHTCs are characterized by high melting
points (higher than 3000 °C), good chemical and thermal stability, high thermal
conductivity and good oxidation resistance in extreme environments. An example of
such an environment is the conditions a hypersonic vehicle experiences during re-entry
to the atmosphere. In this environment the surface temperature of the vehicle can
reach to 2000 °C to 2400 °C1 .
While the UHTCs have many unique advantages for high temperature applications, they
have very low atomic diffusivity even at very high temperature and are thus very hard to
densify. This arises due to their strong covalent bonding. Conventional methods for
processing of UHTC composites involve powder mixing and hot-pressing. The major
issue with these conventional methods is the poor mixing/processing of powders with
different densities and sizes. This is especially true with nano-sized powders, and more
research needs to be focused on improving the materials microstructure and hence the
properties.
As a newly developed sintering technology, spark plasma sintering (SPS) can significantly
enhance the sinterability of most materials; hence extend the possibilities for
developing new advanced materials and tailoring their properties. SPS offers unique
advantages, such as, much faster heating rates, lower sintering temperatures and
shorter sintering times, compared with conventional sintering techniques. However, the
1
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phenomena and mechanism responsible for the enhanced sintering are still uncertain in
most cases. In this thesis, the effect of current in the SPS process is examined first. This
is achieved by looking at the densification, microstructure and properties of nonconductive silicon nitride ceramics, and conductive silicon nitride/titanium nitride
composites.
A sol-gel process involves the formation of a solid product from a solution. During the
conversion from a liquid to a solid, a gel intermediate is formed, where both a solid and
a liquid phase are present. Here the reactants are mixed at the molecular level. This
allows for fast reactions and lower working temperatures. In turn this leads to more
homogeneous products with smaller grain size. Due to this flexibility, sol-gel process is a
suitable method for the production of a wide variety of materials. This is especially true
for UHTCs, which have very high melting temperatures and are very hard to be
synthesized and densified. The sol-gel method offers unique advantages for the
production of UHTCs, such as improved microstructures, properties and surfaces of
materials, compared with the conventional powder mixing approaches. Even with these
advantages, to the best of our knowledge, little research has been done on preparation
of dense UHTCs by the sol-gel process. In this thesis, sol-gel based wet chemistry
approaches coupled with SPS are used to prepare dense UHTC composites with
modified/improved microstructures and properties. Research in this thesis shows that
the proposed novel sol-gel based, wet chemistry approaches for synthesizing and
modifying UHTC composites are successful. The sol-gel technique has many advantages
over the conventional powder mixing technique for the production of UHTC
composites, including promoting the retention of a homogeneous fine-grained structure,
hindering grain growth, avoiding intermediate transit phase/liquid phase, improving
densification, filling pores to improve density, avoiding nano-sized powder handling
and allowing infiltration of a complex shaped sample.

2
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1.2 Structure of the thesis
The thesis is organized into eight chapters. Chapter one is introduction and thesis
organization. Chapter two provides a broad background and literature review of the
research. Chapter three describes the experimental procedures. Chapter four reports a
study of the effect of electrical current in the SPS process on the microstructure and
properties of electrically conductive and non-conductive ceramics and composites.
Chapter five details the synthesis and fabrication of nano-sized, dense TiC/SiC
composites by sol-gel processing and SPS. A novel sol-gel infiltration approach is
investigated to prepare nano-sized composites, tailor the residual carbon in the matrix
phase and modify the microstructure and properties of scaffolds in Chapter six. Chapter
seven details fabrication and modification of ZrB2/SiC composites by sol-gel coating.
Chapter eight gives conclusions and directions for future research.

3
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2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Advanced ceramics
Advanced ceramics are materials tailored to possess exceptional properties (superior
mechanical properties, corrosion/oxidation resistance, thermal, electrical, optical or
magnetic properties). This is done by controlling their composition and microstructure.
Advanced ceramics represent an important technology, which has considerable impact
for a large variety of industries, branches and markets. As an enabling technology, it has
the potential to deliver high-value contributions for solving the challenges of our future.
From a general point of view the advanced ceramics sector comprises the following
categories:
• Functional ceramics: Electrical and magnetic ceramics (i.e. dielectrics,
piezoelectrics, ferromagnetics), ionic conductors and superconductive ceramics.
• Structural ceramics: Monoliths and composites, e.g. oxides, nitrides, carbides,
borides, and composite materials based on these materials.
• Bioceramics: e.g. hydroxyapatite and alumina.
• Ceramic coatings: Oxides, nitrides, carbides, borides, cermets and diamond-like
coatings deposited by technologies such as spraying, vapor deposition and sol–gel
coating.
• Special glasses: Processed flat glass, fire resistant glazing and glasses for
optoelectronics.
Figure 2.1 gives the expected development of the US market up to 2015, indicating
that all sectors will exhibit a continuous growth2.
4
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Figure 2.1 Development of the US market for advanced ceramics from 2000 to
2015 2
2.1.2 Non-oxide ceramics and ultra-high temperature ceramics
Non-oxide ceramics and ultra-high temperature ceramics (UHTC) are important
categories of advanced ceramics. Whereas metals are mostly used as their oxides,
however, oxides are just a part of the chemical universe. Boron, carbon and nitrogen are
versatile elements that form compounds with most of metals. The bonding between
boron, nitrogen or carbon with a less electronegative element such as a transition metal,
creates very stable compounds. As compared to oxides, non-oxides’ bonding schemes
are richer; with more electrons in bonds than localized on the anion lattice, which is also
seen in their electronic and optical properties3.
5
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Non-oxide ceramics, especially borides, carbides and nitrides of transition metals (Ti, Zr,
Hf, Nb, Ta), are characterized by the highest known melting points (higher than 3000 °C).
This is how this group of ceramics became to be known as UHTCs. UHTCs are not only
associated with high melting points, but also high hardness, good wear resistance, good
mechanical strength, good chemical and thermal stability, high thermal conductivity and
relatively good oxidation resistance in extreme environments. One such environment
being the conditions hypersonic vehicles experience during re-entry, in which the
temperature can reach to 2000 °C to 2400 °C. The need for high temperature materials
that can operate with no, or limited oxidation or ablation, at temperatures greater than
2000 °C has driven the development of UHTCs. The potential applications for UHTCs
span a wide number of needs arising from future military, industrial and space based
projects, such as rocket nozzle inserts, specific engine components, leading edges and
nose caps for future hypersonic re-entry vehicles1.
UHTCs are highly covalent and thus have high thermal stability. This results in
correspondingly high thermomechanical strength. However, due to strong bonding,
which limits diffusion associated with sintering, processing is very challenging. The
ceramic borides, such as HfB2 and ZrB2, also benefit from very strong bonding between
boron atoms. Although their bonding is not typically as strong as carbides, they have
higher thermal and electrical conductivities than carbides and nitrides. The borides also
have low coefficients of thermal expansion, which in conjunction with the borides high
thermal conductivity, gives them relatively good thermal shock resistance. With these
superior properties, the diborides of hafnium and zirconium are of particular interest to
the aerospace industry where they would be employed as sharp leading edges, which
require chemical and structural stability at extremely high operating temperatures. To
improve the oxidation resistance at high temperature, a second phase is added to
monolithic UHTCs. This makes a ceramic matrix composite, where silicon carbide is a
common second phase addition4-7. Silicon carbide additives are used to firstly enhance

6
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the resistance to oxidation, secondly to promote densification by restricting the growth
of diboride grains, and lastly to lower their sintering temperature. These ceramic matrix
composites exhibit good resistance to oxidation at very high temperatures (>1500°C),
due to the formation of a glassy protective layer. Oxygen diffusion is slowed down
through this oxide layer and ZrB2 is then prevented from undergoing further oxidation.
In spite of all their interesting features, UHTCs are mostly known and used as bulk
materials. This is likely due to the relatively high temperature required by the classical
synthetic procedures. Also the intrinsic difficulty in synthesizing them as nanoparticles,
in a systematic and scalable fashion, limits UHTCs uses. This strongly reduces the
applications of these materials, indeed nano-sized metal nitrides and carbides could
exhibit improved performances. For example in catalysis, their performance can be
improved due to a higher surface area3. These nano sized UHTCs can also be shaped
more easily than corresponding larger grains, for further specific applications. While the
UHTCs have many unique advantages for high temperature applications, the fact is that
they are very hard to densify. At the same time the UHTCs lack toughness due to their
ultra-high melting points and high hardness. Meanwhile conventional methods for
processing UHTCs involve powder mixing and fiber toughening. The major issue with
these conventional methods is the poor mixing/processing of powders with different
densities8. And as such more research is needed to improve material microstructure,
mechanical properties and oxidation resistance. Recently, sol-gel chemistry has closed
this gap and now enables the simple and sustainable production of UHTCs.

7
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2.2 Sintering of non-conductive Si3N4 ceramics and Si3N4 based
electrically conductive composites by conventional sintering techniques
and SPS
2.2.1 Conventional sintering and spark plasma sintering
Conventional sintering (CS) of ceramics includes pressureless sintering (PLS), hot
pressing (HP) and hot isostatic pressing (HIP)9-14, as shown in Figure 2.215. Pressureless
sintering, which is the oldest method for the sintering of ceramics, is widely used for
industrial fabrication of ceramics. The advantages of PLS include low cost, ease of use
and flexibility for sintering of products with complex shapes. But pressure sintering (hot
pressing and hot isostatic pressing) comes with advantages, even though the pressure
sintering techniques are slightly more complex. The major advantage of the pressure
sintering techniques is their ability to get fully dense ceramic products at temperatures
lower than the pressureless sintering techniques.

Figure 2.2 Typical classification of sintering methods15
Spark plasma sintering (SPS), also called pulsed electric current sintering (PECS) process
or plasma activated sintering (PAS), is a newly developed sintering method (about two
8
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decades). It is considered a promising technology for innovative processing in the field
of new materials fabrication in the 21st century. The idea to compact metallic and
ceramic materials by an electro-discharge process was originally proposed in the
1960s16. Based on this concept, three sintering processes have been developed and
commercialized during recent years; they are named SPS17, PAS18 and PECS19.
Despite lots of research work concerning the SPS mechanism by many material
researchers, the effect of pulsed high current on the generation of spark plasma,
peculiar properties in consolidated materials, still remains unclear9,20-26. SPS is a
synthesis and processing technique which is achieved by charging the powder particles
with electrical energy, an electro-magnetic field and/or joule heating by continuous ONOFF DC pulsed high electric current with a low voltage15 (Figure 2.3), thus, an existence
of high temperature field is suggested locally due to joule heating27-29.

Figure 2.3 ON-OFF DC pulsed current path and pulsed current flow through powder
particles15
The similarity of SPS and conventional HP is that the powders are loaded in to a die, and
then a uniaxial pressure is applied during the sintering. However in the SPS method, no
9
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external heat source is used. Instead a current is allowed to pass through the electrically
conducting pressure die and, in appropriate cases, also through the sample. This implies
that the die itself acts as heat source, and that the sample is heated from both outside
and inside. The schematic diagram of the physical process of SPS is shown in Figure 2.4.
The main advantages of SPS compared to CS is the very fast heating rates (up to 600 °C
/min or more), very short holding times (minutes) and energy saving (between 1/5 and
1/3 compared with conventional sintering techniques). SPS also has the ability to obtain
fully dense samples at comparatively low sintering temperatures, typically a few
hundred degrees lower than in HP.

Figure 2.4 Schematic diagram of physical process of the SPS process30
SPS is an advanced processing technology to produce a homogeneous highly dense
nanostructural sintered compacts, functionally gradient materials (FGMs), fine ceramics,
composite materials, new wear-resistant materials, thermo-electric semiconductors,
and biomaterials15. It is important to note that some of materials can be sintered by SPS
only when other consolidation techniques are not effective, e.g. nano-structural
10
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materials and biomaterials. The SPS is fed by pulsed direct current (in various
apparatuses, the impulse periodicity varies from 1 ms to 1 s and current amplitude from
0.1 to 10 kA), which is used from the very beginning till the end of the process. An SPS
apparatus can be equipped with a vacuum chamber and a computer aided design
system. A typical impulse of current in SPS machines causes a magnetic field to be
generated. The interaction of the field and the current is accompanied with uniaxial
compression.
The heat transfer from the die to the compact is very efficient in SPS, because the die
itself and the compressed powder materials act as the heating element. SPS can easily
consolidate a homogeneous, highly-dense high-quality sintered compact because of the
uniform heating, surface purification, and activation made possible by dispersing the
spark points (early stage) and/or joule heat points during sintering15. Because of the
very high thermal efficiency of SPS, it is able to obtain samples with densities close to
the theoretical ones at relatively low temperatures (normally several hundred degrees
lower than temperatures employed during HP) and in short period (up to several
minutes). The SPS features mentioned above are favorable for sintering, especially of
nano-sized powders.
During the last 20 years, the number of papers (including conference proceedings)
dealing with the SPS method (Figure 2.5), has shown a seemingly exponential increase31.
During the 90’s, the acquisition of SPS equipment and the fabrication of materials were
common research topics. The materials produced via SPS were compared to well-known
materials, which were processed by conventional sintering techniques. However,
current publication efforts aim to develop new or complex materials, as well as gaining
some insight into SPS process.
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Figure 2.5 Number of publications and citations SPS topic (a) publications (b) citations32
2.2.2 Sintering of non-conductive Si3N4 ceramics
At present, the phenomena responsible for the enhanced sintering in SPS systems are
still under debate. One of the ﬁrst hypothesis was the local generation of a plasma
between particles when current is applied, which would cause the particle surface
cleaning and then the improvement of the mass transport33. This hypothesis has been
particularly controversial because the lack of experimental evidence of such plasma
formation. Among the numerous SPS mechanisms proposed, there is a general
consensus on the important role of both the rapid Joule heating and the intrinsic electric
ﬁeld effects. For Sialon materials, Nygren’s group34,35 proposed a dynamic ripening
mechanism to explain the very fast in situ formation of tough interlocking
microstructures by SPS annealing dense compacts. Accordingly, the motion of charged
species was enhanced by the electric ﬁeld and rapid heating, which increased diffusion
and homogenization in the liquid phase35. This mechanism may be considered as an
enhanced solution-precipitation process involving a rapid grain growth. On the other
hand, Salamon et al.36 questioned the inﬂuence of electric ﬁeld on α-phase formation in
Sialon materials, claiming that the temperature was the main inﬂuence. Most of the
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research on the sintering of Si3N4 ceramics focuses on the α-β phase transformation,
densification, microstructure and properties, which is reviewed in the following sections.
2.2.2.1 α-β transformation of silicon nitride ceramics by SPS
Sarin37 studied the influence of the α-β conversion during liquid phase consolidation on
the microstructure of the Si3N4-based ceramic and the effects of consolidation time and
temperature on the mophorlogy of the β phase. His results indicate that the α-β
transformation occurs in the early stages of the liquid phase formation and aids the
densification process. Wada et al.38 found that α-to-β phase transformation of Si3N4 was
delayed in the surface of the sintered body during both SPS and hot pressing. Kinetic
aspects of superfast consolidation of silicon nitride-based ceramics by SPS were studied
by Shen and Nygren34. The corresponding phase transformation sequences during the
initial stages of the sintering process, as well as the consolidation mechanisms, were
discussed from the kinetic point of view for Si3N4, β-sialon and α-β-sialon composite
materials. They confirmed that the formation of a liquid phase is necessary to facilitate
the α-β transformation and enhance densification via a solution-precipitation
mechanism.
2.2.2.2 Densification and sintering additives
The densiﬁcation of β-silicon nitride powders has been reported by Nishimura et al.39. It
was found that SPS made possible the preparation of dense materials more rapidly and
at much lower temperatures with respect to conventional hot pressing, thus minimizing
grain growth during sintering. Using SPS, submicron size, silicon nitride powders were
consolidated with Y2O3 and MgAl2O4 additives by Schneider et al.40. The SPS technique
for silicon nitride/additives mixtures is attractive for retention of ﬁne-grained
microstructures favorable for superplastic deformation. The effectiveness of the SPS
was thought to be dependent on the dielectric nature of the oxide additives. SPS was
also applied by Chen et al.41 to prepare α-Si3N4 ceramics of different densities with
13
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magnesia, silicon dioxide, alumina as the sintering aids. It was shown that the density of
obtained samples can be controlled by varying the content of the sintering aids.
2.2.2.3 Microstructure and properties
α-Si3N4 ceramics were sintered by Lu et al.42 using SPS with different heating rates, to
study the effect of the heating rate of SPS on the microstructure and the thermal
conductivity of Si3N4 ceramics. Results showed that the heating rate of SPS had great
inﬂuence on the phase transformation and the microstructure of the β-Si3N4. Suganuma
et al. used SPS to densify α-Si3N4 powder doped with oxide additives of Y2O3 and Al2O343.
A full density (>99%) was achieved with virtually no transformation to β-phase, resulting
in a microstructure with ﬁne equiaxed grains. With further holding at the sintering
temperature, the α-to β-phase transformation took place, concurrent with an
exaggerated grain growth of a limited number of elongated β-grains in a ﬁne-grained
matrix, leading to a distinct bimodal grain size distribution. Xu et al.44 applied SPS to
sinter nano β-Si3N4 with additives of Y2O3 and Al2O3. A non-equilibrium amorphous
phase containing a large quantity of well-dispersed nanocrystalline β-Si3N4 particles was
consolidated at a temperature as low as 1600°C for 5 min at a heating rate of 300°C
/min. Submicron-sized α-Si3N4 and nanosized amorphous Si3N4 powders were also
sintered by SPS by Mikinori Hotta and Junichi Hojo45. The nanostructure control of
liquid-phase sintered Si3N4 ceramics was achieved by selecting optimum heating
schedules such as temperature, holding time and heating rate. The transformation to βphase in Si3N4 ceramics obtained from the nanosized amorphous Si3N4 powder was
more greatly accelerated than that from submicron-sized α-Si3N4 powder. A multilayered α-β-Si3N4 ceramic composite was prepared by spark plasma sintering46. The
effects of sintering temperature and time on the strength of the multi-layered α-βSi3N4
ceramic composite were determined.
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2.2.2.4 Comparison of different sintering techniques for fabrication of Si3N4
ceramics
Samples of Si3N4 mixed powder with oxide sintering additives were sintered by Wada et
al.47 by SPS and hot pressing with the aim of discussing the characteristic features of the
two processing techniques. In contrast, the densiﬁcation by hot pressing was
accompanied by a signiﬁcant degree of the phase transformation. The apparent
activation energy for the phase transformation for hot pressing was almost twice the
value for SPS, thereby causing the retention of α-phase during the densiﬁcation by SPS.
The typical low-temperature consolidation and the plasma effect were not conﬁrmed in
this work. The rapid consolidation, which enabled the nanometer-scale grain size to be
maintained, was shown to be the only advantage of the SPS process with respect to hot
pressing. Comparative study of β-Si3N4 powders prepared by SHS sintered by spark
plasma sintering and hot pressing was carried out by Ling Bai et al.48. Well densified
Si3N4 ceramics with finer and homogeneous microstructure and better mechanical
properties were obtained in the case of the SPS technique at 200 °C lower than that of
hot press. Similar study also was done by S. Kurama49. α- and α/β-SiAlON materials,
doped with Y2O3 and Nd2O3, were sintered using two different sintering processes: SPS
and GPS (gas pressure sintering). The results showed that the hardness was not affected
by the processing type whereas the toughness values were lower for spark plasma
sintered materials than gas pressure sintered materials, which was explained by the
changed microstructure of the two different types of material.
SPS was also used to develop new Si3N4-based materials by M. Belmonte et al.31. They
illustrated the capability of SPS for getting continuous functionally gradient materials
(FGMs) from a sole homogenous Si3N4 mixture just modifying the SPS system punches
set-up in order to create a temperature gradient within the specimen.
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The densification behavior, resulting microstructure and mechanical properties of hot
pressed or SPSed Si3N4 with different sintering aids have been the subject of many
investigations. Most of them focused on the sintering of α-Si3N4. To the best of our
knowledge, there is very few research carried out on the comparison of densification
behavior and resulting microstructure of α-Si3N4 and β-Si3N4 sintered by HP or SPS. In
the present study, α-Si3N4 and β-Si3N4 are hot pressed and SPSed comparatively at
different temperatures where the densification behavior and resulting microstructure
will be discussed.
2.2.3 Sintering of Si3N4 based electrically conductive composites by SPS
2.2.3.1 Mechanism and temperature distribution in spark plasma sintering of
electrically conductive composites
The experiments carried out for electrically conductive50-52 and non-conductive
powders52-54 demonstrated such attractive properties/property combination in the
compacted materials. It has been believed that at initial stage, the pulsed DC current
generates the spark discharge between the powder particles. The gases existing in the
sample can be ionized and transformed into plasma. The generated spark discharges
and plasma promote the elimination of absorbed gases and oxide layers on the surface
of powder particles. Hence, the particle surfaces are cleaned and activated, which
provides the favorable diffusion bonding between particles, thus accelerates the
densiﬁcation of the compact. Although, the claim that the pulses generate spark
discharges and the existence of plasma between the powder particles explained the
reason of the process being called as spark plasma sintering, the experimental evidences
for the spark discharge and plasma are still lacking55-57. Moreover, the quantiﬁcation of
the effects of pulsed direct current on densiﬁcation of the conducting powders has not
been well-explored yet. The temperature ﬁeld during sintering becomes an important
consideration, because of the high heating rate involved in SPS. When sintering Ni
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powder using SPS, the temperature difference is above 130°C from the center of the
sample to the inner surface of die (highest temperature is 930°C)

51

. Therefore, it is

important to ﬁnd out the temperature gradient distribution and the associated factors.
Zavaliangos et al. also reported the importance of the evaluation of temperature
distributions during field activated sintering technique (FAST)

58

. Their study enables a

proper comparison between FAST and traditional sintering techniques and also indicates
how to optimize processing parameters in larger size specimens. Yucheng and Zhengyi
calculated 2D temperature distribution inside the die, and their analysis conﬁrms the
temperature difference between the center and edge at the ﬁnal stage of sintering in
SPS system59. It was further commented that higher is the thermal conductivity, lower is
the temperature difference. Another conclusion of their work is that temperature
difference is directly related to heating rate. The higher the heating rate, the greater is
the temperature difference which can be as high as 450 °C when sintering temperature
at sample center is 1600 °C (Figure 2.6). Hence, it is signiﬁcant to study the special
consolidation mechanisms of SPS process for the sake of optimizing the processing
parameters, as well as developing the potential applications of SPS technology.

Figure 2.6 Calculation result of temperature field (from the center to 20 mm is the
sample, from 20 to 45 mm is the die) 59
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2.2.3.2 Sintering of conductive Si3N4/TiN composites by SPS
TiN/β-sialon composite particles produced ceramics with TiN networks of 0.1–0.5 mm
were SPSed at 1500°C60. TiN/sialon ceramics (25 vol.%) showed a lower electrical
resistivity (of about 10-3Vcm) making these ceramics suitable for electric discharge
machining. TiN/ Si3N4 nanocomposites were fabricated by SPS from β-Si3N4 and TiN
nanopowders by powder processing routes61. The TiN phase grows rapidly and a typical
twin structure of TiN can be observed in the composites (Figure 2.7). The grain size and
distribution for TiN may affect the electrical resistivity, leading to a pulse current
through the sintering compact. The resulting microstructure reveals that grain
coarsening behavior for β-Si3N4 based grains is accelerated, and the composite has the
highest toughness of 4.9 MPam1/2 among all these composites. An effective approach
for preparing electrically conductive SiAlON-TiN composites was developed by Ayas et
al.62. Granules of the designed composition of α-β SiAlON were obtained by spray drying
and coated with TiO2 powder by mechanical mixing. The resistivity of the α-β SiAlON
(1*1011 Ω.m) was drastically reduced down to 2*10-4 Ω.m at 5 vol% TiO2 addition. TiN
coating on Si3N4 via chemical route were SPSed by Kawano et al.

63,64

. The electrical

resistivity was in a wide range of 10−4 to 100 Ω.cm for the ceramics sintered at 1400 °C,
but increased to the order of magnitude of 10−1 and 105 Ω.cm at higher temperatures
≥1500 °C. It was found that the complete transition to β-sialon increased the resistivity
to 103 to 105 Ω.cm due to breaking up continuous TiN layers by elongated β-sialon
grains. Si3N4/TiN composites were successfully fabricated via planetary ball milling of 70
mass% Si3N4 and 30 mass% Ti powders, followed by SPS at 1250–1350°C65,66. The
electrical resistivity decreased with increasing sintering temperature up to a minimum
at 1250°C and then increased with the increasing sintering temperature. The
composites prepared by SPS at 1250–1350 °C could be easily machined by electrical
discharge machining. Electroconductive Si3N4/TiN composites were also fabricated by
HP and SPS from micron-sized Si3N4 and nano-sized TiN powders by powder processing
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routes67. High densities (>98%) were obtained by sintering at temperatures ≥1500°C
using both sintering methods. The TiN phase grows rapidly during the liquid phase
sintering, leading to the increase in electrical resistivity. Dense materials produced by
SPS possess signiﬁcantly higher resistivity than the hot-pressed materials due to the
larger TiN grain size and the presence of crystallized grain boundary phase.

Figure 2.7 Existence of a twin structure of TiN in spark plasma sintered TiN/Si3N4
composite containing 10 wt% TiN (a) Bright field and (b) dark field micrographs, and (c)
[0 1 1] selected area diffraction patterns of TiN61
Since a current is allowed in SPS to pass through the electrically conducting graphite die
and also the sample, a typical impulse of current in SPS machines initiates an electric
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and magnetic ﬁeld. A rational hypothesis is that if the current effects on the
densification, phase transformation, microstructure and mechanical properties of
conductive materials. At present, the phenomena responsible for the enhanced
sintering in SPS systems are still under debate. In this thesis, we will first focus on the
effect of electric current on the sintering behavior, microstructures and properties of
conductive Si3N4/TiN composites by SPS and HP compared with the sintering of
nonconductive Si3N4.

2.3 Conventional synthesis of non-oxide ceramics and composites
2.3.1 Physical methods
Despite the wide range of current and potential applications, there are not so many
ways to prepare non-oxide ceramics on a systematic and scalable fashion, especially
when compared to the metal oxides, and some systems are indeed very difficult to
make68. Synthetic pathways to non-oxide ceramics can be roughly divided into physical
and chemical approaches. Physical methods can bring up more defined and chemically
pure structures but with a restricted variety of products. Among the physical
approaches, the most used are physical vapor deposition69-71, plasma and laser
methods72-74.
The physical vapor decomposition of solutions has been investigated as an approach for
preparing oxide and non-oxide powders. For example, spray pyrolysis is one of the few
methods that has given non-agglomerated sub-micrometer particles of high Tc ceramic
superconductors75 and aerosols containing preceramic polymers have been thermally
decomposed to obtain non-oxide particles76.
Preparing powder by thermally induced gas phase reactions requires volatile precursors
which are vaporized and thermally decomposed in tube reactors, in plasmas, or by
lasers. Wachtmann & Haber77 reviewed the various methods for making coatings by
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CVD techniques, and papers reviewing mechanisms of particle formation78 and
modeling vapor phase reactions79 has also appeared. These gas phase techniques have
most often been used to produce non-oxide powders such as silicon, silicon nitride and
silicon carbide80.
High energy ball milling is also a physical method for synthesis of boride and carbide
materials. High-energy ball milling of B-C-Ti mixtures for the fabrication of B4C and TiB2
nanocomposite powder was reported81. TiB2 nanocrystalline powder was successfully
synthesized by high energy ball milling of a Ti-B elemental powder mixture. The
crystallite sizes of TiB2 decrease with increasing milling time. In the B-C system, B4C was
also formed by high energy ball milling followed by heat treatment above 1000 °C.
2.3.2 Chemical methods
Compared with physical methods, chemical approaches are more versatile and allow the
production of a greater range of compounds, however the morphological control is
difficult to achieve and toxic precursors have been often used. Classical chemical
procedures to non-oxide ceramics involve reactions of parental metals, corresponding
metal oxides or any suitable metal precursors with ad hoc N/C sources. Synthesis is
always performed at high temperature (from 1000 °C up to 2000 °C). Some common
examples are: metathesis82 or other specific chemical conversion83, thermal
decomposition84, ammonolysis85-88 and reaction with sodium amide89.
Recently, more attention has been paid to the selection of tailored precursors, since it
has been observed that the starting material plays a crucial role on the features of the
final product, and this is especially important when nano-sized material is to be
synthesized. Kawaguchi and Nozaki90 undertook one of the first studies starting from
metal chloride toward metal nitrides obtaining AlN from the reaction of aluminium
chloride with a triazine based polymer at 1000°C. Among non-classical precursors, there
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are also melamine and its close derivative C3N4 to TiN nanoparticles91 or C3N3.69 toward
various metal nitrides from the corresponding oxides92,93.

2.4 Sol-gel based routes for preparing non-oxide ceramic composites
Generally speaking, in a sol-gel process a solid material is formed from a solution
passing by a gel intermediate in which reactants are mixed at the molecular level3. In
the sol-gel process, a solution of metal compounds or a suspension of very fine particles
in a liquid (referred to as a sol) is converted into a highly viscous mass (the gel)94. Sol-gel
processing allows fast reactions and lower working temperatures, and leads to more
homogeneous products with higher surface area. More specifically, a sol-gel process
typically involves metal alkoxides that can easily undergo nucleophilic attack due to the
presence of the M-O-C bond (readily reactive), e.g. by water. Hydrolysis is coupled with
a condensation process that leads to polymerization and then metal oxide formation.
Tuning the rate of the condensation process, e.g. by adding a suitable catalyst, a
polymeric network (from slow condensation process) or a powder (from fast
condensation process) can be obtained95. Grain size, morphology (from nanopowders,
to films, fibres, etc.) and porosity of the final products can be controlled by adjusting
reaction conditions and/or using proper templates or supports95,96. The importance of
having an ‘‘easy-to-handle’’ starting material is especially important for ceramics that,
being tougher materials with high melting points and low malleability, are usually
difficult to be further processed. Due to this flexibility, sol-gel process is a suitable
method for the production of a wide variety of materials. An overview of the sol-gel
process and a basic flowchart for sol-gel process are shown in Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9
respectively.
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Figure 2.8 Overview of the sol-gel process97
First sol-gel experiments date back to 1939, when Geffcken and Berger reported about
the preparation of single oxide98. Only 15 years later, the first products appeared on the
market, and already in the 1980s almost 100 contributions related to the topic were
published99, while nowadays, accordingly to Web of Science®, publications related to
the use of sol-gel process exceed 50,000 and the related application market is nowadays
wide spread100. Success obtained in the synthesis of defined structures of metal oxides
by sol-gel process has led scientists to develop similar or related techniques for the
synthesis of non-oxide materials.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.9 Basic flowchart for sol-gel processing (a) a suspension of fine particles (b) a
solution94
In 1987, Maya reported about the conversion of similar intermediate phases (by
ammonolysis of Ti and Nb halides in NH3) to the corresponding nitrides and
carbonitrides, after the reaction of these intermediates with sodium acetylide101-103. As
for some metal oxides syntheses, sol-gel based routes to nonoxidic materials require a
second step treatment where high temperatures are used. The second step can be a
solvothermal synthesis, where a sol-gel process is coupled with a solvent-based
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structural improvement at elevated temperatures104-106. The second step can be also a
thermal nitridation or a carbothermal reduction. If a nitrogen source is present, the
nitrogen can compete with the carbon in replacing the oxygen bond of the metal, and
the process is addressed as ‘‘carbothermal nitridation reaction’’107,108. With this
procedure several materials have been synthesized, including AlN, TiN, SiC, TiC, ZrC,
Ti(C,N) TiB2 and ZrB2109-120. More unconventional is the procedure known as hydrazide
sol-gel process, presented by Kim and Kumta121. By a similar hydrazide sol-gel synthesis,
AlN was also made121.
Sol-gel processes have two categories: aqueous and non- aqueous. In general, aqueous
sol-gel processes have several advantages compared with solid state reactions such as
synthesis at lower temperature, products of higher purity and sensitive process to the
reaction conditions which gives this technique a useful versatility. However these
advantages in some cases can turn into a disadvantage, for instance when nano-sized
materials are synthesized, due to not only the difficulty to get crystalline materials, but
also the difficulty to suppress OH- formation, instead of completed Me-O-Me networks,
somehow affecting the final product morphology122. In contrast, non-aqueous routes
allow a better control over the reaction pathways, a direct preparation of crystalline
nanoparticles and access to more complex morphologies (such as nanowires and
nanorods). Furthermore the absence of surfactants reduces the presence of impurities
on the final product that is particularly important for applications as gas sensors or
catalysts, where surface processes are involved. The first non-aqueous sol-gel route was
developed by Niederberger123 and addressed as the ‘‘benzyl alcohol route’’. In this nonaqueous route, the oxygen is supplied by the organic solvent and/or by the metal
precursor. A detailed mechanism and a list of the metal oxide nanoparticles prepared by
this route can be found in Ref.124, where it is also shown how the reaction pathways are
related to the nanoparticle formation. Nano-sized metal oxides prepared by the benzyl
alcohol route were also shown to be suitable precursors for metal nitrides nanoparticle
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synthesis using cyanamide or urea as nitrogen source and upon thermal treatment at
800 °C under nitrogen gas125.
Transformation of metal oxides into metal nitrides or carbides is usually a ‘‘safe’’ way to
get well-defined final structures, however the residual amounts of oxygen and carbon
are usually not negligible. In addition, the high temperatures required to reduce MOx
favor sintering effects and can affect final morphology. In order to skip the crystalline
oxide preparation and to speed up the process into a one-step reaction, a urea glassroute was established126-129. This sol-gel based procedure is still non-aqueous and
surfactant free.
Given the advantages of sol-gel process, it is a suitable method for the production of
nano-sized ceramic materials, especially UHTCs, at relatively low temperatures, which is
usually prepared at high temperatures.

2.5 Fabrication of UHTC composites by SPS
The SPS of nanoceramics and ceramic nanocomposites attracts much attention due to
impeding grain growth and near full densification of ceramics. Both electroconductive
and electroisolative composites achieve a poreless state under SPS conditions. Due to
the length limitation, only the researches on fabrication of TiC/SiC and ZrB2-SiC
composites are introduced here.
2.5.1 Fabrication of TiC/SiC composite
2.5.1.1 Synthesis of TiC ceramic and TiC/SiC composite
Different mixed organic-inorganic gels as precursors for the synthesis of titanium
carbide were prepared in aqueous and organic solutions starting either from rutile or
titanium alkoxide by Preiss et al.130. The sol-gel processes were controlled by complexing
additives such as H2O2, acetic acid or ethyl acetoacetate. The synthesis route to the
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binary gels could be used to control the elemental composition in the annealed
products. Titanium bearing precursor gel and nano carbon particles derived from soot
were used to synthesize nano-TiC powder131. Both cube shaped particles (~60-140 nm)
and hollow rods (diameter ~ 30-185 nm) of TiC were synthesized by heating at 1580 °C
(Figure 2.10). TiC and SiC fine-powders were synthesized respectively from organic
precursors116. Metal alkoxides were used as a metal source and phenolic resin was done
as a carbon source.

Biedunkiewicz used a sol-gel method to synthesis TiC, TiN and

TiC/SiC ceramics/composites132. The sol-gel process was carried out in in two stages:
low-temperature, in which the raw nC-TiCx product was obtained, and hightemperature in which carbonization of carbides and elimination of excessive organic
compounds took place. Rambo et al. produced highly porous, biomorphic (Si,Ti,Zr)carbide ceramics by vacuum infiltration of low viscosity organo-metallic colloidal
suspensions into biologically derived carbon templates133. The influence of the initial
porosity of the biocarbon template on the final phase composition and morphology of
the formed biomorphic MeC/C-ceramic composites was also analysed. TiC–TiB2–SiC
ceramics with enhanced yield and microstructure homogeneity were synthesized
from hybrid polymer precursors by Li et al.134. The authors thought that the key
process of phase evolution as well as structure densification was to control the
reaction of the C that was redundant for SiC formation with the Ti left after Si-OTi cleavage. Hasegawa and Nakamura135 also synthesized continuous silicon carbidetitanium carbide hybrid fibers through sol-gel processing. Silica-titania-phenolic resin
hybrid fibers were first prepared from ethanol solutions of tetraethoxysilane (TEOS),
titanium tetrakis (TTP) and novolac-type phenolic resins by sol-gel processing.
Carbothermal reduction of both silica and titania components of the hybrid fibers was
then taken place at 1500 °C in an Ar flow, resulting in the formation of continuous βsilicon carbide-titanium carbide hybrid fibers with Si-to-Ti atomic ratios varied down to
9.9. Nanostructured silicon carbide hollow spheres, nano spheres and nanofibres were
synthesized from mesoporous C–SiO2 nanocomposites by sol-gel processing by Wang et
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al.117,136. The proportion of nanofibres or nanoparticles can be controlled by tailoring the
C/SiO2 ratio. Zhong and Ang et al. in the same group as Wang also successfully used
similar sol-gel processing techniques to synthesize nano-sized TiC, TiC/SiC and ZrC from
mesoporous C–TiO2, C-TiO2-SiO2 and C-ZrO2 respectively85,111,137. These researches show
that sol-gel processing is an efficient way to synthesize different nanostructured carbide
ceramics and carbide composites.

Figure 2.10 HRTEM images of (a) carbon particles synthesized by burning clarified butter,
(b) titanium carbide synthesized at 1580 °C. Inset shows selected area diffraction
pattern, (c) TiC particle at higher magnification131
Besides sol-gel processing, other methods, such as CVD and combustion synthesis, were
also investigated to synthesize TiC/SiC composite. SiC/TiC in-situ composites were
synthesized by low pressure chemical vapour deposition on graphite with SiC4, TiCI4,
C3H8 and H2 reaction gases to improve the toughness of SiC/TiC ceramics138. A dense
SiC/TiC deposit without porosity was obtained and only β-SiC and TiC phases were
identified in the composite with a dramatic change of the composition at the interface
of SiC and TiC grains. SiC/TiC multiphased materials were prepared by thermal chemical
vapour deposition under atmospheric pressure from an input gaseous mixture139. The
morphologies of SiC/TiC composites were strongly dependent on the composition of
the input gases leading to either micro- or nanostructures. A combustion synthesis
method was also used to prepare TiC/SiC composite powders by coupling strong and
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weak exothermic reactions140. The reaction temperature and heating rate were found to
strongly depend on the Ti/Si ratios in the reactant powder mixture. The authors
proposed that the presence of metallic melt phases was important for the formation of
the carbide phases.
Although a lot of work have been done on the preparing TiC ceramics and TiC/SiC
composites through sol-gel processing, they are all focused on the preparation of
ceramic powder or fibers and few work has been carried out on preparing bulk TiC/SiC
ceramic materials via sol-gel processing.
2.5.1.2 Fabrication of dense TiC/SiC composites
Hot Pressing is the most conventional sintering technique used for fabrication of UHTCs.
The effects of the addition of different amounts of TiC of varying fineness on the
mechanical properties and oxidation behaviour of α-SiC were determined and compared
with those of single-phase hot-pressed α-SiC141. Addition of TiC resulted in a
considerable increase in KIc, however, high-temperature strength and oxidation
resistance decreased with temperature and increasing TiC content. Sintering behavior,
microstructure and mechanical properties of SiC-TiC composite ceramics sintered by
hot pressing was investigated by Endo et al.142,143. The room temperature flexural
strength of the sintered body increased with the hot pressing temperature and
densification was enhanced with the addition of TiC. The composites exhibited superior
mechanical properties compared to monolithic SiC and TiC, especially in fracture
toughness. The influence of various processing parameters during the fabrication of hot
pressed SiC-TiC composites on microstructure and the resulting flexural strength and
fracture toughness were investigated in Ref144. According to the authors’ research, a
uniform distribution of the second phase besides a high sintering density is important to
achieve high strength and fracture toughness in SiC-TiC composites together with high
Weibull moduli. Cho et al. presented a process based on liquid-phase sintering and
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subsequent annealing for grain growth to obtain in situ-toughened SiC-TiC
composites145,146. The β-α phase transformation of SiC in annealing led to the in situ
growth of elongated alpha-SiC grains, which caused approximately 60% higher
toughness of SiC-30 wt% TiC composites after 6h annealing than that of as-hot-pressed
composites. The effects of initial alpha-phase content of SiC on microstructure and
mechanical properties were also investigated.

Figure 2.11 SEM images of the fracture surfaces of TiC–SiC composites sintered at 1800
°C (a) 0 vol.%, (b) 25 vol.%, (c) 50 vol.% and (d) grain size of TiC and SiC in several TiC–SiC
sintered at 1800 °C for 5 min and under 75MPa147
Since the SPS technique was invented about 20 years ago, it has been the most popular
sintering technique for fabrication of UHTCs for its unique advantages compared with
conventional techniques. Densification of nanocrystalline TiC ceramics by spark plasma
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sintering was studied by Chaim et al.148. The density linearly increased between 1100 °C
and 1500 °C from 72% to 97%. Density of 98% was reached at 1700 °C compared to 76%
for the micro-sized reference powder. Cheng et al.149 investigated the influence of
sintering temperature, holding time and pressure condition on densification and
mechanical properties of bulk TiC fabricated by SPS. Relative density and Vickers
hardness increase with sintering temperature and holding time, but fracture toughness
was not significantly influenced by sintering parameters. TiC–SiC composites were
fabricated using TiC and SiC powders as starting materials by two step method150. TiC
and SiC composite powders were first prepared by arc-melting technique and then were
sintered by SPS. These TiC–SiC composites prepared by two-step method showed more
excellent properties than that prepared by arc-melting technique. The relationship
between density, grain growth and temperature of TiC–SiC composites prepared from
nano-sized TiC and SiC powders by SPS was studied by Cabrero et al.147. The grain size of
the TiC/SiC composites sintered at 1800 °C ranged from 300 nm to 700 nm (Figure 2.11).
Relative density ranged from 95% to 97%. With the increase of SiC volume contents,
Vickers hardness and fracture toughness were improved. Thermal conductivity at room
temperature was increased whereas at high temperature it was reduced. Wang et al.
investigated the effects of SiC particles on the microstructure and mechanical properties
of TiC matrix151. The results showed that nano sized SiC particles addition could hinder
obviously the coalescence of TiC grains and increase remarkably the fracture toughness
of the composites. The grain size of TiC/SiC composites prepared from nano-sized SiC
particles was still micron level (a few microns) and some pores could also be found
(Figure 2.12). Pressureless sintering and spark plasma sintering of the SiC/TiC laminar
ceramic composites were investigated152 comparatively. The SiC/TiC composites without
sintering additives could not be densified using pressureless sintering even at 2000°C.
However, SPS could densify the SiC/TiC composites at 1800 °C with a relative density of
98.9%.
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Figure 2.12 Optical microscope observation of samples sintered by SPS at 1600 °C for 1
min: (a) monolithic TiC; (b) TiC/SiCnano composites; (c) TiC/ SiCmicro composites151
While many researches on the fabrication of bulk TiC/SiC composites materials have
been carried out by HP or SPS, they are almost all done via the powder mixing method.
Due to the intrinsic disadvantages of powder mixing, it is hard to get dense TiC/SiC
composites with homogeneous nanostructure. In this thesis, sol-gel processing and SPS
are combined to fabricate dense TiC/SiC composites with nanostructure. The effect of
Si/Ti molar ratio and cabon/metal ratio on the densification and microstructure of
TiC/SiC composites are also studied.
2.5.2 Fabrication of ZrB2-SiC composites
Within the family of UHTCs, ZrB2 in particular has low theoretical density, which makes it
an attractive material for aerospace applications. However, the use of the single-phase
material for high-temperature structural applications is limited by its poor oxidation and
ablation resistance, as well as its poor damage tolerance. The composite approach has
been successfully adopted in order to improve the densification, mechanical properties,
physical properties, as well as the oxidation and ablation resistance of the ZrB2 ceramics.
Similar to TiC/SiC composites, some researchers have also prepared ZrB2-SiC composite
powders through sol-gel processing. Ultrafine ZrB2–SiC composite powders have been
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synthesized in situ using carbothermal reduction reactions via the sol–gel method153.
The powders synthesized had a relatively smaller average crystallite size (<200 nm), a
larger specific surface area (~20 m2/g), and a lower oxygen content (~1.0 wt%). Nanocrystalline ZrB2-ZrC-SiC ceramics were also synthesized by liquid precursors in a one-pot
reaction of polyzirconoxanesal with boric acid and poly(methylsilylene)ethynylene120.
The pyrolysis of the precursors at 1400 °C in argon led to formation of the
nanocrystalline ZrB2-ZrC-β-SiC powder. The average size of the ZrB2, ZrC and SiC grains
was approximately 100 nm, but there was no report about densification of the powders
(Figure 2.13).

Figure 2.13 SEM micrograph of ZrB2/ZrC/SiC ceramics120
Although only a few researches have been done on the synthesis of ZrB2-SiC composites,
most researches focused on the fabrication, mechanical properties and oxidation
behavior of ZrB2-SiC composites. A hybrid manufacturing process to produce ZrB2–SiC
ceramics by SPS with the SiC phase synthesized in situ by reaction from silicon and
carbon was presented by Ortona et al.154. The resulting materials had a density ~98% of
their theoretical value and presented an interesting microstructure in which SiC was
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dispersed within ZrB2 differently from composites obtained by other reactive processing.
High temperature strength of hot pressed ZrB2-20 vol% SiC ceramics was studied by Zou
et al. in which ZrB2 starting powders were prepared by different carbo/boro-thermal
reduction routes155. The high temperature flexural strength as well as grain boundary
phases of ZrB2-SiC ceramics were influenced by the different impurity levels of ZrB2
powder obtained from different boro/carbo-thermal reduction routes. The high
temperature strength above 1000 °C can be increased by reducing the grain size. The
spark-plasma sintering kinetics of ZrB2-SiC powder mixtures was investigated as a
function of the degree of high-energy co-ball-milling and of the SiC content156. As in ZrB2
without SiC, the crystal size refinement induced by the continued milling progressively
enhanced the SPS kinetics of ZrB2-SiC. The SiC addition further enhanced the SPS
kinetics of ZrB2 and the improved kinetics induced by the SiC addition was identified as
being due to the formation of amorphous borosilicate from the oxide passivating layers
on the ZrB2 and SiC particles. The enhanced kinetics induced by the progressive milling
was due to the continuous reduction of the diffusion distances and to the development
of a greater density of grain boundaries available as faster diffusion paths, together with
the greater formation of amorphous borosilicate. The effects of carbon content, SiC
volume fraction and SiC particle size on the microstructure and mechanical properties
and mechanical behavior of ZrB2-SiC ceramics at elevated temperature were also
studied157-160. More researches were focused on the oxidation behavior4-6,161-163, high
temperature strength155 and creep behavior164,165 of ZrB2-SiC ceramics at different
temperatures and in different environments.
While the UHTCs have many advantages for high temperature applications, they have a
very low atomic diffusion rate and are very hard to densify due to their strong covalent
bonding. Conventional methods for processing UHTCs involve powder mixing and fiber
toughening. A major issue of the conventional methods is the poor mixing/processing of
powders with different densities, especially with nano-sized powders. Thus more
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research needs to be focused on improving materials’ microstructure and properties. As
a wet-chemistry processing method, sol-gel processing is a promising technique to solve
this dispersing problem because of its distinct advantage of molecular level solution
mixing. Although sol-gel processing has its unique advantages on modifying or
improving the microstructures, properties of materials compared with conventional
powder mixing approaches, to the best of our knowledge, few researches have been
done on preparing dense UHTCs by sol-gel process. In this thesis, sol-gel based
approaches are to be investigated to prepare UHTC ceramics/composites with
modified/improved microstructures and properties.

2.6 Summary
2.6.1 Summary
In this chapter, an introduction of non-oxide ceramics, ultra-high temperature ceramics
and sintering techniques including conventional sintering and spark plasma sintering has
been given. The research work on spark plasma sintering of electrically conductive
Si3N4/TiN composites, and synthesis and fabrication of UHTCs were reviewed.
At present, the phenomena responsible for the enhanced sintering in SPS systems are
still under debate. The hypothesis of the local generation of plasma sparks between
particles during SPS has been controversial due to the lack of experimental evidence of
the plasma formation. Some researchers proposed that the electric ﬁeld and rapid
heating increased diffusion and homogenization in the liquid phase. However, some
others questioned the inﬂuence of electric ﬁeld and claimed that the temperature was
the main inﬂuence. Most of the research on the spark plasma sintering of conductive
Si3N4/TiN composites focused on increased conductivity and improved mechanical
properties, the α-β silicon nitride phase transformation, densification, microstructure
and properties. The temperature ﬁeld during the SPS process becomes an important
consideration because of the high heating rate involved in SPS. The temperature
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difference between the center and edge of the sample during sintering was confirmed
by some researchers. However, the quantiﬁcation of the effects of pulsed direct current
on densiﬁcation of the conducting powders has not been well-explored yet.
Sol-gel processing has many advantages such as fast reactions, lower processing
temperatures and more homogeneous final products, and it has been widely applied to
synthesize metal oxides and non-oxide materials. However, it has not been commonly
used in synthesizing UHTCs, with most researches being focused on the fabrication,
mechanical properties and oxidation behavior of ZrB2-SiC composites. The densification
of ZrB2 can be enhanced due to the reduction of fusion path by introducing SiC. The high
temperature strength of ZrB2 can also be increased by reducing the grain size. The
researches on the oxidation behavior of ZrB2-SiC composites show that a high SiC
content is beneficial for the oxidation resistance at high temperature due to a large
amount of silica glass formation as a protective layer to ZrB2. While the UHTCs have
many unique advantages for high temperature applications, the fact is that they are
very hard to densify. Meanwhile conventional methods for processing UHTCs involve
powder mixing and fiber toughening. The major issue with these conventional methods
is the poor mixing/processing of powders with different densities8. And as such more
research is needed to improve the microstructure, mechanical properties and oxidation
resistance of UHTCs. Recently, sol-gel chemistry has shown potential to close this gap
and to enable a simple and sustainable approach for the production of UHTCs.
2.6.2 Scope of research
At present, the phenomena responsible for the enhanced sintering in SPS systems are
still under debate. More research needs to be carried out on the current effects on the
densification, phase transformation, microstructure and mechanical properties of
conductive materials. As the quantification of the amount of the current passing though
the sample during a SPS process is very difficult to measure, we will focus our study on
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the effect of electric current on the sintering behavior, microstructures and properties
of conductive Si3N4/TiN composites by sintering via SPS and HP respectively. As a
comparison, nonconductive Si3N4 is also sintered as well. The conductivity, densification,
microstructure and mechanical properties of the Si3N4/TiN composites with different
TiN contents were investigated respectively to figure out the effect of electric current
during the SPS process.
As sol-gel processing has many advantages and has not been widely used for producing
UHTCs, it was used to synthesize nano-sized TiC/SiC composite precursors first. The
effect of the carbon/metal ratio and Si/TiC ratio on the phases and microstructure of the
Ti-Si-O-C precursor and TiC/SiC composites were investigated. UHTCs are very hard to
densify and usually need to be sintered at high temperatures, resulting in inevitable
rapid grain growth. Dense TiC/SiC composites with a nanostructure were investigated
via sol-gel processing and SPS in this work.
As a wet chemistry route, the sol-gel method has some unique advantages on
processing of UHTCs and functionally gradient UHTCs. A novel sol-gel infiltration
approach was developed to modify/improve the surface of the UHTCs. The effect of
infiltration cycles on the density and microstructure of TiC/SiC composites and the high
temperature ablation of ZrB2/SiC composites prepared by the sol-gel infiltration were
investigated. Sol-gel processing was also be used to combine with powder processing to
mix nano-sized secondary phase (SiC) on the surface of UHTCs (ZrB2) powders to
overcome the problem occurred in conventional powder mixing. The effect of the
SiC/ZrB2 molar ratio and the carbon/metal ratio of the sol-gel on the phases,
densification and microstructure, as well as the ablation behavior, of the SiC/ZrB2
composites were investigated in this work.
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In this chapter, the starting materials used in this research, experimental procedures
including the synthesis and sintering of non-oxide ceramic composites and techniques
used for characterization of all samples are introduced.

3.1 Starting materials
3.1.1 Starting powders
The starting powders used in this study are detailed in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Raw powders used in this study
Powder

Manufacturer

Grade

Particle size (μm)

α-Si3N4

HC Starck

M11

β-Si3N4

DENKI KAGAKU KOGYO KABUSHIKI
KAISHA

-

-

Al2O3

Aldrich Chemical

99.7%

-

AlN

HC Starck

C

BN

HC Starck

B50

TiC

Hefei Kaier Nanometer Energy &
Technology

99.0%

0.05

TiN

Aldrich Chemical

99%

＜10

TiN

Hefei Kaier Nanometer Energy &
Technology

99.2%

0.02

Y2O3

High purity chemicals

99.99%

-

ZrB2

HC Starck

Grade B

＜5
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3.1.2 Starting chemicals
The starting chemicals used are listed in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2 Chemicals used in this study
Chemical
Acetylacetone (AcAc)

Manufacturer
Sigma–Aldrich

Absolute ethanol (anhydrous)

Grade
≥99%
99.7%

Furfuryl alcohol (FA)

Sigma-Aldrich

98%

Hydrochloric acid (HCl)

Merck, Kilsyth

10M

Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS)

Sigma-Aldrich

≥99%

Titanium tetraisopropoxide (TTIP)

Sigma-Aldrich

≥97%

Poly(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(propylene
oxide)-b-poly(ethylene
oxide)
copolymer Pluronic (P123)

Sigma-Aldrich

Mw=5800

Zirconium npropoxide (ZNP)

Sigma-Aldrich

70 wt%
propanol

in

1-

3.2 Materials processing facilities
3.2.1 Spark plasma sintering
Spark plasma sintering (SPS) was done by using a Dr. Sinter 950 SPS unit (Figure 3.1)
made by SPS Syntex Inc. in Japan. The maximum operation temperature it can go up to
is 2100 °C. The maximum force is 100 KN. Maximum sample size is 100 mm in diameter.
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Figure 3.1 Dr. Sinter 950 SPS unit
3.2.2 Hot pressing
Hot pressing was performed in a Thermal Technology Group 1400 Laboratory Hot Press
machine (Figure 3.2). The maximum operation temperature is 2400 °C.
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Figure 3.2 Thermal Technology Group 1400 Laboratory Hot Press machine
3.2.3 Powder mixing and cold pressing
Powder mixing was done via a ball milling machine (Figure 3.3) in a in polyethylene
container using Si3N4 milling-balls.
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Figure 3.3 Ball milling machine
The green body pellets were cold isostatically pressed before sintered by hot pressing.
This was done in an ABB Autoclave cold isostatic pressing (CIP) machine (Figure 3.4). The
operation pressure is about 200 MPa.

Figure 3.4 ABB Autoclave cold isostatic pressing (CIP) machine
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3.2.4 Powder, sol and gel drying
Powder mixture after ball milling was dried in a muffle furnace (Figure 3.5), which has a
maximum temperature of 1200 °C. The sol-gel was dried at a vacuum oven (Figure 3.6).
It has a maximum operation temperature of 250 °C.

Figure 3.5 Muffle furnace

Figure 3.6 Vacuum oven
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3.2.5 Heat treatment facilities for sol-gel process
The carbonization and carbothermal reduction of sol-gel were done in a quartz tube
furnace (Figure 3.7) and an alumina tube furnace (Figure 3.8). The maximum operation
temperature is 1600 °C.

Figure 3.7 Quartz tube furnace for carbonization of sol-gel
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Figure 3.8 Alumina tube furnace for carbothermal reduction of sol-gel
3.2.6 High temperature ablation
The device for the high temperature ablation test of UHTCs is shown in Figure 3.9.
Propylene was used as the fuel and the highest temperature of the flame is about 2300
°C.
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Figure 3.9 Device for ablation test

3.3 Characterization
3.3.1 X-Ray diffraction
X-Ray diffraction (XRD) was utilized to determine the phases and polymorphic forms of
the all samples, for both the sintered samples and original powders. However, it should
be noted that the XRD cannot accurately detect the presence of a phase when it is
below 5 wt. % of total compositions. The surface layer of each sample was first removed
to ensure the bulk material of the specimen was investigated. The samples were then
cut for X-Ray diffraction analysis. The analysis was performed using a Philips X-Ray
Diffractometer, with a Cu filament operating at 40Kv and 25mA. Standard x-ray
diffraction scans for phase identification were taken from 10-80°at 2°/min, with a step
of 0.02°.
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The β/(α+β) volume fractions of sintered silicon nitride samples were determined by
XRD peak-height method. This method was developed by Kall, due to the chemical and
crystallite size similarity of their compounds166:

β /(α + β ) = 100 ×

I β(101)
I β(101) + KI α(102)

(3-1)

Where I α (102) and I β(101) are the integrated peak intensities (peak area) of the
α(102) and β(101) reflections for the α and β phases respectively. K is the normalizing
parameter, here it is 1.652. The α(102) and β(101) peaks were chosen because of their
high intensity and minimal overlap with peaks from other phases presented in the
samples.
3.3.2 Microstructure analysis
The microstructure and structural characterization were made with the aid of scanning
electron microscopy (JEOL JSM 7001F), and transmission electron microscopy (FEI
Tecnai G2 F20). For scanning electron microscopy, the samples were first ground with
SiC paper of progressively finer grades – 180, 600, 1200, 2400 and then polished to a 1
μm finish. The samples were coated with gold, to avoid charging of the insulating
ceramic material in the electron microscope. Micrographs were obtained using SEM.
Back-scattered imaging provides strong compositional contrast, and so is used to study
the microstructural features of different phases of the composites. Secondary electron
imaging was used to study the porosity in the samples, because it has a higher
resolution and much more sensitive to topological information such as pores.
3.3.3 Thermogravimetric analysis
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) on the samples was conducted using a Perkin Elmer
DTA/TG 6300 analyser. Experiments were run in air at a heating rate of 5/10 oC /min
from 50 oC to 800/900 oC, holding for 60 minutes.
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3.3.4 Density and porosity measurement
The density of the samples was determined via the Archimedes principle, using water as
the buoyant medium. Samples were first soaked in water for at least 48 hours, ensuring
that the surface pores were filled with water. Then they were weighed while immersed
in water (Wimmer). This was followed by the surface being dried by tissue paper; the
sample was then weighted, giving Wwet. Finally the samples were dried, by placing them
in a drying oven set at 120℃, for at least 2 hours so as to completely remove the water
from the surface pores. The dry samples were then weighed again (Wdry). All weight
measurements were performed three times and the average was used to ensure
reliability. The bulk density (Dbulk) of sample was then determined by:

Dbulk =

Wdry

(3-2)

Wwet − Wimmer

The relative density (Drel) of sample was determined by:
Drel =

Dbulk
× 100%
Dth

(3-3)

where Dth is the theoretical density of the sample which comes from the references.
The open porosity (Popen) of sample was calculated by:

Popen =

W wet − W dry
W wet − W immer

(3-4)

3.3.5 Mechanical properties test
Hardness and toughness values of samples were determined using a Vickers hardness
indentation tester. Prior to indentation, the samples were ground flat and then polished
to a mirror finish as for SEM analysis. A weight of 10 Kg was applied to the surface of the
sample via the Vickers diamond indenter for ~10 seconds. Measurements were taken of
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the diagonals of the indentations, and the tip-to-tip distance of the cracks emanating
from the corners of the indentations, refer to Figure 3.10. The horizontal and vertical
measurements of six indentations were taken on selected points of the sample surface.
These results were then averaged to give a reliable distribution. From these values, the
hardness and fracture toughness could be calculated using the following equations167:
Hv =

P
2a 2

Kc = 0.016

(3-5)

E P
H v c3/ 2

(3-6)

where P is the load, 2a is the diagonal of the diamond, 2c is the distance from one cracktip to the opposite crack-tip and E is the Young’s Modulus of the material.

Figure 3.10 Schematic diagram of Vickers indentation for KIC measurement
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Chapter 4 Nitride Ceramic Composites Prepared by Hot Pressing
and Spark Plasma Sintering
Compared to the traditional sintering techniques, spark plasma sintering (SPS) allows
much faster heating rates and shorter sintering times. This would lower sintering
temperature and make it suitable for sintering a variety of materials. The SPS technique
can significantly enhance the sinterability of most materials. Additionally the SPS can
also extend the possibilities for developing new advanced materials and tailoring their
properties. Even though SPS uses current to sinter, the technique is not limited to
electrically conductive powders. SPS has the ability to sinter non-conductive powders as
well. However the conductivity of the powder does influence how the powder is heated.
Conductive materials are heated by both Joule heating (self-heating), caused by the
direct current passing through the sample, and thermal conduction from the container
(usually a graphite die); whereas non-conductive materials are heated only through
thermal conduction168.
Therefore an obvious difference between the SPS and traditional sintering methods,
such as hot pressing (HP), is the heating mode. This is because the materials sintered by
HP are heated exclusively by thermal conduction from the container, irrespective of
whether the material is electrically conductive or not. The differences in heating
techniques gives the SPS an extra layer of complexity, this being the pulsed current.
Understanding the effect of the pulsed current in the SPS process is important for
controlling the resulting microstructure, and properties of sintered products. Given its
importance, however, the effect of the current through the samples of such conductive
materials has not been well understood.
In this chapter, I will focus on the study of the effect of the pulsed DC current applied
during the SPS process. Variables to be investigated are densification, phase
transformation, microstructure and mechanical properties of non-conductive ceramics
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(both α-Si3N4 and β-Si3N4) and conductive composites (Si3N4/TiN). This will be achieved
by sintering Si3N4 ceramics and Si3N4/TiN composites using HP and SPS respectably.
These two materials are chosen in this study because Si3N4 is nonconductive and TiN is
electrically conductive. They are suitable for studying the effect of current in the SPS
process, and its influence on the microstructure and properties of materials. These
materials also have widespread industrial application prospects. The weight fraction of
each material in the starting powders used in this study is detailed in Table 4.1.

4.1 Experimental procedure
4.1.1 Starting powders
The silicon nitride samples used in this study had different weight fractions of titanium
nitride with the sintering aids of Y2O3, Al2O3 and AlN. As well as being sintered via SPS,
the composites were also sintered using HP as comparison. The starting powders, which
are detailed in Table 3.1 in Chapter 3, used in this study were mixed in the weight
fraction indicated in Table 4.1. The powders were mixed into 100 gram batches and
milled for 48 hours using Si3N4 milling-balls and 200 ml of isopropanol. The milling
mixture was then dried off in a drying oven at 80 °C. This dried powder was then
remixed for 10 minutes using a porcelain mortar and pestle in order to ensure complete
homogeneity of the powder mixture.
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Table 4.1 Weight fractions of raw powders (wt%)
Samples

TiN%

α-Si3N4

1

0

2

β-Si3N4

Al2O3

AlN

Y2O3

90

3

2

5

10

81

2.7

1.8

4.5

3

30

63

2.1

1.4

3.5

4

50

45

1.5

1

2.5

5

0

90

3

2

5

6

10

81

2.7

1.8

4.5

7

30

63

2.1

1.4

3.5

4.1.2 Green body preparing and sintering
The sample size used in hot pressing was 25mm in diameter and about 5 mm in
thickness. The green body pellets were formed first by uniaxially pressing ~10 grams of
powder in a 25 mm steel die at a pressure of ~15 MPa. The pellets were then vacuum
sealed in polyethylene bags and cold isostatically pressed (CIP) for 3 minutes under a
pressure of ~200MPa. The final diameter of the green body was approximately 22.5 mm
after CIP. In hot pressing, sample pellets were sintered in a graphite die; which was
coated with boron nitride to avoid contact between the graphite and Si3N4/TiN raw
powders. The boron nitride also provided lubrication during densification. A small
amount of boron nitride was also used as packing powder surrounding the pellet so as
to separate the pellet and the graphite rams. Hot pressing was performed under a
flowing high-purity nitrogen atmosphere. Samples were heated to designed
temperature (1300-1800°C) at 20 °C /min and held for 1 hour under an applied pressure
of 20MPa. The samples were lastly cooled down naturally in the chamber to room
temperature. The temperature was measured using an optical pyrometer.
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For SPS, the sample size was with diameter of 20mm and height of about 5 mm. In SPS
the sample powder was packed directly into a graphite die. The die and punches were
separated from the powder by 0.2 mm thick graphite sheets; this was to aid removal of
the sample after sintering. The graphite die was covered with a heat insulating carbon
fibre mat to avoid heat wastage from the external surface of the die. For sintering first
the chamber was evacuated to a pressure less than 6 Pa. The heating profile was then
carried out as follows; the sample was first heated to 600 °C in 4 min, then heated to the
sintering temperature (1300–1600 °C) at 100 °C /min and held for 10 min. This was done
under a uniaxial pressure of 20 MPa in a SPS unit (Dr. Sinter 950, SPS Syntex Inc., Japan).
The sample was then allowed to cool naturally in the die and the initial cooling rate was
about 200 °C /min. The final sintered sample was a 20 mm diameter disc with a
thickness of about 5 mm.

4.2 Electrical conductivity of the starting materials and Si3N4/TiN
composites
In this study, α-Si3N4 and β-Si3N4, with different weight percentages of TiN (0 wt%, 30 wt%
and 50 wt%) were used. The compositions contained sintering aids, namely Y2O3, Al2O3
and AlN. The composites were sintered by HP and SPS at the same temperatures
ranging from 1300 °C to 1600 °C under the pressure of 20 MPa holding for 60 and 10
minutes respectively. To study the current effect on the microstructure and properties
of Si3N4/TiN composites, with varying TiN, the electrical conductivity data of the
composites and graphite die used in SPS process must be obtained first. The electrical
resistivity data, which were measured by the 4-probe method at different temperatures,
are given in Table 4.2. The electrical resistivity data of the samples at the temperature
higher than 500 °C are not given here, due to the experiment limitation.
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Table 4.2 Electrical resistivity of samples and graphite die (unit: ohm.cm)
Material

Temperature(°C)
25
[a]

[b]

400

500

\

\

\

\

\

approx. 10

\

\

\

\

5

\

\

\

＞ 2×10

14

70%Si3N4+30%TiN

[c]

50% Si3N4+50%TiN
[d]

According

300

-3

100% Si3N4

[a]

200

0.1× 10

Graphite die

TiN

100

＞ 2×10

-3

-3

4.6×10

the

-3

5

\

-3

4.2×10

3.9×10

3.4×10

3.0×10

\

-6

\

\

\

\

\

data

from

20±10×10
to

-3

2×10

the

graphite

die

manufacturer;

13

[b]

http://www.siliconfareast.com/sio2si3n4.htm; [c] This value is the upper limit of the instrument used. The
resistivity of this composition should be less than that for 100% silicon nitride. [d] Pierson, H.O. (1996).
Handbook of Refractory Carbides and Nitrides. William Andrew Publishing/Noyes. charpter 11. pp187

According to the results, the 100% Si3N4 sample is non-conductive, and the composite
sample with 30% TiN is moderately conductive. The sample with 50 wt% TiN is the most
conductive one produced, which is almost as conductive as the graphite die (the same
order of magnitude). The higher conductivity of the 50 wt% TiN sample means that a
large pulse current will pass through the sample, as well as the graphite die during the
SPS process. The electrical resistivity of Si3N4/TiN composite with 50 wt% TiN decreases
by about 35%, from 25 °C to 400 °C. Electrical conductivity of Si3N4 increases with
temperature, from about 10-15 (ohm.cm)-1 at room temperature, to about 10-7
(ohm.cm)-1 at 1500 °C169. Because of this, we can reasonably infer that the electrical
conductivity of the Si3N4/TiN composite, with 50 wt% TiN, at the sintering temperatures
(1300–1600 °C) will be higher than the room temperature conductivity. This increasing
electrical conductivity will allow a large current to pass through the sample, rather than
the graphite die, during the SPS process.
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4.3 Effect of electric current on the densification of Si3N4 ceramic and
Si3N4/TiN composites
4.3.1 Effect of current on the density of Si3N4/TiN composites
4.3.1.1 Densities of Si3N4/TiN composites prepared from α-Si3N4 sintered by HP
and SPS
The relative densities of the composites of α-Si3N4, with 0 wt%, 30 wt% and 50 wt% TiN
respectively, obtained at different temperatures, using both HP and SPS, are shown in
Table 4.3 and Figure 4.1. The relative density was calculated by dividing the density of
the sintered Si3N4/TiN composite samples with its theoretical density, which was
calculated as the average theoretical density of silicon nitride and titanium nitride with
their weight percentage respectively. At 1600°C, Si3N4 based composites sintered by
either HP or SPS, are almost fully densified. The exception to this was the 50% TiN,
sintered via HP, which only achieved a relative density of 96.9%. The results also
indicate that the relative density of Si3N4/TiN composite is lower, than that of monolithic
Si3N4 in HP at higher temperatures (1500°C and 1600°C). This means the presence of TiN
hinders the densification of silicon nitride when sintered by HP. However, in SPS, the
relative density of electrically conductive Si3N4/TiN composite, with 50% TiN, is clearly
higher than non-conductive monolithic Si3N4, after being sintered at all temperatures. In
addition, the sample with 30% TiN, which is moderately conductive, also has higher
relative density than the one without any TiN. It means the densification of silicon
nitride is improved significantly, with increasing electrical conductivity in materials.
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Table 4.3 Relative densities of α-Si3N4 with different contents of TiN sintered by HP and SPS

Temperature
(°C)

100%Si3N4+0%TiN

70%Si3N4+30%TiN

50%Si3N4+50%TiN

HP

SPS

HP

SPS

HP

SPS

1300

62.4±0.1

57.8±0.1

64.5±0.1

59.0±0.1

62.6±0.1

61.5±0.1

1400

68.8±0.1

64.6±0.1

71.9±0.1

71.4±0.1

71.0±0.1

72.8±0.1

1500

97.0±0.1

84.7±0.1

95.0±0.1

89.2±0.1

88.5±0.1

91.3±0.1

1600

100±0.1

98.6±0.1

99.2±0.1

99.6±0.1

96.9±0.1

100±0.1

From the results in Figure 4.1, the relative densities of the samples with 0% and 30%
TiN, are obviously higher in HP than in SPS. The differences in relative densities are
because of much longer holding time in HP (60 minutes) than in SPS (10 minutes).
However, the sample with 50% TiN, which is electrically conductive, has higher density
in SPS than in HP at all temperatures except 1300°C. From this it can be observed that
densification is aided by electrically conductive materials in SPS, whereas HP shows no
such increase in densification when a conductive phase is added to the composite. The
SPS technique experiences better densification with the addition of a conductive phase,
due to the electric current passing through the sample. This is because of the over
heating effect of the conductive materials during the SPS process.
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Figure 4.1 Relative density of Si3N4/TiN composites sintered by HP and SPS (a)
100%Si3N4+0%TiN (b) 70%Si3N4+30%TiN (c) 50%Si3N4+50%TiN
4.3.1.2 Densities of Si3N4/TiN composites prepared from both α-Si3N4 and β-Si3N4
sintered by SPS
The relative densities of α-Si3N4 and β-Si3N4, with 0%, 30% and 50% TiN, sintered by SPS
at different temperatures, are also compared and shown in Figure 4.2. At 1600°C, both
α-Si3N4 and β-Si3N4 based composites are almost fully densified after being sintered for
10 minutes. Even 0% TiN samples are densified to a similar extent at this temperature.
The results also indicate that the relative densities of the conductive samples
(50%Si3N4+50%TiN), are higher than those of the non-conductive ones, (α-Si3N4 and βSi3N4 with no added TiN) after sintering at all temperatures. In addition, the samples
with 30% TiN, which are moderately conductive, also have higher densities than those
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without any TiN. One main reason for the observed trends in the densification of these
materials is the variation in conductivity of the composites. This will affect how the
pulse current passes through the specimen, during the SPS sintering. The other may be a
chemical effect of the varying amounts of TiN added. TiN itself may also improve the
densification of Si3N4 besides its effect on improving the electrical conductivity of Si3N4.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 4.2 Relative densities of Si3N4/TiN composites sintered by SPS at different
temperatures: the starting powders were (a) α-Si3N4 and (b) β-Si3N4 respectively.
4.3.1.3 Densities of monolithic Si3N4 and Si3N4/TiN composite sintered by HP and
SPS
To separate these two variables on the densification of the composite, monolithic Si3N4
and Si3N4/TiN composite samples were sintered, by both hot pressing and SPS, at
1500°C. The relative densities of the sintered samples are given in Table 4.4. These
results show that, in the case of hot pressed samples, the presence of TiN suppressed
the densification of α-Si3N4 because the TiN grains hinder the elongation of β-Si3N4 and
consequently the α-β transformation and densification of α-Si3N4. This is because the
TiN is a foreign phase for the Si3N4 and it has a Zener pinning effect on the grain
boundaries. As for β-Si3N4 no noticeable effect on the densification occurred. But in the
case of SPSed samples, the introduction of the conductive TiN phase, improved the
densification of α-Si3N4 and β-Si3N4 samples by 6.6 percent and 4.4 percent respectively.
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This is because the Joule heating effect is increased with the addition of TiN, and hence
a large current can pass through samples. Antonio’s research also showed that the final
density of samples, (aluminium powder) with electric current flowing through them, is
about 5% higher than that of ones without electric current passing168.
Table 4.4 Comparison of the relative densities (%) of conductive and non-conductive samples sintered by
HP and SPS at 1500 °C
50%α-Si3N4+50%TiN
HP
88.5±0.1

100%α-Si3N4

SPS

HP

SPS

91.3±0.1

97.0±0.1

84.7±0.1

70%β-Si3N4+30%TiN
HP
79.7±0.1

SPS
88.7±0.1

100%β-Si3N4
HP
79.5±0.1

SPS
84.3±0.1

4.3.2 Effect of current on the shrinkage of Si3N4/TiN composites
The shrinkage curves for α-Si3N4 and β-Si3N4 based composites with 0%, 30% and
50%TiN, sintered by SPS at 1600°C, are shown in Figure 4.3a and 4.3b respectively. It
should be noted that the dimensional changes of the samples are not directly
comparable, due to the differences in the particle size, and the amount of the raw
powder used in sample preparations. However, the temperature at which the shrinkage,
due to sintering, exceeds the thermal expansion of the assembly (the lowest point on
the displacement curve), can be easily identified for each composition by intersecting
the displacement curve with the horizontal tangent line. The results in Figure 4.3a show
that this happened when the temperature of the die wall (measured by the pyrometer)
was about 120°C lower for the electrically conducting specimen than for the nonconducting specimen. Similarly, the corresponding temperature was about 70°C lower
for the moderately conducting specimen, than for the non-conducting specimen. The
result is also true for β-Si3N4 (Figure 4.3b), the corresponding temperature was about
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80°C lower for the moderately conducting specimen, than for the non-conducting
specimen.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 4.3 Shrinkage curves for Si3N4/TiN composites SPSed at 1600°C, the starting
powders were (a) α-Si3N4 and (b) β-Si3N4 respectively
The hot pressed composites show no beneficial chemical effect on densification from
the addition of TiN, as discussed earlier. Therefore the commencement of sintering of
composites in SPS at apparently lower temperatures than for monolithic Si3N4 can be
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attributed to a physical effect arising from the presence of conductive TiN, which is the
temperature difference between the die and the core of the sample. For the nonconducting, monolithic Si3N4 sample, the core of the sample is at a lower temperature
than that measured on the surface of the die. Whereas, for the conducting composites,
which can be self-heated to some extent by Joule heating, the temperature of the core
of the sample can be higher than that measured on the surface of the die. This is also
known as the overshooting effect, which is a very important behaviour during the SPS
process. Previous studies have also presented some evidence to support this
overshooting effect35,36,43,59,170. The measured temperature (on the surface of the die) is
about 140°C hotter and 170°C cooler for non-conducting silicon nitride and conducting
tungsten carbide respectively than the actual temperature (on the surface of the
samples)170. According to Wang Yucheng’s research, the measured temperature on the
surface of the die for conducting material (TiB2 and BN) can be even up to 345°C cooler
than the actual temperature (the core of the sample)59.

4.4 Effect of current on the phase transformation of silicon nitride
4.4.1 Phases of the sintered Si3N4/TiN composites
The XRD patterns of Si3N4/TiN mixtures with different percentages of TiN, SPSed at 1600
°C, are compared in Figure 4.4. The results show that there is still some α-Si3N4 in all the
three samples, which means the α-Si3N4 has not fully transformed to β-Si3N4 at 1600 °C.
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Figure 4.4 XRD patterns of Si3N4/TiN composites spark plasma sintered at 1600 °C
4.4.2 β-ratios of Si3N4/TiN composites prepared from α-Si3N4 sintered by HP
and SPS
The β-ratios (β/(α+β)) of Si3N4 with different weight percentage of TiN, sintered by HP
and SPS, at different temperatures, are listed in Table 4.5. The β-ratio here is used to
describe the extent of α-β phase transformation of silicon nitride. We can see that, in
SPS, the β-ratio of the conductive sample containing 50% TiN is much higher than that of
the non-conductive one (100% Si3N4). This is especially true in the liquid phase sintering
stage (1500-1600 °C), when α-β transformation occurs. In addition, the moderate
conductive samples containing 30% TiN, also have higher β-ratios than those without
TiN. From this it can be concluded that the α-β transformation of silicon nitride is
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promoted with the increase of conductivity of the sample. This is because a rapid Joule
heating effect is taking place within the sample, caused by the large pulse current
passing through the conductive powders. The current passing through leads to a
temperature difference between the actual temperature at the center of the conductive
sample, and the nominal temperature measured on the outer surface of the graphite
die. The situation just described agrees well with the shrinkage curves of the samples
(Figure 4.3) obtained. On the contrary, in HP, the β-ratio of the conductive Si3N4/TiN
composites is lower than that of the non-conductive monolithic Si3N4, because the
presence of TiN suppresses the growth and elongation of β-Si3N4 grains, and hence the
α-β transformation of Si3N4, due to the Zenner pinning effect of TiN on the grain
boundaries of Si3N4.
Table 4.5 β-ratios in α-Si3N4 samples with different mass fraction of TiN sintered by HP and SPS at
different temperatures
Temperature
(°C)

100%Si3N4+0%TiN

1300

70%Si3N4+30%TiN

50%Si3N4+50%TiN

SPS

HP

SPS

HP

SPS

10.1±0.5

10.6±0.3

10.1±0.6

10.9±0.5

9.7±0.2

10.6±0.8

1400

12.8±0.5

11.0±0.3

12.2±0.6

11.0±1.2

9.8±0.9

13.0±1.2

1500

32.3±0.8

12.6±0.3

23.3±0.8

13.0±0.9

18.0±1.1

26.4±2.1

1600

73.9±0.8

70.7±1.8

72.0±0.6

76.8±0.7

70.8±1.5

81.8±1.8

HP

The comparison of β-ratios of α-Si3N4 with 0%, 30% and 50% TiN, sintered by HP and SPS
at different temperatures, is shown in Figure 4.5. The results indicate that, for the
samples with 0% TiN, the β-ratios are higher in HP than in SPS because the holding time
in HP is much longer than in SPS, and the solution-diffusion-precipitation involved in the
α-β phase transformation of silicon nitride, is a time-consuming process171. However, for
the electrically conductive sample with 50% TiN, the β-ratio is higher in SPS than in HP,
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at all temperatures. Even for the moderately conductive sample with 30% TiN, the βratio is also higher in SPS than in HP at 1600 °C where the α-β transformation of silicon
nitride proceeds more completely than at lower temperatures. Considering that the
sintering time in SPS is 10 minutes compared to 60 minutes in HP, even if the β-ratios
were the same between the two samples sintered by SPS and HP, the effect of current
on the conductive material is still significant. In HP, the existence of TiN grains
suppresses the α-β phase transformation as stated in the last paragraph; while in SPS,
the introduction of the conductive phase, TiN, assists the α-β phase transformation
because the elevated temperatures the sample experienced. Combining these two
points, it can be said that the introduction of a conductive phase, such as TiN, promotes
the α-β phase transformation of silicon nitride. This is due to the Joule heating effect of
the large current during the SPS process, compared with no current passing through
samples in HP.

Figure 4.5 Comparison of β-ratio of α-Si3N4/TiN composites sintered by HP and SPS (a)
100%Si3N4+0%TiN (b) 70%Si3N4+30%TiN (c) 50%Si3N4+50%TiN
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4.4.3 β-ratios of Si3N4/TiN composites prepared from both α-Si3N4 and β-Si3N4
sintered by SPS
The β-ratios of Si3N4/TiN composites based on α-Si3N4 and β-Si3N4 with different weight
percentages of TiN, sintered by SPS at different temperatures, are shown in Figure 4.6. It
can be seen that the β-ratio of the sample with 50% TiN, based on α-Si3N4, is much
higher than that of the non-conductive one (100% α-Si3N4) at 1500-1600°C. This
temperature range is significant because this is when the α-β transformation occurs.
This means that the α-β transformation of silicon nitride is promoted, by the presence of
TiN, which enhances the conductivity of the sample. Previous research also shows that
the β/α ratio of silicon nitride composites, can be used to monitor the real temperature
distribution during the SPS process. During this process, the β/α ratio is higher in the
higher temperature region, (the out surface of the sample) than that in the lower one
(the core of the sample)170. For the samples based on β-Si3N4, however, the Si3N4/TiN
composite samples have slightly lower β-fractions than monolithic Si3N4 samples at 1400
and 1500oC. These differences are not significant, since they are well within the errors of
measurements. Also there is very little α-β transformation occurring in predominantly β
samples, at these low sintering temperatures. On the contrary, at 1600oC, the Si3N4/TiN
composite samples have higher β-fractions, than monolithic Si3N4 ones. This can also be
attributed to the enhanced Joule heating effect in conductive composites containing
TiN. In addition, TiN itself may also promote the α to β transformation and densification
of Si3N4.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.6 β-ratios of Si3N4/TiN composites based on α-Si3N4 and β-Si3N4 SPSed at
different temperatures: (a) α-Si3N4 and (b) β-Si3N4
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4.5 Effect of current on the microstructure of Si3N4/TiN composites
4.5.1 Microstructures of the α-Si3N4 and β-Si3N4 based Si3N4/TiN composites
sintered by SPS
The microstructures of the α-Si3N4 and β-Si3N4 based composites, sintered by SPS at
1300 °C and 1600 °C, are shown in Figure 4.7 and 4.8 respectively. The results show that
the Si3N4/TiN composite samples sintered at 1300 °C (Figure 4.7b, 4.7c and 4.7e), have
higher densities than the monolithic Si3N4 ones (Figure 4.7a and 4.7d), irrespective of
whether the starting material is based on α-Si3N4 or β-Si3N4. The porosity of Si3N4/TiN
composites at 1600 °C (Figure 4.8b, 4.8c and 4.8e) is slightly less than that of monolithic
Si3N4 (Figure 4.8a and 4.8d). In these images the dark grains are Si3N4, and the bright
ones are TiN, because Ti has heavier atomic weight than Si. This observation is in
agreement with the density data in Table 4.4 in Section 4.3.1, in which the introduction
of the conductive phase, TiN, promotes the densification of Si3N4 during spark plasma
sintering. Again this is due to the improved Joule heating effect, in the presence of
conducting TiN.
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Figure 4.7 SEI micrographs of Si3N4/TiN composites SPSed at 1300°C (a)100%α-Si3N4
(b)70%α-Si3N4+30%TiN (c)50%α-Si3N4+50%TiN (d)100%β-Si3N4 (e)70%β-Si3N4+30%TiN
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Figure 4.8 SEI micrographs of Si3N4/TiN composites SPSed at 1600°C (a)100%α-Si3N4
(b)70%α-Si3N4+30%TiN (c)50%α-Si3N4+50%TiN (d)100%β-Si3N4 (e)70%β-Si3N4+30%TiN
4.5.2 Microstructures of the α-Si3N4 based Si3N4/TiN composites sintered by
HP and SPS
The microstructures of Si3N4/TiN composites, sintered by SPS and HP at 1600°C, are
compared in Figure 4.9. The results show that there is a minor difference in the porosity
between the monolithic Si3N4 and the Si3N4/TiN composites. The porosity of the
Si3N4/TiN composites (Figure 4.9b, 4.9c) is slightly reduced when compared to the
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monolithic Si3N4 (Figure 4.9a), when sintered via SPS. This is because the conductive
phase of TiN promotes the densification of Si3N4, through the Joule heating effect. On
the other hand, the porosity of Si3N4/TiN composites (Figure 4.9e, 4.9f), is a little bit
higher than that of monolithic Si3N4 (Figure 4.9d) in HP due to the presence of TiN,
which hinders the densification of silicon nitride. This result is also in agreement with
the density data in Table 4.3.

Figure 4.9 SEI micrographs of α-Si3N4/TiN composites sintered at 1600°C by SPS: (a)
100% α-Si3N4 (b) 70% α-Si3N4+30%TiN (c) 50 α-%Si3N4+50%TiN, and by HP: (d) 100% αSi3N4 (e) 70% α-Si3N4+30%TiN (f) 50% α-Si3N4+50%TiN
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The average grain size and aspect ratio of the Si3N4/TiN composites, sintered by HP and
SPS at 1600°C, are shown in Table 4.6. We can see that, for the SPS sintered samples,
the average grain size of Si3N4/TiN composites is bigger than that of monolithic Si3N4, in
both α-Si3N4 and β-Si3N4 as the starting powder. However the aspect ratio in both α- and
β-Si3N4/TiN composites is smaller than that seen in the monolithic α- and β-Si3N4. It
indicates that the difference between the actual temperature of conductive Si3N4/TiN
composites, and the nominal temperature measured on the surface of the die due to
the Joule heating effect of the conductive samples, promotes the solution-diffusionprecipitation process involving the α-β phase transformation and the β-Si3N4 grain
growth in the Si3N4/TiN composites. However, the presence of TiN suppresses the
elongation of β-Si3N4 grains, which leads to the smaller aspect ratio of β-Si3N4 in
Si3N4/TiN composites. It can also be found that the aspect ratio for α-Si3N4 based
samples is bigger than that of β-Si3N4 based ones, this is because there is fewer α phase
and less α-β phase transformation during SPS in β-Si3N4 based samples.
Table 4.6 Average grain size and aspect ratio of the α-Si3N4/TiN composites sintered by HP and SPS at
1600°C
SPS

HP

100%αSi3N4

70%αSi3N4+3
0%TiN

50%αSi3N4+5
0%TiN

100%βSi3N4+0
%TiN

70%βSi3N4+3
0%TiN

100%αSi3N4

70%αSi3N4+3
0%TiN

50%αSi3N4+50
%TiN

Grain
size
(μm)

0.3

0.5

0.6

0.4

0.6

0.3

0.35

0.35

Aspect
ratio

9

3

2

5

2

8

4

3

From the results in Table 4.6 and Figure 4.9, it can be found that there is not much
difference between the average grain sizes of the monolithic Si3N4 samples, sintered
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either by SPS (Figure 4.9a) or by HP (Figure 4.9d). However, the grain sizes of the
Si3N4/TiN composite samples sintered by SPS (Figure 4.9b, 4.9c) are larger than those
sintered by HP (Figure 4.9e, 4.9f). This is due to the difference between the actual
temperature and the measured temperature in SPS, which does not happen in HP.

4.6 Effect of current on the mechanical properties of Si3N4/TiN
composites
4.6.1 Hardness of Si3N4/TiN composites sintered by HP and SPS
The hardness of monolithic Si3N4 and Si3N4/TiN composites, sintered by HP and SPS are
shown in Table 4.7 and Figure 4.10 respectively. It should be pointed out that the
hardness of monolithic Si3N4, and the Si3N4/TiN composite with 30%TiN sintered by SPS
at 1500°C, is obviously lower than by HP (Figure 4.10a and 4.10b), because they possess
much lower density (Figure 4.1a and 4.1b).
Table 4.7 Vickers Hardness of Si3N4 with different fractions of TiN sintered by HP and SPS at 1600°C
2

(Kg/mm , Load=10Kg)
Compositions
Sintering
method

100%αSi3N4+0%TiN

70%αSi3N4+30%TiN

50%αSi3N4+50%TiN

100%βSi3N4+0%TiN

70%βSi3N4+30%TiN

HP

1741±29

1589±13

1311±15

1623±11

1438±11

SPS

1735±9

1602±40

1509±28

1591±34

1509±21

The results show that the hardness of the non-conductive sample, with 0%TiN, and
moderately conductive sample, with 30%TiN, sintered by SPS are lower than that
sintered by HP (Figure 4.10a and Figure 4.10b). However, the hardness of the electrically
conductive sample with 50%TiN, sintered by SPS, is higher than that sintered by HP
(Figure 4.10c). This means that the hardness of the conductive composite material is
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improved with the addition of the second conductive phase - TiN. This is because the
relative density of the Si3N4/TiN composite is increased due to joule heating effect of the
electrical current passing through the composite during the SPS process (refer to section
4.2).

Figure 4.10 Vickers hardness of Si3N4/TiN composites sintered by HP and SPS at different
temperatures (a) 100%Si3N4 (b) 70%Si3N4+30%TiN (c) 50%Si3N4+50%TiN
4.6.2 Fracture toughness of Si3N4/TiN composites sintered by HP and SPS
The fracture toughness of monolithic Si3N4 and Si3N4/TiN composites, sintered by HP
and SPS are shown in Table 4.8 and Figure 4.11 respectively. The fracture toughness of
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both the monolithic Si3N4 and Si3N4/TiN composites, sintered by SPS, is higher than the
composites sintered by HP at all temperatures. This means that the effect of current
during the SPS process can also improve the fracture toughness of the materials. It can
also be found that the Si3N4/TiN composites have significantly higher fracture toughness
than monolithic Si3N4, especially the sample with 50%TiN.
Table 4.8 Fracture toughness of Si3N4 with different fractions of TiN sintered by HP and SPS at 1600°C
1/2

(MPa.m )
Compositions
Sintering
method

100%αSi3N4+0%TiN

70%αSi3N4+30%TiN

50%αSi3N4+50%TiN

100%βSi3N4+0%TiN

70%βSi3N4+30%TiN

HP

4.6±0.1

5.2±0.1

7.4±0.1

4.8±0.1

5.7±0.1

SPS

4.7±0.1

7.7±0.1

8.1±0.1

4.2±0.1

6.0±0.1

The hardness and fracture toughness data show that the introduction of TiN in Si3N4/TiN
composite samples, with 50% TiN, increases the fracture toughness significantly, (Figure
4.11a and 4.11c) without decreasing the hardness of the Si3N4 (Figure 4.10a and 4.10c).
The results in Table 4.7 and Table 4.8 also show that the mechanical properties (both
hardness and fracture toughness) of Si3N4/TiN composites sintered by SPS are improved,
compared with those of the HP sintered samples, because of the Joule heating effect
during SPS process. This effect is again generated by the electrical current passing
through the conductive composite samples, which is the most significant difference
between the SPS and HP processes.
The pictures of the indentations on the monolithic Si3N4 and Si3N4/TiN composites in
Vickers hardness tests are shown in Figure 4.12. The bright phase in Figure 4.12b is TiN.
We can find that cracks in the monolithic Si3N4 are generally straight and intragranular,
but cracks in the Si3N4/TiN composite are deflected and mostly not through but around
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TiN grains. That means the TiN grains hinder the crack propagation, which is the main
reason why the addition of TiN increases the fracture toughness of Si3N4/TiN composite.

Figure 4.11 Fracture toughness of Si3N4/TiN composites sintered by HP and SPS at
different temperatures (a) 100%Si3N4 (b) 70%Si3N4+30%TiN (c) 50%Si3N4+50%TiN
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.12 SEM micrographs of Vickers indentation on (a) monolithic Si3N4 and (b)
50%Si3N4-50%TiN composite
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4.7 Discussion
Understanding the effect of the pulsed current in the SPS process is important for
controlling the densification, resultant microstructure and properties of sintered
products. However, the effect of the current through the samples of conductive
materials has not been well understood possibly because of the difficulty on direct
measurement of the current. In this chapter, the effect of current has been studied
indirectly by comparing the densification, phase transformation, microstructures and
mechanical properties of nonconductive monolithic Si3N4, semi-conductive and
conductive Si3N4/TiN composites sintered by HP and SPS.
The densification and the α-β phase transformation of α-Si3N4 are closely related during
the sintering because the α-β phase transformation can improve the densification of
Si3N4. In the HP sintering, the densification and the α-β transformation of Si3N4 are
suppressed by the presence of TiN. This arises because the TiN grains on the grain
boundary of Si3N4 suppress the grain growth and elongation of β-Si3N4, and
consequently the α-β transformation and densification of α-Si3N4, due to its pinning
effect172. In the SPS sintering, on the other hand, the densification (relative density) and
the α-β transformation of Si3N4 are improved by the addition of the electrically
conductive phase, TiN, especially for the Si3N4/TiN composite with 50 wt% of TiN (0%
porosity), which is almost as conductive as graphite. The studies on the porosities, grain
sizes and aspect ratios of monolithic Si3N4 and conductive Si3N4/TiN composites also
come to the same conclusion. To separate the chemical effect of the varying amounts of
TiN in the materials from the electric current effect on the conductive specimens,
insulated monolithic Si3N4 and conductive Si3N4/TiN composites were sintered by both
hot pressing and SPS respectively. The results show that the current effect is the main
reason that makes the improvement for the relative density and the α-β transformation
of Si3N4. On top of that, In addition, TiN itself may also promote the α to β
transformation and densification of Si3N4.
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In addition, the shrinkage of the conductive Si3N4/TiN specimen took place at the
temperature about 120°C lower than that of the nonconductive Si3N4 in the SPS
sintering. This indicates that the actual temperature of the conductive Si3N4/TiN sample
is higher than the nonconductive Si3N4 ceramic in the SPS sintering. The intrinsic reason
for this difference is that the large pulse current passing through the conductive
materials during the SPS sintering generates a large amount of heat due to the Joule
heating effect so that the temperature of the sample can be higher than that measured
on the surface of the die. This is known as the overshooting effect, which is a very
important behavior during the SPS process. Previous studies have also presented some
evidence to support this overshooting effect35,36,43,59,170. The understanding of this
effect is quite important for our studies in the following chapters, where different ultrahigh temperature ceramics (UHTCs) and composites are prepared with the SPS
technique. Most of these UHTC materials are in fact electrically conductive.

4.8 Summary
The introduction of TiN into Si3N4 increases the electrical conductivity of the composite
materials and leads to the passing through of electrical current from the sample as well
as the graphite die during the SPS process. The sample is then heated intrinsically by the
joule heating effect of the current besides being heated extrinsically by the graphite die,
and consequently affects their sintering behavior, microstructure and mechanical
properties. In the HP sintering, the densification and the α-β transformation of Si3N4 are
suppressed by the presence of TiN because the TiN grains hinder the elongation of βSi3N4 and consequently the α-β transformation and densification of α-Si3N4 due to its
pinning effect on the Si3N4 grain boundaries. However, in the SPS process, the
densification and the α-β transformation of the Si3N4/TiN composites are significantly
improved by the passage of a large pulse current through the samples. From the
microstructural analysis, the grain aspect ratio in the Si3N4/TiN composites is less than
that in the monolithic Si3N4, both for HP and SPS sintered samples because the presence
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of TiN suppresses the elongation of the β-Si3N4 grains. The porosity of Si3N4/TiN
composites is higher than that of monolithic Si3N4 in HP sintered samples, but in the SPS
sintered samples, the result is the reverse. This is consistent with the results of the
measured relative density dada. The results of the mechanical property tests show that
the introduction of TiN increases the fracture toughness without causing a decrease to
the hardness of the Si3N4. Although TiN suppresses the formation of elongated β-Si3N4
grains, the Si3N4/TiN composites sintered by SPS, compared with that by HP, still
experience improved fracture toughness and hardness with improved densification. This
study shows that increasing the DC current that is passing through a conductive ceramic
sample is a possible means of improving the sintering efficiency of the SPS process.
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Chapter 5 Sol-Gel Processing of Nano Carbide Ceramic Composites
TiC ceramics have been widely used in cutting tools, machining materials and nuclear
power industry because of its high melting temperature (3260 ◦C), high chemical and
thermal stability and good corrosion resistance. However, the modest fracture
toughness and low oxidation resistance of TiC ceramics limit their use under severe
conditions and thus it is usually used as a second dispersive phase to improve the
mechanical properties and oxidation resistance of TiC based ceramic composite
materials145,173,174. SiC has very high hardness and wear resistance, excellent corrosion,
thermal shock and oxidation resistance and good high temperature strength, which
allow the use of SiC for numerous structural and wear applications, e.g. heat exchanger,
metal working parts and nozzles. Especially SiC is usually used as a second phase to
improve the oxidation resistance of other ceramic matrices, because SiC-based ceramics
are oxidation resistant up to ∼1600 °C, due to the formation of a protective SiO2 surface
film175,176. Compared with other UHTCs such as ZrC and HfC, SiC has the lowest

theoretical density so that it can help to make the composites lighter, which would be
an advantage for some applications like aerospace in which the weight of parts is an
important factor in the design.
TiC/SiC composites are usually prepared through mixing nano or micron-sized TiC and
SiC powders. However, difficulties in dispersing of nano-sized powders lead to sintered
composites with non-uniform microstructures8. As a wet-chemical processing method,
sol-gel processing is a promising technique to solve this dispersing problem, due to its
distinct advantage of solution mixing at a molecular level to make ceramic composites
with homogenous compositions and nano microstructures. As such some research has
been carried out on the synthesis of nano-sized TiC/SiC powder and fibre by sol-gel
processing132,135,177; but to the best of our knowledge, no research has been reported on
the direct fabrication of bulk TiC/SiC nanocomposites, from sol-gel processing. From the
study of this chapter, bulk TiC/SiC composites with uniform nanostructures are
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fabricated directly by sol-gel processing and spark plasma sintering. The effects of the
carbon/metal ratio in the sol-gel process, residual carbon, firing temperatures and Si/Ti
mole ratio on the phases and microstructures of the TiC/SiC composites after
carbothermal reduction, densification and microstrcutures of the sintered TiC/SiC
composites are studied. As well as the solution casting method studied in this chapter,
solution infiltration and surface coating techniques will be investigated in the next two
chapters to evaluate the charateristics of the sol-gel processing for UHTC composites.

5.1 Experimental procedure
For the work in this chapter, mesoporous TiC/SiC composites with uniform
nanostructure were first prepared by sol-gel processing followed by sintering via SPS to
get dense TiC/SiC nanocomposites. The chemicals used are detailed in Table 3.2. The
commonly used titanium tetraisopropoxide (TTIP, Ti(OCH(CH3)2)4) and tetraethyl
orthosilicate (TEOS, Si(OC2H5)4) were employed as titania and silica precursors
respectively. The molar percentage of TEOS in total metal precursors in this composite
system ranged from 0 to 50 atomic %. Amphiphilic triblock copolymer P123 was used as
a surfactant with a molar ratio of 0.2 to the metal precursors. Furfuryl alcohol (FA) was
chosen as the carbon source. To study the effect of carbon content on the
microstructures of TiC/SiC composites, the molar ratio of carbon to metal precursors
was designed to range from 3.5 to 5 (FA molar ratio from 0.7 to 1). Carbonization, to
remove organic components, and carbothermal reduction, to produce carbides, were
carried at 550°C and 1450 °C respectively. The TiC/SiC nano-powders formed 1450°C
were ground and sieved, before being sintered by SPS. The sol-gel process, sintering
behavior and microstructures of TiC/SiC nano-composites have been studied.
Sol–gel processes were carried out as follows (Figure 5.1). P123 was first dissolved in
absolute ethanol to form a solution under continuous stirring. Then TTIP was added.
Separately, TEOS was mixed with hydrochloric acid (HCl, 10 M) at a molar ratio of 0.5 to
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the metal precursors. Here ethanol was used as the solvent and the solution underwent
vigorous magnetic stirring for 15 min. The solution containing TTIP and surfactant was
then added into the silica precursor solution under vigorous stirring. After 30 min, FA
was added into the TTIP and TEOS mixtures under stirring. The solution turned brown
immediately after the addition of FA, indicating the start of FA polymerization. The color
of the sol became dark brown after continuous stirring for 6 h. The solution was then
aged for 3 days at 25°C, with its color becoming very dark at the end. The aged solution
was lastly poured into a petri dish and dried in an oven at 80°C to form a gel. The assynthesized gel was put in an alumina boat and inserted into a quartz tube to be heat
treated. The conditions employed were as follows; 550°C at 5°C/min under nitrogen
atmosphere and kept for 5h at 550°C. The heating and cooling rate were 5°C/min. The
aim of the heat treatments was to decompose the organic components and obtain Ti–
Si–O–C composites. The Ti–Si–O–C composites were then heat treated at 1450°C in an
alumina tube under argon for 5h; aiming to fully reduce the TiC/SiC composites. The
heating and cooling rate were 2°C/min.

Figure 5.1 Sol-gel process for synthesizing of TiC/SiC composites
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The porous TiC/SiC composites were ground into powder and sieved before SPS
sintering for densification. Approximately 1 g of TiC/SiC powder was packed into a 10
mm graphite die. The weight of the powder was calculated based on the mole
percentages and theoretical densities of TiC and SiC to make sure that the thickness of
the sintered samples was about 5 mm. The green powder was separated from the die
body by a 0.2 mm thick graphite sheets lined between them. The graphite die was
covered with a heat insulating carbon fibre mat to avoid heat radiation loss from the
external surface of the die. First the SPS furnace chamber was evacuated to a pressure
less than 6 Pa, then the sample was heated to 600 °C in 4 min and then heated to the
sintering temperature (1500-1800 °C) at 100 °C /min, where it was held for 5 min under
a uniaxial pressure of 40 MPa. The sample was allowed to cool naturally in the die and
the initial cooling rate was about 200 °C /min above 1000°C.

5.2 Effect of Si/Ti ratio on the phases and microstructures of the Ti-Si-CO precursor and TiC/SiC composites
5.2.1 XRD analysis of the phases of Ti-Si-O-C precursors and TiC/SiC
composites
Different Si/Ti molar ratios (0:100, 10:90, 30:70 and 50:50), were designed to study the
effect of Si/Ti ratio on the phases and microstructures of the Ti-Si-O-C composites. The
study of the composites was undertaken after carbonization and carbothermal
reduction respectively. The XRD spectra of the Ti-Si-O-C composites, with different Si/Ti
molar ratios, after carbonization at 550°C, are shown in Figure 5.2. The results show that
TiO2 (the anatase phase) is the single crystal phase in all the Ti-Si-O-C composites. The
grain size of TiO2 is about 3~5 nm, calculated from Scherrer formula178. The intensity of
the XRD peaks of TiO2, which represents the degree of crystallinity, decreases with the
increase in the concentration of Si. This means the existence of amorphous SiO2
suppresses the crystallization of TiO2.
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The XRD spectra of the TiC/SiC composites, after carbothermal reduction at 1450°C, are
shown in Figure 5.3. The results indicate that only titanium carbide and silicon carbide
exist in all TiC/SiC composites. No oxides are detected in the composites, which means
that the titanium oxide and silicon oxide have been completely reduced and reacted
with carbon to form titanium carbide and silicon carbide at this carbothermal reduction
temperature. The silicon carbide phase (β-SiC) can only be detected in the TiC/SiC
composites with a high SiC content (e.g. 50 at% SiC and 30 at% SiC), but can’t be seen by
the XRD with the low SiC content (10 at%SiC) composite after the carbothermal
reduction process. This is not to say SiC does not exist in this composite, but rather due
to the high degree of overlap between TiC and SiC XRD peaks, and the relatively low
intensity of SiC peaks compared with the TiC ones, the SiC peaks are hidden at low
concentrations. There is a line shift of peaks at 35 degrees (2 theta), which may indicate
solid solution of SiC in TiC.

Figure 5.2 XRD spectra of the Ti-Si-O-C precursors after carbonization at 550°C
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Figure 5.3 XRD spectra of TiC/SiC composites after carbothermal reduction at 1450°C
5.2.2 Microstructures of the Ti-Si-O-C composites and TiC/SiC composites
The SEM micrographs of the Ti-Si-O-C composites are shown in Figure 5.4. The
microstructures of the Ti-Si-O-C composites with different Si/Ti molar ratios after
carbonization at 550°C are similar. The size of the anatase nanocrystal is about 3~5 nm.
The SEM micrographs of the TiC and TiC/SiC composites with different Si/Ti molar ratios,
after carbothermal reduction at 1450°C, are shown in Figure 5.5. The microstructures
show that the grain size of monolithic TiC is about 100~500 nm (Figure 5.5a), which is
about 10 times that of the 50 at% TiC - 50 at% SiC composite (less than 50 nm) (Figure
5.5d). The grain size of the TiC decreases obviously with the increase of SiC content
(from a few hundred nanometres in Figure 5.5a to less than 50 nanometres in Figure
5.5d), this indicates that the presence of SiC hinders the grain growth of TiC particles
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due to the large Zenner pinning effect of nano SiC particles. Some grains bonded
together can also be seen in the monolithic TiC after carbothermal reduction (Figure
5.5a), which means some sintering of TiC has commenced at 1450°C. However, there is
no bonding between TiC grains in the TiC/SiC composites (Figure 5.5b, 5.5c and 5.5d).
This also indicates that the introduction of SiC can hinder the grain growth of TiC.

Figure 5.4 SEM micrographs of the Ti-Si-O-C composites with different Si/Ti molar ratios
after carbonization at 550°C (a) 100%Ti (b) 90 at%Ti-10 at%Si (c) 70 at%Ti-30 at%Si (d)
50 at%Ti-50 at%Si
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Figure 5.5 SEM micrographs of the TiC and TiC/SiC composites with different Si/Ti molar
ratios after carbothermal reduction at 1450°C (a) 100%TiC (b) 90 at%TiC-10 at%SiC (c) 70
at%TiC-30 at%SiC (d) 50 at%TiC-50 at%SiC
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5.3 Effect of carbon/metal ratio on the microstructure of TiC/SiC
composites
5.3.1 Effect of carbon/metal ratio on the residual carbon of TiC/SiC
composites
To achieve the desired TiC/SiC composites using the sol-gel processing technique,
controlling the amount of residual carbon in the composite is important, because the
residual carbon in the final composite may retard the densification of the composite.
To achieve the desired TiC/SiC composite, first the TiO2-SiO2-C composite is heated in an
inert atmosphere. In this elevated temperature environment, the following
carbothermal reduction reactions could take place, from a thermodynamic point of
view:
TiO2(s)+3C(s)→TiC(s)+2CO(g)

(5-1)

SiO2(s)+3C(s)→SiC(s)+2CO(g)

(5-2)

The temperatures for the reactions 5-1 and 5-2 to take place are 1567K and 1781K
respectively according to the free energy calculation of the two reactions179. The
minimum theoretical carbon to metal molar ratio (C/M ratio) required is 3 for the
completion of the above carbothermal reactions. However, the actual carbon/metal
ratio in the initial mixture of reactants should be higher than 3, due to the loss of carbon
during the sol-gel and heat treatment processes. To determine the optimal C/M ratio
and study its effect on the microstructure of TiC/SiC composite, C/M ratios of 3.5, 3.6, 4
and 5 were used in the sol-gel compositions respectively.
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Figure 5.6 Thermogravimetric analyses of the TiC ceramics with different carbon ratios
To simplify the process, thermogravimetric analysis was done on the monolithic TiC
ceramics which were prepared through the same sol-gel process as TiC/SiC composites
except removing TEOS, with different C/M ratios. The TGA results of the TiC prepared
with different starting carbon ratios, ranging from 3.5 to 5, are shown in Figure 5.6. The
total weight changes on the TGA curve in Figure 5.6 are contributed by two reactions.
One is due to the oxidation of TiC which will gain weight, while the other is caused by
the oxidation of the free carbon which will loss weight. We can assume that the free
carbon in the TiC-C composites have been fully oxidized at 700 oC because there is very
little change of weight at temperatures higher than 600 oC from the TGA curve. So we
can calculate the approximate amount of residual carbon in the composites according to
the weight change of the composites at 700 oC. The amount of residual carbon in the
composites with 4C and 5C are 0.45C and 1.05C respectively according to the calculation
with the TGA data.
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A weight gain corresponding to the oxidation of TiC (TiC+3/2O2→TiO2+CO) appears in
the TGA curves above 300 oC, which can be seen in Figure 5.6. Then a weight loss
associated with the oxidation of residual carbon was recorded for all TiC samples that
contained carbon ratios ≥3.6, this can be seen above 400 oC. This is a clear indication of
the presence of free carbon in the TiC samples with a carbon ratio equal to 3.6 and
above. The weight gain of the TiC sample with 3.5C is only about 24 percent and the
weight gain for complete oxidation of TiC without free carbon should be 33 percent
according to the change of molecular weight from TiC to TiO2, which are about 60 and
80 respectively. This means that this TiC sample includes some TiO2 and the 3.5C is not
sufficient for the completion of the reduction of TiO2.Therefore, the optimum value for
the starting C/M ratio for the TiC/SiC composites should be 3.6. This ratio will allow for
complete carbothermal reduction of the oxides, while leaving the minimum amount of
residual carbon in the TiC/SiC composite.
5.3.2 Effect of carbon/metal ratio on the microstructure of TiC/SiC composites
before sintering
The microstructures of TiC/SiC composites with different starting C/M ratios are shown
in Figure 5.7. The results show that there is a little difference in the microstructures of
TiC/SiC composites with different starting C/M ratios. The grain size of the samples
decreases in some degree, with the increase of C/M ratio. This means that the presence
of residual carbon, suppresses the grain growth, of TiC/SiC composites. For the sample
with C/M ratio=3.5, some unreacted oxides can still can be found, due to the insufficient
carbon in the composite for complete carbothermal reduction (Figure 5.7a). This is also
consistent with the TGA result showed in the last section. There are no oxides left in the
composites according to the XRD after carbothermal reaction at 1450oC for 5 hours
(Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.7 Microstructures of TiC/SiC composites with different carbon/metal ratios
after carbothermal reduction at 1450°C (a) C/M=3.5 (b) C/M=3.6 (c) C/M=4 (d) C/M=5
5.3.3 Effect of carbon/metal ratio on the microstructures of SPSed TiC/SiC
composites
To study the effect of the carbon/metal (C/M) ratio on the micrstructures of sintered
TiC/SiC composites, 70 at%TiC-30 at%SiC composites were prepared with different C/M
molar ratios. These composites were then sintered by SPS at 1700°C for 5 minutes,
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under a uniaxial pressure of 40 MPa. The SEM micrographs of the composites are shown
in Figure 5.8. The results show that the sample with C/M ratio of 3.5 has very few pores.
This means that the TiC/SiC composite can be almost fully densified at 1700°C by SPS.
Some white flake-shaped residual carbon can be found in the TiC/SiC composites with
C/M=4 and 5 (Figure 5.8b and 5.8c) because carbon is conductive and will be brighter in
a dielectric matrix under the electronic beam180. EDS analysis also shows that the white
flakes are carbon because there is a relatively strong carbon peak (Figure 5.8d). This is
also consistent with the TGA analysis (Figure 5.6). It can also be found that the porosity
of the TiC/SiC composite increases with increasing the C/M molar ratio, especially the
sample with a C/M ratio of 5. This sample in particular has much higher porosity than
the other two samples presented here. This means that high C/M ratios, which resulted
in more residual carbon in the composite after carbothermal reduction reaction, hinders
the densification of TiC/SiC composites because residual carbon on the grain boundaries
retards the surface diffusion of TiC and SiC grains. However, the grain size of TiC/SiC
composites with different C/M ratios does not change much. This indicates that the C/M
ratio does not have an obvious effect on the grain growth of sintered TiC/SiC
composites.
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Figure 5.8 Microstructures of 70%TiC-30%SiC composites prepared using precursors
with different carbon/metal ratios SPSed at 1700°C (a) C/M=3.5 (b) C/M=4 (c) C/M=5 (d)
EDX result at the spot in (c)
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5.4 Effect of the sintering temperature on the microstructures of SPSed
TiC/SiC composites
5.4.1 Microstructures of the monolithic TiC
To study the effect of sintering temperature on the microstructures of TiC/SiC
composites, monolithic TiC and 50%TiC-50%SiC composite samples were sintered by SPS
at temperatures ranging from 1500°C to 1800°C for 5 min in vacuum under a uniaxial
pressure of 40MPa respectively. The heating rate was 100 °C/min. The microstructures
of the SPSed monolithic TiC are shown in Figure 5.9. To see clearly the grain boundaries,
low magnification micrographs were used for the two TiC samples SPSed at 1700 and
1800°C due to their very large grain size of TiC. We can find that the grain growth of
monolithic TiC is very significant with the increase of sintering temperature (from about
700 nm at 1500 °C to larger than 10 µm at 1800 °C), especially at the temperatures of
1700 °C and above (Figure 5.9c and 5.9d). The monolithic TiC is not fully densified and
still has some pores even at 1800 °C (Figure 5.9d). This is because some excess carbon
comes from PFA may exist in the sample during the sol-gel process.
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Figure 5.9 SEM micrographs of monolithic TiC SPSed at (a) 1500 °C (b) 1600 °C (c) 1700
°C (d) 1800 °C
5.4.2 Microstructures of the TiC/SiC composites
The microstructures of the SPSed TiC/SiC composites are shown in Figure 5.10. The light
grains are TiC, and the dark ones are SiC. This is because the atomic weight of titanium is
heavier than silicon and the larger the atomic weight the stronger the electron
repulsion. Compared with monolithic TiC, the TiC/SiC composites are fully densified at
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1700°C and above, with a uniform nano structure (Figure 5.10c and 5.10d). Grain size of
the TiC/SiC composites doesn’t grow as much as monolithic TiC, with increasing
sintering temperature. The grain sizes of TiC/SiC composites for both the TiC and SiC
phases are about 200 nm, even after being sintered at 1800 °C (Figure 5.10d). This figure
is much finer than that of monolithic TiC ceramics, which has grain sizes larger than 10
μm (Figure 5.9d). These results show that the presence of SiC not only improves the
densification of TiC due to the formation of a solid solution of TiC and SiC143 and the
nano size of the particles, but also significantly hinders the grain growth of TiC because
of the great pinning effect of SiC grains on the grain boundaries of TiC. In the commonly
used nano-powder mixing approach147, relative densities achieved for TiC/SiC
composites SPSed at 1800°C are around 95%, with TiC grain sizes ranging from 270nm to
700nm and SiC content varying between 10% and 50%. This sol-gel processing approach
has, however, demonstrated its unique advantages, achieving a much smaller grain size,
higher final density, and more uniform microstructures for the fabrication of the
ceramic composites at the same sintering condition.
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Figure 5.10 SEM micrographs of 50%TiC-50%SiC composites SPSed at (a) 1500 °C (b)
1600 °C (c) 1700 °C (d) 1800 °C
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5.5 Effect of the concentration of SiC on the densification and
microstructure of the TiC/SiC composites after SPS
5.5.1 Effect of the concentration of SiC on the densification of the TiC/SiC
composites during SPS
To study the effect of the SiC content on the densification of the TiC/SiC composites,
four samples with different concentrations of SiC ranging from 0 to 50 at% were
sintered via SPS at 1700 °C for 5 min. The shrinkage curves of these samples are shown
in Figure 5.11. The temperature at which the shrinkage due to sintering exceeds the
thermal expansion of the graphite die assembly can be identified for each composition
from the lowest point on the displacement curve (refer to the arrows in Figure 5.11).
The displacement here means the distance of the movement of the graphite plungers
during the SPS process from its initial position before sintering. A bigger displacement
means a greater shrinkage of the sample during the sintering process. The results in
Figure 5.11 show that the shrinkage happens at about 1280 °C for monolithic TiC sample
and at about 1180 °C for the composite with 10 at% SiC. For the composites with 30 at%
SiC and 50 at% SiC, the start of shrinkage begins at about 1120 °C and 1140 °C
respectively. It should be noted that the dimensional changes of the samples are not
directly comparable due to the differences in the amount of the raw powder used in
sample preparations. However, the amounts of the raw powder for the four sintered
samples with different concentrations of SiC were calculated and adjusted based the
different theoretical densities of TiC (4.93 g/cm3) and SiC (3.21 g/cm3) so that the final
thicknesses of the four sintered samples were similar, about 5 mm, which means the
dimensions of the four samples after sintering can be compared relatively. From the
results in Figure 5.11, we can see that the total shrinkage of the sample at the direction
of pressing increases with the increasing SiC content from about 2.7 mm for 100% TiC to
about 5.3 mm for 50% TiC-50% SiC. All these results indicate that the densification of
the TiC/SiC composites is improved with the increase of SiC content, indicating an
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increased diffusion between TiC and SiC grains. The improved atomic diffusion may be
caused by the formation of a solid solution between TiC and SiC grains in some
degree143. The β-SiC has a cubic crystalline form of 3C with a lattice parameter of a =
0.436 nm and TiC is also in a cubic form with a = 0.433 nm. The crystalline form and the
lattice parameter of both phases are similar to each other, assisting the formation of a
solid solution.

Figure 5.11 Shrinkage curves for TiC/SiC composites SPSed at 1700 °C with different
concentrations of SiC
5.5.2 Effect of the concentration of SiC on the microstructures of the TiC/SiC
composites after sintering
The microstructures of TiC/SiC composites, with different concentrations of SiC ranging
from 0 to 50% (0, 10%, 30% and 50%), sintered by SPS at 1700°C, are shown in Figure
5.12. The light grains are TiC and dark ones are SiC. We can see that the microstructures
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of TiC/SiC composites with 30% SiC and above (Figure 5.12c and 5.12d), have uniform
nano structures. The results also indicate that the grain size decreases dramatically,
from larger than 1 μm in monolithic TiC (Figure 5.12a) to about 150 nm in 50%TiC50%SiC (Figure 5.12d). The porosity of the TiC/SiC composites also decreases in some
degree with the increase of the SiC content. Especially, the pore size of the TiC/SiC
composites decreases markedly with the increase of the SiC content. The large pore in
the monolithic TiC sample (Figure 5.12a) may not be a real pore, but a hole left after a
TiC grain was pulled off during the grinding process due to the low fracture toughness of
TiC, as its shape is irregular and its boundary is not smooth. To the extent that the
50%TiC-50%SiC composite is almost fully densified at 1700 °C (Figure 5.12d). All these
results further illustrate that the grain growth of TiC is greatly suppressed by the
presence of SiC due to its pinning effect on the boundaries of TiC grains. The
densification of TiC/SiC composites also experiences improvements with the increase of
SiC content because of the diffusion of TiC and SiC grains as stated in the above section.
Through this work, dense TiC/SiC composites, with a uniform nanostructure, were
prepared successfully by sol-gel processing and SPS at 1700 °C.
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Figure 5.12 SEM micrographs of TiC/SiC composites with different Si/Ti mole ratios
SPSed at 1700 °C (a) 100%TiC (b) 90%TiC-10%SiC (c) 70%TiC-30%SiC (d) 50%TiC-50%SiC

5.6 Discussion
5.6.1 Effect of carbon on the densification of TiC/SiC composites
The effect of carbon in the ceramic-carbon composites is quite complex. It can suppress
the grain growth, bond grains, improve or hinder (exceeding its certain critical level) the
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densification of the ceramics. The critical level of carbon required in the composition
depends on what the matrix material is and how much oxygen exists in the matrix.
Nano-sized carbide grains can be bonded into bulk materials by poly(furfuryl alcohol)
derived nanocrystalline carbon framework in terms of “bridge,” “entanglement,” and
“adhesive” effects178. The bonding of graphitic carbon layers on carbide grains supports
the nanostructure and also results in the desired combination of functional and
mechanical properties. Carbon (graphite) can also be used as a retarder of
recrystallization of ceramics. Graphite introduced into TiC at a concentration of 20 vol.%
makes it possible to reduce the average grain size of the matrix by a factor of 2-2.5181.
The presence of low-modulus graphite inclusions can retard the recrystallization of
titanium carbide matrix. It was found that the observed microstructure of the hotpressed TiC–C hetero-modulus ceramics could be well described by a formula, which
was analogous to the classical Zener pinning equation for stable grain size182. This means
that the retardation of the grain growth of the monolithic carbide ceramics is due to
Zener pinning effect of the graphite/carbon.
The changes of apparent density of the sintered materials caused by carbon addition
have similar characters. Initially, density increases with carbon content. Exceeding a
certain critical level, 4 wt% (weight percentage of carbon in the starting metarial for all
the compositions)183,184, the apparent density decreases because the unreacted residual
carbon limits the mass transport mechanisms between ceramic grains during the
sintering process. However, below this critical level, carbon can eliminate the oxide
impurities and facilitate the sintering process. Thus the apparent density increases with
the initial increase in carbon concentration was due to the pore elimination. This is
because carbon reduces concentration of oxygen (oxide impurities) at temperatures
lower than 1400 °C. Carbon addition below the critical level was also found to lower
weight loses on sintering and decrease the size of pores by preventing thermal
decomposition of SiC and evolution of gaseous products of chemical reactions183.
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At higher contents of carbon addition, the densification rates decreased rapidly due to
increased volume fraction of carbon that acts as a diffusion barrier. Beyond a certain
concentration, the excess free carbon does not positively take part in the sintering
process, rather it hinders the mass transport processes. According to the calculation
based on the TGA results in section 5.3.1 (Figure 5.6), the amounts of residual carbon in
the composites with 4C and 5C are 0.45C (14 wt%) and 1.05C (27 wt%) respectively,
which are much higher than the generally accepted critical level (4 wt%)183,184 for carbon
addition. The reduction of the density of TiC–SiC-C composites observed with increase
of carbon (graphite) content is explained by the effects of several factors, such as the
reduction of graphite interlayer spacing during sintering, the diffusion difficulties for
metal atoms in the normal direction to the basal planes (0 0 l), and the high value of
anisotropy of thermal expansion and compressibility for graphite microcrystals182.
Difference in electron structure of carbides and graphite cause considerable discrepancy
in self-diffusion coefficients of carbon in these phases, which leads to some difficulties in
the formation of interphase contact between carbide and carbon in the initial stage, but
also in its extension during subsequent stages of sintering182.
In general, the residual carbon in the carbide-carbon composites can be positively
involved in the sintering process and effectively retard the grain growth of the carbide
grains if the amount of the carbon is controlled to below a certain critical level. However,
excess free carbon does hinder the densification of carbide ceramics because of the
reduced mass transport and boundary diffusion mechanisms.
5.6.2 Effect of the SiC on the densification of TiC/SiC composites
Since both TiC and SiC are refractory materials and have high melting points (3160 °C
and 2730 °C respectively), the sintering of TiC/SiC composites without additives in this
research is a solid state sintering process. The sinterability of SiC is also lower than TiC152.
However, the densification of the TiC/SiC composites is improved in some degree with
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the increase of SiC contents (section 5.5). There are two reasons which may account for
this.
Firstly, as thermal conductivity of SiC is much higher than that of TiC at room
temperature (17 W/mK for TiC and 120 W/mK for SiC), the introduction of SiC could lead
to an increase of thermal conductivity of TiC/SiC composites. According to the research
carried out by Taylor185 and Lezhenin186, the thermal conductivities of TiC and SiC at high
temperature (1700 °C) increase by about 20% and 6 times respectively compared with
those at room temperature. Therefore the difference of the thermal conductivities
between TiC and SiC is even higher at high temperatures than at room temperature and
the introduction of SiC could significantly increase the thermal conductivity of TiC/SiC
composites during the SPS sintering at 1700 °C. Many models aim to estimate the
thermal properties of two phase materials from the characteristics of each component
and their volume fractions187. Commonly, the experimental thermal conductivity of a
two-phase-material is reported as the arithmetic average (linear):
Karithm. = K1V1 + K2(1 – V1)

(5-3)

with K1 and V1 the thermal conductivity and volume fraction of the dispersed phase and
K2 the matrix thermal conductivity188. With the increase of thermal conductivity of
TiC/SiC composites, heat would be conducted faster and the actual temperature
distribution in the sample during the SPS sintering process would be more uniform for
the samples with higher thermal conductivities (higher SiC content). This effect may
become more significant for the SPS sintering because the sintering time is usually very
short (5 min in this work). The difference in heat conduction and temperature
distribution between the samples with different SiC contents can make a contribution to
the different densities (porosities) of the TiC/SiC composites, that is the TiC/SiC
composite with higher SiC content has lower porosity.
In addition, the solid solution between TiC and SiC may also improve the densification of
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the TiC/SiC composites even though their solubility is limited in some degree189.
Although no phases other than SiC and TiC were detected by X-ray diffraction (Figure
5.3), the results of more detailed energy dispersive analysis of X-rays (EDX) study
suggested some possibility that formation of a solid solution between SiC and TiC had
occurred. The line shifts of peaks at 35 degrees (2 theta) in XRD patterns may also
indicate solid solution of SiC in TiC. Figure 5.13 shows the EDX spectra obtained from SiC
and TiC grains in the TiC/SiC composite with 50 at% SiC SPSed at 1700 °C. Peaks
representing Ti and Si were detected from the spectra for β-SiC (3C) and TiC phases,
respectively. The Pt peaks is caused by the Pt coating on the sample before doing SEM
because the low electrical conductivity of the SPSed TiC/SiC composites and coating of
Pt can increase the samples’ conductivity. Although the grain size for both phases may
be too small to avoid the influence to the EDX spectra from the surrounding grains, it
may be used to indicate the possibility of a solid solution of SiC and TiC in the composite.
The similarity of the crystalline form and the lattice parameter of both phases would
facilitate the formation of a solid solution between them. This is also consistent with
Endo’s result143. This possible solid solution between TiC and SiC can lead to better
diffusion between them and improve the densification of TiC/SiC composites.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.13 EDX spectra obtained from (a) SiC and (b) TiC grains in the TiC/SiC composite
with 50 at% SiC SPSed at 1700 °C
5.6.3 Effect of the SiC on the grain growth of TiC/SiC composites
In our system, although TTIP (source of Ti) and TEOS (source of Si) in the sol were
immiscible because TTIP was hydrophilic and TEOS was hydrophobic, amphiphilic
triblock copolymer P123 was used as a surfactant which could bond the TTIP and TEOS
together in the sol-gel process. Incorporation of silica into the titania system could
inhibit crystallization of anatase which will enhance the homogeneity of M-O-C
precursor190 so that a nanostructure is formed.
Compared with the effect of SiC on the densification of TiC/SiC composites, its effect on
retarding grain growth of TiC during the SPS sintering is much more marked. Silicon
carbide is a more effective inhibiter for recrystallization and grain growth than excessive
carbon (graphite). 20 vol% graphite in a TiC composite reduced the average grain size of
matrix by a factor of 2-2.5181, whereas silicon carbide added at 20 vol.% resulted in the
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reduction of TiC grain size by a factor of 5-7191. Our result is very consistent with
literature. The average grain size of monolithic TiC was larger than 1 µm and the grain
size of TiC/SiC composite with 50 at% was only about 150 nm after SPS sintering at
1700°C (Figure 5.12).
The effect of SiC on retarding grain growth of TiC is mainly due to the Zener pinning
effect. Our results have shown clearly that the TiC grain size reduced with increasing SiC
nano particles, which can pin the boundaries of TiC grains. The average grain size of the
SPSed TiC/SiC composites can be calculated according the following modified Zener
pinning equation192:
4

𝑅𝑝′ = 3

𝑟

(5-4)

2
𝑓𝑣 �3

where 𝑅𝑝′ is the average matrix (titanium carbide) grain size, r is the nominal drag radius
of pinning force (the grain size of the dispersed particle) and fv is the volume fraction of

the dispersed second phase. According to this equation, the grain size of the matrix
ceramic decreases with the increase of the volume fraction of the dispersed second
phase and the decrease of grain size of the dispersed phase. Because the grains of the
dispersed second phase SiC was nano-sized, the introduction of SiC retarded the grain
growth of TiC more significantly (Section 5.5.2). While the SiC retarded the grain growth
of TiC, it did not hinder the densification because the dominated densification
mechanism of the TiC was surface diffusion instead of boundary diffusion192 and the
reasons explained in the above sections.

5.7 Summary
Dense TiC/SiC composites with uniform nanostructures are successfully prepared by the
sol-gel processing and spark plasma sintering. UHTCs usually need to be sintered at
temperatures close to 2000 °C or even higher to get dense microstructures due to their
extremely high melting point and low lattice diffusivity. The grain growth of UHTCs at
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such high temperatures is significant. Compared with conventional powder mixing
approaches, the sol-gel processing has shown its advantages on fabrication of UHTC
composites with a much smaller grain size, higher final density, and more uniform nanosized microstructures due to its unique solution mixing at a molecular level. The results
in this chapter indicate that the sol-gel processing is a unique and useful technique for
fabrication of UHTCs.
A very important parameter for the sol-gel process is to control the carbon
concentration in the composition, which is different form the conventional powder
mixing, because excessive carbon in the composition retards the densification of
ceramics. The major role of the carbon in the sol-gel process is to reduce the oxides to
form carbides at elevated temperatures. However, both a too high and a too low carbon
concerntrations are undesirable for making UHTCs because a too high carbon
concerntration would lead to too much residual carbon after carbothermal reduction,
which will retard the densification during sintering, and a too low carbon concerntration
would leave some oxides unreacted during the carbothermal reduction process.
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Chapter 6 Carbide Ceramic Composites Prepared by Sol-Gel
Infiltration
To improve/modify the microstructures and properties of ceramics/composites, the solgel processing technology is one possible option. The sol-gel method has its unique
advantages due to its liquid phase processing compared to other conventional powder
approaches, such as avoiding nano-sized powder handling, allowing infiltration of
complex shape samples and making functionally gradient materials. Densification of
ultra-high temperature ceramics often requires sintering at very high temperature, 2000
°C or above, which is usually accompanied inevitably with significant grain growth8,193. In
many cases, full densification of the materials is very difficult to achieve despite of
prolonged sintering at elevated temperatures8. In this chapter, the study of preparing
dense or functionally gradient carbide nanocomposites was undertaken. These samples
were prepared via infiltrating porous scaffolds with a sol, then sintered by SPS to obtain
the dense or functionally gradient composites while maintaining fine grain sizes. Within
this chapter, the microstructures and chemical analyses of the produced carbide
composites were also investigated.
As a typical and widely applied ceramic composite, TiC/SiC system was first studied in
this chapter. Porous TiC scaffolds were prepared in one of two ways. They were either
prepared via direct carbothermal reduction of a monolithic Ti-O-C precursor obtained
from a controlled sol-gel process, named Scaffold G, or obtained via spark plasma
sintering of nano-sized TiC commerical powder named Scaffold S. The scaffolds
prepared by either technique were then infiltrated with a Si-O-C sol in a vacuum
container. After the Si-O-C sol became a gel, the infiltrated scaffold was then heated at
550°C in N2 to remove the organic components. Then the scaffold was heat treated at
1450°C in Ar, to convert the Si-O-C gel to SiC by the carbothermal reduction reaction.
The cycle of infiltration and heat treatment was repeated several times, until further
infiltration was impossible, to ensue relatively dense TiC/SiC composites were obtained.
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After this sample preparation, the TiC/SiC composites were at last sintered by SPS to
achieve dense materials. The schematic process of the sol-gel infiltration is shown in
Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1 Schematic process of the fabrication of TiC/SiC nanocomposites prepared by
sol-gel infiltration

6.1 Experimental procedure
6.1.1 TiC scaffold G prepared by sol-gel processing
Sol-gel infiltration has its unique advantages to modify/improve the surface of UHTCs
compared with the conventional techniques. In this chapter, infiltration of SiC sol-gel
will be carried out to prepare functionally gradient TiC/SiC nanocomposites from porous
TiC scaffolds. The sol-gel process for preparing porous TiC scaffold G was carried out as
following. The molar ratio of FA to TTIP ranged from 0.7 to 1.2 to adjust the strength of
the TiC scaffolds. A solution of P123 and TTIP was prepared by first dissolving P123 in
anhydrous ethanol under continuous stirring. The TTIP was then added to this P123
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solution. Separately a solution of 10M HCl and ethanol was prepared by mixing them in
a 1:2 weight ratio, using vigorous stirring for 15 min. The acid and ethanol solution was
then added into the TTIP solution under vigorous stirring. After 30 min, the FA was
added into the TTIP mixture with continuous stirring. This solution was then aged for 3
days at 25°C before it was poured into a petri dish. The petri dish was then placed in an
oven at 80°C to allow a gel to form. The as-synthesized gel was then calcined in an
alumina boat, inside a quartz tube furnace, at 550°C for 5h under nitrogen atmosphere.
This was to obtain a Ti-O-C precursor. The Ti-O-C precursor was finally heat treated in an
alumina tube furnace, at 1300°C/1450°C for 5h under argon atmosphere. This achieved
a porous TiC scaffold through carbothermal reduction.
6.1.2 TiC scaffold S prepared by SPS
Another route for preparing TiC scaffold S was by spark plasma sintering of nano-sized
TiC powder. TiC powder was packed into a 30 mm graphite die, then SPSed at 1500 °C
for 5 min at a uniaxial pressure of 40 MPa. This was performed in vacuum. The sintered
sample was cut into a few pieces of about 10 mm size before being infiltrated.
6.1.3 Infiltration of TiC scaffolds with a Si-O-C sol
To make the Si-O-C sol, TEOS was used as a silica source. The molar ratio of furfuryl
alcohol to TEOS in the solution was 0.72. This was found to be the optimal value to keep
the residual carbon content to a minimum in the final TiC/SiC composite after
infiltration. P123 was first dissolved in ethanol, followed by mixing with hydrochloric
acid under continuous stirring for 15 minutes. Then TEOS was dropped in the solution
mixture and stirred for 15 minutes. Lastly furfuryl alcohol was added in the mixed
solution under continuous stirring. This was then aged for 3 days at room temperature,
to form a Si-O-C sol. The porous TiC scaffolds were then infiltrated with the Si-O-C sol,
after removing the entrapped air in the scaffolds. This was achieved by placing the
scaffold in a container and evacuating the container for about 10 min. The final vacuum
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pressure for this process was about 21 kPa. The infiltrated TiC scaffolds were kept in the
evacuated container for 12 h before being transferred into a petri dish and dried at 80°C
for 48 hours until the Si-O-C sol was fully gelled.
Similar to Si-O-C sol, Zr-O sol was also prepared for infiltration. P123 was first dissolved
in 99.7% ethanol and acetylacetone (AcAc). Once the P123 was dissolved, zirconium
npropoxide (ZNP) 70 wt% in 1-propanol, was added to bring the molar ratios of
P123:etOH:AcAc:ZNP in a solution to 0.05:40:1:1. The solution then turned yellow.
Solutions were aged for 72 h at room temperature before infiltration.
After gelation, the infiltrated TiC samples were first re-heated to 550°C to remove
organic components. This was performed in a quartz tube furnace at 550°C for 2h under
nitrogen atmosphere. This was followed up by carbothermal reduction of the Si-O-C gel
in an alumina tube furnace where the conditions employed were 1450 oC for 2h in
flowing argon. Both the heating and cooling rate are 2 oC/min. This process produced
TiC/SiC composites. The infiltration and heat treatment cycle was repeated for a number
of times. For one of the samples the infiltration cycle was continued until no further
infiltration was possible.

6.2 Preparation and characterization of porous TiC scaffolds
6.2.1 Preparation of porous TiC scaffolds via sol-gel processing, Scaffold G
The sol-gel process used for preparing porous TiC scaffolds was described in the above
section. The temperature for carbothermal reduction of Ti-O-C precursor to achieve a
porous TiC scaffold G ranged from 1300 °C to 1450 °C so that optimized temperature
could be taken to obtain finer TiC particles as well as reduce the Ti-O-C precursor to TiC
completely. If the temperature for carbothermal reduction reaction is too low, then the
reaction will not be complete and some titanium oxide may remain in the scaffold.
While too high temperature will lead to coarse TiC particles due to the grain growth,
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which is unfavorable for getting a nano-sized structure. To achieve the desired TiC/SiC
composites, using the sol-gel infiltration technique, the porous TiC scaffolds should have
sufficient strength to withstand the infiltration and heat-treatment processes. So
controlling the amount of residual carbon in the TiC scaffold after carbothermal
reduction is important. If the residual carbon in the final composite is too high, it would
retard the densification. But a low residual carbon would result in a weak TiC scaffold.
The minimum theoretical carbon to metal (C/M) ratio required is 3 for the completion of
the carbothermal reduction reaction, according to the formula:
TiO2(s) + 3C(s)→ TiC(s) + 2 CO(g)

(6-1)

However, the actual C/M ratio in the initial mixture of reactants should be higher than 3,
because of the loss of carbon during the sol-gel and heat treatment processes.
According to the TGA analysis results in section 5.3.1 Chapter 5, the optimized value of
the C/M ratio is 3.6. This value allows for the complete carbothermal reduction reaction
of TiO2 gel, with the minimum residual carbon remaining in the composites. However,
the porous TiC scaffold formed at this carbon ratio was very weak, and could not
withstand even gentle handling. The weakness this scaffold exhibits is due to the poor
bonding, between the TiC particles at the carbothermal reduction temperatures, usually
below 1500°C. It was found that the strength of the scaffold increased with an increase
in the residual carbon content, producing an adequate strength for subsequent handling
achieved at a designed C/M of about 6. This can be attributed to the bonding of nano
sized TiC crystals, by the residual poly(furfuryl alcohol) (PFA) derived carbon network. In
this carbon network the nanocrystalline graphene sheets, between the nano TiC grains,
provide the bonding mechanism for nano TiC grains111.
6.2.2 Preparation of porous TiC scaffolds via SPS, Scaffold S
The process for preparing porous TiC scaffolds S is similar to the one described in
Section 4.1, Chapter 4. Commercial nano-sized TiC powder was sintered by SPS to get
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porous scaffolds. The particle size of the TiC powder was about 50 nm. The sintering
temperature was 1500 oC, and the holding time was 5 minutes. The heating rate was
100 oC /min. Too high of a temperature, leads to insufficient open porosity of the
achieved TiC scaffolds, and too low temperature causes inadequate strength of the TiC
scaffolds for subsequent handling.
6.2.3 Characterization of porous TiC scaffolds
Figure 6.2 shows the XRD patterns of the TiC scaffolds G obtained by carbothermal
reduction of TiO2 sol-gel at 1300°C, and 1450°C respectively without pressure. Only one
crystalline phase, TiC, is present in both samples, indicating the completion of the
carbothermal reduction reaction at temperatures of 1300°C and above. The intensity of
TiC, formed at 1450°C, peaks (Figure 6.2b) is higher than that of the one formed at
1300°C (Figure 6.2a). This means the crystallinity of TiC phase improves, with the
increasing carbothermal reduction temperature.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.2 XRD patterns of the TiC Scaffold G with a starting C/M ratio of 6 obtained by
carbothermal reduction at (a) 1300°C (b) 1450°C
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A comparison of the microstructures produced at 1300°C and 1450°C is shown in Figure
6.3. The scaffolds G observed were produced via sol-gel processing, utilizing a carbon
ratio of 6. The results show that the TiC scaffold contains a large amount of uniformly
distributed open meso/micro-pores. The grain size of the TiC particles in the sample
formed at 1450°C, is a few hundred nanometers (Figure 6.3b), whereas the grain size of
TiC in the one formed at 1300°C is less than 100nm (Figure 6.3a). It indicates that the
carbothermal reduction temperature has a significant effect on the grain size of TiC,
with the grain size of TiC increasing significantly with the increase of temperature. If the
TiC grains need to be nano-sized, the grain growth of TiC scaffolds must be limited
during the carbothermal reduction of the Ti-O-C precursor. To achieve this, a low
temperature needs to be employed. For the subsequent infiltration study, TiC Scaffolds
G were produced by carbothermal reduction of the Ti-O-C gel at 1300°C.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.3 Microstructures of the porous TiC Scaffold G obtained by carbothermal
reduction of the sol-gel precursor at (a) 1300 oC (b) 1450 oC
The microstructure of the TiC Scaffold S prepared through SPS of commercial nano-sized
TiC powder at 1500°C is shown in Figure 6.4. The results indicate that the pore size of
the TiC scaffold ranges from a few hundred nm to about 1-2 μm. The grain size of TiC is
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about 100 nm. The total porosity and open porosity of the TiC scaffold measured via the
Archimedes principle are 30% and 14.5% respectively. The open porosity and pore size
are the main factors that would affect the surface layer thickness of the composites
because the solution can only penetrate from the material’s surface into the scaffolds
through open pores.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.4 Microstructures of the porous TiC Scaffold S prepared via SPS at 1500 °C (a)
low magnification (b) high magnification

6.3 Effect of the number of infiltration cycles
6.3.1 Infiltration of the TiC scaffolds G prepared via sol-gel processing
To obtain better infiltration of the Si-O-C sol into the porous TiC scaffold, vacuum
infiltration was employed. The porous TiC scaffolds G were put in a container and
vacuumed for about 10 minutes followed by infiltrating a Si-O-C sol prepared via a
controlled sol-gel process which is described in section 6.1. The molar ratio of furfuryl
alcohol (FA) to tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) ranged from 0 to 0.72 (equals to
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carbon/silicon ratio of 0 to 3.6), which depended on the amount of carbon left in the
TiC/SiC composites after each infiltration cycle. The amount of residual carbon left in the
TiC/SiC composites was measured and calculated by TGA analysis. The residual carbon in
the final TiC/SiC composites can be tuned and kept in the minimum level by this way.
The TiC/SiC composites prepared by this sol-gel infiltration route were not fully dense
even after a few cycles’ infiltration. This is because the decomposition and volatilization
of the organic components in the Si-O-C gel during calcination at 550°C and the
carbothermal reduction reaction at 1450 °C left a large amount of unfilled voids. So
further sintering by SPS is necessary to achieve dense final materials.
The microstructures of the TiC scaffolds G with different numbers of infiltration cycles
without any sintering are shown in Figure 6.5. The larger grains are TiC and the very fine
ones are SiC. The grain size of SiC is far less than 100 nm. The grain size of TiC in all the
samples with different numbers of infiltration cycles is still less than 100nm (Figure 6.5a,
6.5b, 6.5c and 6.5d) and is almost the same as the one of the initial scaffold G before
infiltration (Figure 6.3a), while the grain size of monolithic TiC prepared by sol-gel
processing is about a few hundred nanometers after fired at 1450 °C for 5 hours (Figure
6.3b). This means that the introduction of SiC via sol-gel infiltration can significantly
retard the grain growth of TiC due to the great pinning effect of very fine SiC particles at
the grain boundaries. It can also be found from the microstructures that the amount of
infiltrated SiC increases and the porosity of the scaffolds decreases with the increasing
number of infiltration cycles (Figure 6.5b, 6.5c and 6.5d). This indicates that the
infiltration of TiC scaffolds G, which are prepared by sol-gel processing, with SiC sol-gel
is successful and effective.
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Figure 6.5 Micrographs of the TiC scaffolds G after different numbers of infiltration
cycles after fired at 1450 °C for 5 hours in Ar (a) 1 cycle (b) 3 cycles (c) 5 cycles (d) 7
cycles
The relative densities of the infiltrated TiC/SiC composites using TiC scaffolds G with
final sintering via SPS at 1800°C with respect to the number of infiltration cycles are
shown in Table 6.1. No SPS sintering process was done between each infiltration cycle
for the samples with multi-cycle infiltrations. The density of the samples was
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determined via the Archimedes principle, using water as the buoyant medium. The
theoretical density of the TiC/SiC composite was calculated based on the fractions of TiC
and SiC. The weight percentage of SiC in the composite was measured by EDX. The
density of the SPSed TiC/SiC composites improved significantly with increasing numbers
of infiltration cycles. This sample was near full density after 7 cycles of infiltration,
compared with 95.2 percent density achieved with a controlled monolithic TiC sample
sintered under the same condition (Figure 6.6). The grain size of the infiltrated TiC/SiC
composite sample is about 150 nm (Figure 6.6a), while the one of the monolithic TiC
sample is larger than 1 µm (Figure 6.6b). From this result, it indicates that infiltration of
porous scaffolds prepared via sol-gel processing is a promising technique to fabricate
dense UHTC composites with homogeneous nanostructures.
Table 6.1 Relative densities of the SPSed TiC/SiC composites and TiC ceramic at 1800°C for 5min. The
Scaffold G samples were infiltrated by a Si-O-C sol-gel for a number of cycles prior to the SPS sintering.
TiC/SiC with different numbers of infiltration cycles

TiC

1

3

5

7

Relative
density (%)

68.2±0.1

82.6±0.1

92.3±0.1

99.5±0.1

95.2±0.1

SiC content
(wt%)

6.5

16.3

24.2

29.7

0
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.6 Microstructures of (a) TiC/SiC composite using TiC scaffolds G with 7 cycles of
infiltration and (b) monolithic TiC. Both samples were sintered by SPS at 1800 °C.
6.3.2 Infiltration of TiC scaffolds S prepared via SPS
The porous TiC scaffolds S can also be prepared by partially sintering at a relatively low
temperature. Another advantage of sol-gel infiltration is that functionally graded
ceramic composites can be formed by infiltrating such porous scaffolds with a sol. After
infiltration, the surface of the scaffold becomes dense and the center still keeps some
porosity. This kind of functionally gradient ceramic composites have many advantages
such as high hardness, strength and oxidation resistance on the surface and very good
thermal shock resistance and thermal insulation at the center194, which, for example,
could be a material with a dense SiC/ZrB2 composite on the surface and a porous ZrB2 in
the centre.
TiC scaffolds S were prepared via SPS at 1500oC with a heating rate of 100 oC/min and a
uniaxial pressure of 40 MPa, and were held for 5 min. The total porosity and open
porosity of the SPSed TiC scaffold S were 30% and 14.5% respectively after sintering at
these conditions. The scaffolds were then infiltrated with a Si-O-C sol, prepared via a
controlled sol-gel process, for up to 5 cycles. After each cycle of infiltration, the scaffolds
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were not sintered because they were expected to be infiltrated with SiC as much as
possible before final sintering to get dense TiC/SiC composites. The molar ratio of
furfuryl alcohol (FA) to tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) was 0.72, equal to carbon/silicon
ratio of 3.6. At this point, no further infiltrations were possible. After each cycle of
infiltration, the scaffold was put into water to check if there were bubbles coming out.
When the scaffold with 5 cycles of infiltration was put into water, there was no bubble
coming out, suggesting that no more solution could be infiltrated. Images in Figure 6.7
show the surface layers of the TiC scaffolds S after infiltration. The size of the scaffolds
was about 10 mm in diameter and 8 mm in thickness. These scaffolds were infiltrated
with SiC without any further sintering. The crack in the scaffold in Figure 6.7e was
caused by the thermal stress during the heat treatment of carbothermal reduction
reaction. The microstructures of the surface layer and core of the scaffold with one cycle
of infiltration are shown in Figure 6.7c and 6.7d respectively. After the infiltration, the
surface layer becomes a relatively dense layer of the TiC/SiC composite and the core of
the sample is mostly porous TiC. The thickness of the surface layer increases with the
number of infiltration cycles (Figure 6.7a, 6.7b and 6.7e). The thickness of the surface
layer is about 500 nm after 1 infiltration cycle (Figure 6.7a), and increases to about 800
nm after 2 cycles (Figure 6.7b). It reaches its maximum value of about 1 mm after 3
cycles and above (Figure 6.7e, 6.7f and 6.7g). The maximum thickness of the surface
layer achievable will depend on the pore size and the open porosity of the starting
scaffold.
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Figure 6.7 Micrographs of the TiC scaffold S after different numbers of infiltration cycles
without sintering. (a) 1 cycle (b) 2 cycles (c) surface layer of the sample with 1
infiltration cycle (d) core of the sample with 1 infiltration cycle (e) 3 cycles (f) 4 cycles (g)
5 cycles
The results of the EDX analysis of the surface layer and core of TiC scaffold S after 1
cycle of infiltration (Figure 6.7a) are shown in Figure 6.8. The white grains are TiC and
dark ones are SiC. The blue, green-yellow and cyan lines in Figure 6.8a represent Ti, Si
and C respectively. While the green-yellow, green and red lines in Figure 6.8b represent
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Ti, C and Si respectively. From the EDX results, SiC can be found both within the surface
layer and at the core of the sample even with one cycle of infiltration. The concentration
of SiC (Si element) in the surface layer (Figure 6.8a) is much higher than that at the core
(Figure 6.8b) of the sample. This is consistent with the microstructures of the scaffold in
Figure 6.7c and 6.7d, which show the sol is mostly infiltrated into a limited thickness of
the sample surface, and has difficulty to reach the center of the scaffold. The thickness
of the surface layer depends on the size and amount of the open pores in the initial
scaffold S.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 6.8 EDX analysis of the TiC scaffold after 1 cycle of infiltration without sintering in
(a) surface layer (b) center of the composite in Figure 6.7a
The microstructures of the surface layer and core of TiC scaffolds S after different
numbers of infiltration cycles without any further sintering are shown in Figure 6.9. The
results indicate that the porosity in the infiltration surface layer (Figure 6.9a, 6.9c, 6.9e
and 6.9g) of the scaffold is significantly lower than that at the center (Figure 6.9b, 6.9d,
6.9f and 6.9h). This again shows that the sol is mainly infiltrated into the outer layers
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and does not get to the center of the sample during infiltration. The porosity at the
infiltration surface layer decreases dramatically with the increase in the number of
infiltration cycles. From the microstructures in Figure 6.9, we can see that the porosity
at the surface layer of the scaffold (Figure 6.9a, 6.9c and 6.9e) decreases significantly
after the initial few infiltration cycles compared with that of the scaffold before
infiltration (Figure 6.4b). However, the porosity at the center of the scaffold does not
change much with the increase in the number of infiltration cycles because the
infiltrating mainly fills the pores in the surface layer. The grain size of the TiC scaffold
changes little with the increase in the number of infiltration cycles, with the TiC grain
size maintaining submicron levels.
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Figure 6.9 Microstructure of the TiC scaffold after different numbers of infiltration cycles
without sintering (a) 1 cycle at surface layer (b) 1 cycle at core (c) 2 cycles at surface
layer (d) 2 cycles at core (e) 3 cycles at surface layer (f) 3 cycles at core (g) 5 cycles at
surface layer (h) 5 cycles at core
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6.4 Chemical analysis and microstructures of the TiC/SiC composites
prepared by sol-gel infiltration and SPS
6.4.1 Chemical analysis of the TiC/SiC composites
XRD results of the infiltrated TiC/SiC composite SPSed at 1800oC are presented in Figure
6.10. The pattern is similar to that of the original TiC scaffold (Figure 6.2), even though
SiC has been infiltrated to this composite. The presence of SiC is not distinguishable
from the XRD pattern, due to the small fraction of SiC, and the heavy overlap of XRD
peak positions between SiC and TiC. The approximate SiC fraction of the sample
prepared with 7 cycles of infiltration is about 30% (Table 6.1). According to the study on
the TiC/SiC composites prepared by the sol-gel processing in Section 5.2.1 in Chapter 5,
composites with SiC fractions less than 50% have difficulties in detecting the SiC. This is
due to the strong overlap of the TiC and SiC XRD peaks and the relative low intensity of
SiC peaks, compared with the TiC peaks. This is also consistent with Cabrero’s work147.
However, the surface microstructures of the TiC/SiC composites (Figure 6.11), without
surface preparations, confirmed the presence of two intimately mixed phases, with
distinct compositional contrast. This is especially true for the sample prepared with 7
cycles of infiltration in Figure 6.11d, due to its elevated levels of SiC.
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Figure 6.10 XRD pattern of the TiC/SiC composite sample SPSed at 1800 oC
6.4.2 Microstructures of the TiC/SiC composites using scaffolds G after SPS
sintering
The SEM micrographs of the TiC/SiC composites using scaffolds G after different
numbers of infiltration cycles with final sintering by SPS 1800 oC in vacuum under 40
MPa uniaxial pressure for 5 min are listed in Figure 6.11. The heating rate during the SPS
process was 100 oC/min. The result shows that the porosity of the TiC/SiC composites
decreases with the increase in the number of infiltration cycles. The porosity evolution
of the samples is described via density measurements, shown in Table 6.1 in section
6.2.1. During each infiltration cycle, the samples were infiltrated and heat treated at 550
o

C and 1450 oC for carbonization and carbothermal reduction respectively. The

infiltration step was repeated for multiple times. No sintering process was done
between each infiltration cycle. The final sintering process for all the samples with
different numbers of infiltration cycles was done via SPS at 1800oC for 5min in vacuum.
The grain growth of the composites may be expected during this process. However, the
grain size of the TiC/SiC composites in SEM images does not change as much as the
porosity with the increase in the number of infiltration cycles (Figure 6.11). The relative
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densities of these samples were listed in Table 6.1 in Section 6.3.1. Both TiC (light and
bigger grains) and SiC (dark and smaller grains) phases consist of nano-sized grains
(Figure 6.11d). The overall average grain size of the TiC/SiC composite is about 150 nm
after 7 cycles of infiltration (Figure 6.11d). The sample prepared with 7 infiltration cycles
is almost fully densified (99.5% relative density) and has very few pores (Figure 6.11d).

Figure 6.11 Microstructures of TiC/SiC composites prepared with different numbers of
infiltration cycles of SiC and SPSed at 1800oC for 5min. (a) 1 cycle (b) 3 cycles (c) 5 cycles
(d) 7 cycles
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These results indicate that near fully dense TiC/SiC nano-composites can be produced by
the sol-gel route described here, followed by spark plasma sintering. From the results in
Figure 6.11, we can also find that there is only a small amount of grain growth with the
increase in the number of infiltration cycles. The grain size of TiC increases from 100 nm
for the sample with 1 infiltration cycle, to 150 nm for the one with 7 infiltration cycles.
This means that this novel sol-gel infiltration approach can be used to improve the
densification of TiC/SiC composites efficiently, without promoting obvious grain growth.
As a comparison, a monolithic TiC control sample, prepared by sol-gel processing, was
also sintered by SPS under the conditions identical to those employed in sintering of the
TiC/SiC composites (Figure 6.12). The relative density and grain size of the monolithic
TiC are 95.2% and larger than 1 μm respectively. This means that sintered monolithic TiC
has much bigger grains and larger porosity than the TiC/SiC composites. Therefore, it
can be concluded that the introduction of fine SiC particles by sol-gel infiltration
significantly hinders the grain growth of TiC and successfully fabricates dense TiC/SiC
composites with a uniform nanostructure (Figure 6.11d). There are two main reasons
supporting this conclusion. One is that the scaffolds prepared by sol-gel processing have
a very high uniformly distributed open meso/macro-porosity and are very suitable for
infiltration with a second phase material to achieve dense composites. Another is that
the infiltrated second phase material with nano size at the grain boundaries of the
scaffold grains greatly suppresses the grain growth of the matrix due to the pinning
effect and thus helps to create fine composites with nanostructure. Improving
densification while retaining a nano-sized grain structure can significantly increase the
fracture strength and toughness of ceramic composites147,151. Compared with the
commonly used nano-powder mixing approach147, where relative densities achieved for
TiC/SiC composites SPSed at the same temperature (1800°C) are only around 95% with
TiC grain sizes ranging from 270nm to 700nm, the sol-gel infiltration approach has
demonstrated some advantages, being a much smaller grain size, higher final density,
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and more uniform microstructures for the fabrication of the composites with a nanostructure.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.12 SEM micrographs of the monolithic TiC SPSed at 1800 °C. (a) high
magnification image; (b) low magnification image.

6.5 Tailoring residual carbon in the TiC scaffolds G by sol-gel infiltration
It is usually very difficult to remove the residual carbon in the materials prepared by solgel processing. However, another advantage of the sol-gel infiltration technique is that it
can be used to tailor residual carbon in the scaffold, as well as to make composites. In
this section, porous TiC scaffolds G, prepared by sol-gel processing with some residual
carbon in them, are infiltrated with a ZrO2 sol. This is followed by carbonization and
carbothermal reduction of the scaffold at 550 °C and 1450 °C respectively for 2h after
each cycle of the infiltration. Here a ZrO2 sol was used instead of a SiO2 sol, because the
carbothermal reduction of SiO2 is a gas phase reaction (Section 5.3.1 in Chapter 5) and a
part of silicon will escape in the form of SiO gas during the carbothermal reduction
reaction. Thus, a solid reaction phase, such as ZrO2, will be more effective to consume
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(remove) the residual carbon because the amount of the ZrO2 that can react with the
carbon will be more than that of SiO2 with the same amount of addition in the starting
sol-gel process during the carbothermal reduction process.
6.5.1 Effect of the number of infiltration cycles on the amount of residual
carbon in the scaffolds
The initial residual carbon to metal ratio in the as-prepared TiC scaffold G was 0.31 after
the carbothermal reduction at 1450°C, according to the calculation from the TGA
analysis (Figure 6.13). The samples were tested in air and two reactions occurred in the
temperature range, an initial weight gain due to TiC oxidation and the subsequent
weight loss due to oxidation of residual carbon. From the TGA results, the amount of
weight loss (the circle part on the TGA curve) decreases with the increasing number of
infiltration cycles, until the fifth infiltration where little weight loss is found. This means
that the residual carbon left in the TiC scaffold decreases with the increasing number of
infiltration cycles, and almost no residual carbon is left in the scaffold after 5 cycles’
infiltration.
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Figure 6.13 TGA analysis of TiC scaffolds with different numbers of infiltration cycles
6.5.2 Chemical analysis of the scaffolds with different numbers of infiltration
cycles
The XRD patterns of the TiC scaffolds after different numbers of cycles of infiltration
with ZrO2 are shown in Figure 6.14. The results show that ZrO2 is reduced to ZrC
successfully, by reaction with the residual carbon in the scaffold during the
carbothermal reduction at 1450 °C. All the ZrO2 has fully reacted with the carbon in the
scaffold during each infiltration cycle, because no ZrO2 was found from the XRD patterns
up to four cycles. The intensity of the ZrC peaks increases with the increasing number of
infiltration cycles, which means more ZrC is present after each infiltration cycle. TGA
analysis also indicates that the amount of residual carbon in the scaffold decreases with
the number of infiltration cycles of the Zr-O sol. The XRD pattern of the TiC scaffold with
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5 cycles’ infiltration is shown in Figure 6.15. This result indicates that monoclinic zirconia
phase was detected in the composite, along with TiC and ZrC, for the fifth number of
infiltrations. This means that all the carbon in the scaffold had reacted with the
infiltrated ZrO2, and there was still some ZrO2 left in the composite, after 5 cycles’ of
infiltration. Both XRD and TGA results show that the residual carbon has fully reacted
with ZrO2 after 5 cycles of infiltration, where the initial residual carbon to metal molar
ratio in the scaffold is 0.31.

Figure 6.14 XRD patterns of the TiC scaffolds after different numbers of cycles of
infiltration with ZrO2
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Figure 6.15 XRD pattern of the TiC scaffold with 5 cycles of infiltration with ZrO2

6.6 Preparation of ZrB2/SiC composites by sol-gel infiltration
ZrB2 has been considered as a very attractive candidate for components used in
aerospace applications due to its low theoretical density compared to HfB2, excellent
thermal shock resistance and high thermal conductivity. However, the oxidation
resistance of ZrB2 is not good enough for most high temperature applications, especially
at temperatures above 1200 oC due to volatilization of the B2O3 liquid at these
temperatures195,196. Researchers in the field have discovered that the addition of SiC to
ZrB2 and HfB2 increases the oxidation resistance as well as the densification and thermal
shock resistance of the composites196-199. In this section, the preparation of ZrB2/SiC
composites by sol-gel infiltration is studied and the oxidation resistance of the infiltrated
ZrB2/SiC composites was studied together with pre-coated ZrB2/SiC composites
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prepared by sol-gel coating and a monolithic ZrB2 control sample in the following
chapter.
The process for preparing porous ZrB2 scaffolds is similar to the one described in Section
4.1 Chapter 4. Micro-sized commercial ZrB2 powder (<5µm) was sintered by SPS to form
porous scaffolds. The particle size of the ZrB2 powder was less than 5µm. The sintering
temperature was 1500 oC, and the holding time was 5 minutes. The heating rate was
100 oC /min. The dimension of the sintered ZrB2 scaffolds is 10 mm in diameter and
about 8 mm in thickness. The preparation of Si-O-C sol and the infiltration process are
the same as the one described in Section 6.1. After infiltration, the ZrB2 scaffolds were
finally sintered again by SPS at 1900 oC for 5min under a uniaxial pressure of 40 MPa.
The final sample was about 5 mm in thickness.
6.6.1 Microstructure of the ZrB2 scaffold infiltrated with a Si-O-C sol
The microstructures of the surface layer of the final ZrB2 composite after two cycle
infiltrations and SPS sintering are shown in Figure 6.16. The results show that a
functionally gradient ZrB2/SiC composite is successfully fabricated by the proposed
novel
S sol-gel
f
l infiltration technique. The thickness of the surface layer after two cycles of
infiltration is about 500 µm (Figure 6.16a). The EDX analysis indicates that SiC is
successfully infiltrated into the surface layer of the ZrB2 scaffold (Figure 6.16c), but the
core only has a small amount of SiC (Figure 6.16d). The weight percentage of SiC is
C

about 3.5% in the surface layer according to EDX result. The oxygen in the surface layer
may come from two sources. One is from the oxygen impurity of the initial ZrB2 powder
and the other is from the incomple carbothermal reduction of the infiltrated SiO2 sol-gel.
The microstructure shows that the surface layer of the infiltrated ZrB2 scaffold is quite
dense, while the core is still porous. The dark grains in Figure 6.1b are SiC and grey ones
are ZrB2. The grain size of ZrB2 remains about 3~5µm after being sintered at 1900 oC,
showing little grain growth compared to the original powder size (less than 5µm) (Figure
6.16b). The porosity of the surface layer is only about 3 percent.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.16 Microstructures and EDX of the ZrB2 scaffold with infiltration of SiC sintered
by SPS at 1900 oC (a) cross section of surface layer and core of the composite; (b) a high
magnification microstructure of the surface layer; EDX results of the (c) surface layer
and (d) core.
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6.6.2 Chemical analysis of the ZrB2 scaffold infiltrated with a Si-O-C sol
The XRD spectrum of the final ZrB2 scaffold after sintering is shown in Figure 6.17. The
result shows that only ZrB2 and SiC phases exist in the infiltrated scaffold after sintering.
The existence of SiC phase again clearly indicates the infiltration of ZrB2 scaffold through
the SiC sol-gel process is successful and effective.

Figure 6.17 XRD spectrum of the ZrB2 composite formed by infiltration of a Si-C-O sol
and sintered by SPS at 1900 oC
Both the phases and microstructures of the infiltrated ZrB2 scaffold show that this solgel infiltration technique is a promising and efficient approach for preparing functionally
graded UHTC composites This unique gradient microstructure with a dense ZrB2/SiC
composite on the surface and a porous ZrB2 in the core would improve not only the
thermal shock resistance of the ZrB2/SiC composite due to its high thermal conductivity
at the dense surface, but also the oxidation resistance at high temperature, as well as
high mechanical properties due to its dense fine microstructure in the surface layer. The
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oxidation test of the infiltrated ZrB2/SiC composites have been done and the results will
be presented together with those of the pre-coated ZrB2/SiC composites prepared via
sol-gel coating in the next chapter.

6.7 Discussion
The introduction of SiC to TiC by sol-gel infiltration improves the densification of the
TiC/SiC composites during spark plasma sintering compared with the monolithic TiC
ceramic prepared at the same sintering conditions. There are several sintering
mechanisms for the improvement in densification by the introduction of SiC via sol-gel
infiltration besides those discussed in Section 5.6.2 in Chapter 5.
Residual carbon in the sol-gel derived TiC scaffold is a main obstacle preventing the
materials densification178,200. The introduction of silica by the sol-gel infiltration can
effectively reduce the amount of residual carbon in the TiC scaffold through the
carbothermal reduction reaction of silica with the carbon. Tailoring the residual carbon
left in the scaffolds has been proved successful in Section 6.5. As discussed in Section
5.6.1 in Chapter 5, a carbon concentration exceeding a certain critical level (4 wt% in
this study) would hinder the densification of TiC/SiC composites, while the carbon
concentration below this critical level would improve the densification. Thus, the
introduction of a controlled amount of SiO2 by sol-gel infiltration can effectively improve
the densification of TiC/SiC composites by reducing the carbon concentration level in
the material below the critical level.
The carbothermal reduction reaction during the SPS sintering process can also improve
the densification of TiC/SiC composites by facilitating the mass transport process201. A
small amount of oxides and carbon may still exist in the scaffolds after the initial
carbothermal reduction at 1450 oC. These oxides and carbon will further react at the
elevated temperature during the SPS sintering process and this chemical reaction can
facilitate the mass transport, so to improve densification. From the carbothermal
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reduction reactions described in Section 5.3.1 (equations 5-1 and 5-2), gas products
were produced during the reactions. The SPS sintering was carried out under vacuum,
but an increase in the chamber pressure was observed from 700 oC and became more
significant above 1200 oC, and reached the maximum at about 1600 oC (Figure 6.18). For
this particular system, this temperature range corresponds to the carbothermal
reduction reactions (1567K and 1781K), in which gas products are generated so to
increase the chamber pressure. The chamber pressure decreased above 1600 oC where
the reactions completed gradually. The sharp decrease of the chamber pressure at 1700
o

C was due to the termination of the sintering at the temperature.

Figure 6.18 Change of the chamber pressure during the sintering process of the TiC
scaffold infiltrated with SiC SPSed at 1700oC
In addition, the pinning effect of the SiC nano particles introduced by the sol-gel
infiltration not only significantly hinders the grain growth of TiC, but also helps to form
and keep channels along the TiC grain boundaries during the sintering process. These
channels help the elimination of the air left in the scaffolds and the gas products of the
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carbothermal reduction reactions so that facilitate the densification of TiC/SiC
composites.

6.8 Summary
The sol-gel infiltration technique for preparing dense, or functionally gradient, TiC/SiC
nanocomposites from porous TiC scaffolds is studied in this chapter. Near fully dense
TiC/SiC composites with uniform nano-sized microstructure after 7 cycles of infiltration
was successfully formed via SPS sintering at 1800 oC. The grain size was only about
150nm. This compares favorably with the 95% density achieved with a monolithic TiC
control sample with a grain size of larger than 1µm prepared at the same condition.
Furthermore, compared with the conventional powder mixing approach147, where
relative densities achieved for TiC/SiC composites SPSed at the same temperature are
only about 95% with grain sizes of a few hundred nanometers, this novel sol-gel
infiltration approach also shows its advantages such as much smaller grain size, higher
final density, and more uniform microstructures for the fabrication of the composites
with a nano-structure. It is anticipated that the fine-grain microstructure of TiC/SiC
composites would lead to improved mechanical properties. This sol-gel infiltration
technique is also successfully used to tailor the residual carbon in the scaffold, which
helps to facilitate densification of the composites.
The sol-gel infiltration is a useful technique to produce functionally gradient UHTC
composites. Both TiC/SiC and ZrB2/SiC systems were investigated and functionally
gradient TiC/SiC and ZrB2/SiC composites were produced by the Si-O-C sol-gel infiltration,
followed by SPS sintering. For the TiC system, a dense TiC/SiC nanocomposites layer was
formed on the surface of porous TiC scaffolds prepared by spark plasma sintering of
commercial TiC nano powders. The thickness of the surface layer increased with the
number of infiltration cycles, until it reached a maximum thickness of about 1 mm after
3 cycles of infiltration. The thickness of surface layer on a ZrB2 scaffold was about
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500µm after two cycles of infiltration, created a gradient microstructure with dense
ZrB2/SiC composite on the surface and porous ZrB2 at the core. It is anticipated that the
functionally gradient UHTC composites would have improved thermal shock resistance
due to its high thermal conductivity and porosity. The dense SiC/ZrB2 surface layer with
nano sized grains is also expected to result in improved mechanical properties and
better oxidation resistance at high temperature.
The sol-gel infiltration approach presented here not only has the advantages
demonstrated above, but also offers some additional benefits for manufacturing. By
utilizing the sol-gel infiltration approach, nano-sized powder handling can be avoided.
The sol-gel infiltration approach will allow for the infiltration of complex shaped samples
to produce functionally gradient material parts, which would be difficult to produce
using conventional powder mixing approaches.
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Chapter 7 Sol-Gel Coating of Powders for Carbide Ceramic
composites
With a melting point of ∼3200 °C, zirconium diboride is one of the leading candidates

for thermal protection systems in hypersonic flight and refractory materials due to its
low density (6.09 g/cm3) compared to HfB2 (11.2 g/cm3) and high thermal conductivity
and excellent thermal shock resistance. However, its densification is challenging.
Densification of ZrB2 powders can be improved by additives. Higher melting point metals
such as Ir, W, Nb and Mo, as well as silicides of Zr, Ta and Mo, are often selected as
sintering additives202-204. However, these methods have reported reduced refractory
performance, due to the metal or residual metal oxides and glassy phase remained in
the sintered material. As a similar refractory ceramic, silicon carbide is the most
commonly reported additive in zirconium diboride205,206. Silicon carbide is commonly
added due to its high melting point, high hardness and especially, good oxidation
resistance.
ZrB2/SiC composites have been generally produced via powder mixing. However, during
green body preparation and sintering of the composites, challenges remain for mixing
the second phase evenly at the boride grain boundaries. This is especially true for fiber,
whisker or nanoparticle additions, as these methods may not be easily integrated into
powder processing.
The sol–gel process is one of the leading techniques for producing different
morphologies and nanostructures of ceramic composites. In this chapter, a method of
integrating powder and sol-gel processing for the fabrication of ZrB2/SiC composites is
investigated. Nano-sized SiC particles were integrated onto ZrB2 powders evenly by
coating commercial ZrB2 powders with a SiC sol-gel precursor followed by sintering via
SPS to prepare dense ZrB2/SiC composites.
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7.1 Experimental procedure
7.1.1 SiC sol-gel precursor preparation
The SiC sol-gel precursor was first prepared. The process of making Si-O-C sol is similar
to the one described in Section 6.1 in Chapter 6 except for the molar ratio of furfuryl
alcohol to TEOS, which ranges from 1.2 to 3 (i.e. 6C to 15C) depending on the SiC/ZrB2
molar ratio. The molar ratio of SiC to ZrB2 was designed ranging from 0.1 to 0.3.
Although the optimized molar ratio of furfuryl alcohol to TEOS for minimized residual
carbon left in the carbides after carbothermal reduction is 0.72 (refer to Section 5.3.1 in
Chapter 5), excess carbon is used here due to the oxide impurity in the ZrB2 commercial
powder. Previous work showed that there were two carbothermal reactions in the
system during the carbothermal reduction process207, one to reduce the surface oxide
films on ZrB2 and the other to convert the sol–gel oxides. To produce composites with
different SiC ratios, the FA content will need to be varied. This is to ensure complete
carbothermal reduction. Another reason for using a large range of molar ratio of furfuryl
alcohol to TEOS is to determine the minimum amount of carbon required to minimise
oxide existing in the materials. If sufficient carbon was provided, this would result in
only carbides and diborides after carbothermal reaction at elevated temperatures.
7.1.2 Coating of ZrB2 powders with the SiC sol-gel precursor
After solutions were prepared and aged for 72 h at room temperature, they were
transferred to open containers. Here the commercial ZrB2 powder was added during
stirring. Coating the sol on the ZrB2 powder should take place while the powder was
immersed, as it was extremely adhesive to any surface. The ZrB2 powder was added
based on the designed SiC/ZrB2 molar ratio (0.1~0.3) in the composite. Alcohol drying
resulted in rapid gelation of the powder–gel composite, at which point no mechanical
stirring was possible. Further drying occurred at 80oC for 24h to completely remove
ethanol. The gel often formed a gray green body. This powder-gel cast in the container
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often shrank, and maintained green body cohesion during furnace transfers. The
powder-gel cast was mixed with acetone and crushed by an agate pestle and mortar and
dispersed ultrasonically. Then the crushed powder was dried in an oven at 80 oC. The
dried powder-gel cast was calcined in a quartz tube furnace. This was performed under
flowing nitrogen at a heating rate of 5 oC /min to a maximum temperature of 550 oC.
This occurred over a time frame of 5 h to allow the decomposition of the surfactant, and
to remove any residual monomer, FA. After calcination, the powder-gel was heated in
an alumina tube furnace at 2 oC /min to 1450 oC and kept at that temperature for 5 h,
under an argon atmosphere. This allowed for carbothermal reduction. After
carbothermal reduction, the powder-gel was crushed by an agate pestle and mortar,
and then finally sieved before sintering. No milling was used in order to minimize
oxygen uptake. The ZrB2/SiC composite was lastly sintered, via spark plasma sintering
(SPS), to achieve the consolidated composite.
Through the method described, nano-sized SiC particles were coated on the surface of
ZrB2. This leads to uniform and dense ZrB2/SiC composites with homogenous
microstructures after the SPS sintering. A schematic diagram of the synthesis and
sintering process is shown in Figure 7.1. The elemental impurities in the ZrB2 powder are
listed in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1 Impurities in ZrB2 powder from H.C. Starck
Impurity

Mass fraction

Carbon

0.2% max

Oxygen

1.5% max

Nitrogen

0.25% max

Iron

0.1% max

Hafnium

0.2%-2.5%
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Figure 7.1 Schematic process of the preparation of ZrB2-SiC composites by sol-gel
coating and spark plasma sintering

7.2 Chemical analysis and microstructure of the ZrB2 powder coated
with SiC
SEM micrographs of the starting ZrB2 powder are shown in Figure 7.2. The particle size
of ZrB2 is about 3-5 μm. EDX result shows that some oxide impurity can also be found on
the surface of the ZrB2 particles (Figure 7.2c). This is because of the initial oxygen
impurity (Table 7.1). The weight percentage of oxygen is about 2.5%, which is a bit
higher than the initial oxygen impurity, possibly because the EDX analysis was not so
precise and the ZrB2 powder was further oxidized during the storage process after first
usage. This is also why the carbon/silica ratio of 6 to 20 (excess carbon) was designed
during the sol-gel processing. The excess carbon was introduced not only for reducing
the silica precursor to silicon carbide, but also for removing the oxygen impurity in the
as-received ZrB2 powder.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 7.2 Micrograph of the starting ZrB2 powder (a) low magnification (b) high
magnification (c) EDX result at the spot labeled by the arrow in (b).
7.2.1 Chemical analysis of the ZrB2 powder coated with SiC
XRD pattern of the ZrB2 powder coated with SiC by the sol-gel process after
carbonization at 550oC in N2 for 5 hours and carbothermal reduction at 1450 oC in Ar for
5 hours is shown in Figure 7.3. The molar ratio of SiC to ZrB2 is 0.3 here. The result
clearly indicates the existence of the SiC phase along with the ZrB2 phase. No oxide is
detected in the ZrB2/SiC composite, which means all the oxides have been reduced to
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carbides after being heat treated at 1450 °C due to the excess carbon introduced by the
sol-gel processing.

Figure 7.3 XRD pattern of the ZrB2 powder coated SiC (SiC/ZrB2=0.3) after carbothermal
reduction at 1450 oC in Ar for 5h
7.2.2 Microstructure of the ZrB2 powder coated with SiC
The SEM micrographs of the ZrB2 powder coated with SiC are displayed in Figure 7.4. We
can find that the grain size and morphology of the ZrB2 do not change after heat
treatment at 1450 °C (Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.4). Fine SiC particles are coated on the
surface of ZrB2 grains evenly (Figure 7.4b). The grain size of SiC is about 150 to 200 nm.
The morphology of SiC grains looks more like elongated grains or short whiskers than
equiaxed particles (Figure 7.4b). When a Si-O-C composition is heated in an inert
atmosphere, the following carbothermal reduction reactions could take place from a
thermodynamic point of view:
SiO2(s) + C(s)→ SiO(g) + CO(g)

(7-1)

SiO(g) + 2C(s) →SiC(s) + CO(g)

(7-2)
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SiO(g) + CO(g) →SiC(s) + CO2(g)

(7-3)

The first two reactions are more common in an environment where there is a sufficient
amount of carbon. In an environment with insufficient carbon, the third reaction could
also take place. During the carbothermal reduction reaction, the ZrB2 particles may act
as seeds for the formation of SiC and the morphology of SiC tends to be short nanofibres (whiskers) rather than equiaxed particles136. In addition, as a product of the gas
phase reactions (equation 7-2 and 7-3), SiC particles tend to stick together to form
elongated shapes to reduce their surface energy.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.4 SEM micrographs of the ZrB2 powder coated with SiC (SiC/ZrB2=0.3) after
firing at 1450 °C for 5 hours in Ar. (a) low magnification (b) high magnification
To confirm the fine particles on the surface of ZrB2 grains, TEM was done on the ZrB2
powder sample coated with SiC. The results of the TEM analysis, the micrographs and
EDS are shown in Figure 7.5. The size of the ZrB2 particle is about 500nm. The small ZrB2
particle is chosen for the TEM analysis because the electron beam can only penetrate a
thickness of a few hundred nanometers. The TEM mapping shows that the big dark
green grain is ZrB2, and the small orange ones surrounding the ZrB2 grain are SiC (Figure
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7.5a). The grain size of SiC is about 200nm, which is consistent with the SEM observation
(Figure 7.4b). The dark field image also confirms that the big white grain in the core is
ZrB2 due to the heavy atomic weight of zirconium, and the grey grains surrounding the
ZrB2 grain are SiC (Figure 7.5b). There are also some small zirconium oxide particles left
on the surface of ZrB2 grains (Figure 7.5a and 7.5b). This indicates that a small amount
of oxides still remained in the ZrB2 powders even after the carbothermal reduction
process, which can be further reduced to carbides during the following SPS sintering at
elevated temperature. The overall amount of oxygen in the ZrB2 powder was very small
(Figure 7.2c), thus no oxide peaks can be found from the XRD spectrum. Finally the EDS
result also indicates the existence of silicon element. All these results show that the
nano-sized SiC particles are evenly coated on the surface of the ZrB2 grains successfully
using this sol-gel coating technique.
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(c)
Figure 7.5 TEM micrographs and EDS analysis of the ZrB2 powder coated with SiC
(SiC/ZrB2=0.3) after firing at 1450 °C for 5 hours in Ar. (a) map of the elements (b) dark
field image (c) EDX result at the spot labelled by a square in (a)

7.3 Effect of the SiC/ZrB2 molar ratio on the phases, microstructure and
densification of the ZrB2/SiC composites
To study the effect of SiC on the microstructure and densification of the ZrB2/SiC
composites, different SiC/ZrB2 molar ratios ranging from 0 to 0.3 were designed.
According to the study in chapter 5, the optimized carbon/metal ratio for the SiC sol-gel
should be 3.6. The 3.6 ratio gives the minimum amount of residual carbon in the carbide
after the carbothermal reduction reaction. However, the starting ZrB2 powder contains
some oxygen impurities. Therefore the carbon/metal ratio of the SiC sol-gel precursor
for the coating should be higher than 3.6 for completely reducing all the oxides to
carbides. The actual carbon/metal ratio for the SiC sol-gel precursors ranged from 6 to
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20, depending on the SiC to ZrB2 molar ratio and the estimated oxygen impurity of the
ZrB2 powder. The lower the SiC/ZrB2 molar ratio in the composition, the higher the
carbon/metal ratio was used because the carbon introduced by the sol-gel precursors
was used not only to reduce the silica precursor to silicon carbide but also to remove
the oxygen impurity of the ZrB2 powder.
7.3.1 Effect of the SiC/ZrB2 molar ratio on the phases of the ZrB2/SiC
composites
The XRD patterns of the ZrB2/SiC composites with four SiC/ZrB2 molar ratios, 0.1, 0.15,
0.2 and 0.3, are displayed in Figure 7.6. The carbon to metal ratios in these four
compositions are 8C, 10C, 12C and 15C respectively due to the different SiC/ZrB2 ratios.
The XRD results find no oxide phases in the samples, which means that all the oxides
have been reduced to carbides completely, after the heat treatment at 1450 °C for 5
hours in Ar. The intensity of SiC peaks increases with increasing SiC/ZrB2 molar ratio.
This confirms that more SiC is coated on the surfaces of the ZrB2 particles, with
increasing SiC content in the sol-gel powder mixture. ZrC phase can also be found in the
composites with lower SiC/ZrB2 ratios (0.1 and 0.15). This is because of the overestimate
of the oxygen impurity in the ZrB2 powder, which leads to a high carbon/metal ratio
being used. In these composites with excess carbon, some ZrB2 is first oxidized and
becomes zirconia, followed by reducing from zirconia to ZrC by excess carbon during the
carbothermal reduction process at 1450°C, so that the amount of ZrC is higher than
those without excess carbon.
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Figure 7.6 XRD patterns of the ZrB2/SiC composites with different SiC/ZrB2 molar ratios
after firing at 1450 °C for 5 hours in Ar.
7.3.2 Effect of the SiC/ZrB2 molar ratio on the microstructure of ZrB2/SiC
composites
The SEM micrographs of the ZrB2/SiC composites with different SiC/ZrB2 ratios, after
carbothermal reduction, are shown in Figure 7.7. The carbon to metal ratios in these
four compositions are 8C, 10C, 12C and 15C respectively. We can find that there are
very few SiC particles on the surface of the ZrB2 grains in the composite with
SiC/ZrB2=0.1, and some residual carbon can be found instead (Figure 7.7a). This is also
because of the overestimate of the oxygen impurity in the ZrB2 powder, leading to a
high carbon/metal ratio to be used for the composites with lower SiC/ZrB2 ratios. With
too little silica, the carbon just reacted to form silicon monoxide and evaporated off,
leaving some residual carbon behind. The quantity of the SiC particles coated on the
surface of ZrB2 grains increases greatly with the increase of SiC content in the
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composites (Figure 7.7b, 7.7c and 7.7d). Nano-sized SiC particles can be found more
clearly in the composites with high SiC/ZrB2 ratios. This is because the carbothermal
reduction between SiO2 and carbon in the sol-gel precursor is a gas phase reaction. Only
a part of SiC particles can be coated on and stuck to the surface of ZrB2 grains and the
rest reacted to form monoxide and just evaporated off. The morphology and size of the
SiC grains also changed with increasing SiC content.
The morphology of SiC grains is mostly particles in the composites at low SiC contents
(Figure 7.7a, 7.7b and 7.7c), however it becomes short elongated shape at high SiC
contents (Figure 7.7d). The grain size of SiC also increases from about 100 nm in the
sample with a low SiC content (Figure 7.7a and 7.7b), to larger than 300 nm in the one
with SiC/ZrB2=0.3 (Figure 7.7d). These differences are due to the nature of the gas phase
reaction of the carbothermal reduction of SiC gel, in which the SiC grains grow up along
the direction of gas evaporation.
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Figure 7.7 SEM micrographs of the ZrB2/SiC composites with different SiC/ZrB2 ratios
after firing at 1450 °C for 5 hours in Ar. (a) SiC/ZrB2 =0.1 (b) SiC/ZrB2 =0.15 (c) SiC/ZrB2
=0.2 (d) SiC/ZrB2 =0.3
7.3.3 Effect of the SiC/ZrB2 molar ratio on densification of the ZrB2/SiC
composites
To study the effect of the SiC content on the densification behavior of the sol-gel coated
ZrB2/SiC composites during spark plasma sintering, four ZrB2/SiC composite samples
were prepared. The SiC/ZrB2 molar ratio of these samples were 0, 0.15, 0.2 and 0.30,
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respectively. These samples were sintered via SPS at 1900 °C for 5 min. The heights of
the original green body samples are all about 10mm. The shrinkage curves from the SPS
process are shown in Figure 7.8. The temperature at which the shrinkage due to
sintering exceeds the thermal expansion of the graphite die assembly is identified for
each sample as the lowest point on the displacement curve (refer to the arrows in
Figure 7.8). These results show that the shrinkage/sintering starts at about 1480 °C for
the control ZrB2 sample (SiC/ZrB2 molar ratio=0). For the composite samples with the
SiC/ZrB2 molar ratio of 0.15, 0.2 and 0.3, the temperatures that the shrinkage begins are
much lower than that of the control sample. The shrinkage/sintering for the composite
samples begin around 1360 °C, 1260 °C and 1220 °C respectively. The total shrinkage of
the sample at the pressing direction also increases with increasing SiC content from
about 3.4 mm for the control ZrB2 sample to about 4.2 mm for the ZrB2/SiC composite
with a SiC/ZrB2 molar ratio of 0.3. These results indicate that the densification of the
ZrB2/SiC composites via SPS is improved with the increase of the SiC content due to the
agglomeration of nano-SiC particles coated on the surface of ZrB2 powders201 and the
dissolution between SiC and ZrB2 at elevated temperature (Figure 7.11).

Figure 7.8 Shrinkage curves of the ZrB2/SiC composites SPSed at 1900 °C with different
concentration of SiC
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7.3.4 Effect of SiC on the microstructures of SPSed composites
SEM micrographs of the ZrB2/SiC composites, with different SiC/ZrB2 ratios, sintered by
SPS at 1900 °C are shown in Figure 7.9. As a control sample, ZrB2 was also sintered at
the same temperature. The big grey particles are ZrB2 grains and the small dark ones are
SiC. We can see that the grain size of the ZrB2 control sample is 6-7 μm, and the porosity
is about 10 percent according to the SEM image (Figure 7.9a). There is some grain
growth for the control sample after being sintered at 1900 °C, compared with the size of
less than 3-5 μm for the starting ZrB2 powder (Table 3.1 in Chapter 3).
However, there are only a few pores in the ZrB2/SiC composites, and there is not much
grain growth (Figure 7.9b, 7.9c and 7.9d). The grain size of ZrB2 in the ZrB2/SiC
composites is about 5 μm, and even lower in the composite with SiC/ZrB2 molar ratio of
0.3 (Figure 7.9d). The grain size in this composite is approximately the similar size of the
original ZrB2 powder. So with the changing of the SiC/ZrB2 ratio, the grain size of the
ZrB2/SiC composite decreases from about 5 μm to 3 μm (Figure 7.9b, 7.9c and 7.9d).
These results indicate that the sol-gel coated ZrB2/SiC powders can be almost
completely densified without obvious grain growth after being SPS sintered at 1900 °C
without any sintering additives. This means that the introduction of SiC by sol-gel
coating can improve the densification of ZrB2 and greatly suppress its grain growth.
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Figure 7.9 SEI SEM micrographs of the ZrB2/SiC composites with different SiC/ZrB2 ratios
sintered by SPS at 1900 °C for 5 min. (a) SiC/ZrB2 =0 (b) SiC/ZrB2 =0.15 (c) SiC/ZrB2 =0.2
(d) SiC/ZrB2 =0.3
To compare the microstructure of dense ZrB2 and ZrB2/SiC composites, two samples
were further sintered by SPS at 2000 °C, and their SEM micrographs are shown in Figure
7.10. We can find that the pore shape, pore size and porosity of the ZrB2 sample
sintered at 2000 °C are greatly different compared to the one sintered at 1900 °C
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(Figure 7.9a and 7.10a). The pore size here is smaller, and the porosity is lower. The
porosity has also changed in nature, with most of the pores being round and entrapped
in the ZrB2 grains. This is compared to the 1900°C sample, where the pores are mostly
narrow gaps and on the grain boundaries. These differences arise because the ZrB2
grains grow very fast at 2000 °C. The movement of the ZrB2 grain boundaries is much
faster than that of eliminating of pores, so that most of the pores are entrapped inside
the ZrB2 grains and become round in shape for minimizing the energy of the system. The
grain size of the ZrB2 control sample is about 20-30 μm (Figure 7.10a). On the contrary,
the grain size and porosity of the ZrB2/SiC composites sintered at 2000 °C (Figure 7.10b)
are still less than 5 μm and similar to the one sintered at 1900 °C (Figure 7.9c). This
means that the ZrB2/SiC composite has been quite densified, but can be more densified,
at 1900 °C and there is very little grain growth even at 2000 °C.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.10 SEI SEM micrographs of the ZrB2 ceramic and ZrB2/SiC composites sintered
by SPS at 2000 °C for 5 min. (a) ZrB2 (b) ZrB2/SiC composites (SiC/ZrB2 ratio=0.2)
All these results indicate that the introduction of SiC by sol-gel coating not only greatly
suppresses the grain growth of ZrB2, but also improves its densification. One reason for
this is that nano SiC particles introduce a pinning effect on the grain boundaries of ZrB2,
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which hinders the movement of the grain boundaries and thus the grain growth.
Another reason is that there is some solid dissolution between the SiC and ZrB2 two
phases below 2000 °C according to the binary phase diagram of SiC and ZrB2 (Figure
7.11), which can improve densification of the ZrB2/SiC composite. In addition, the
eutectic nature of SiC and ZrB2 may be associated, which can also improve the
densification of the ZrB2/SiC composite.

Figure 7.11 Binary phase diagram of ZrB2 and SiC208
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7.4 Effect of the carbon ratio on the phases and microstructures of the
ZrB2/SiC composites
The effect of the carbon ratio in the SiC sol-gel precursor on the phases and
microstructures of the ZrB2/SiC composites was studied. The amount of carbon to
completely reduce the oxide in the sol-gel precursor and the oxide impurity in the
starting ZrB2 powder depends on the SiC sol-gel to ZrB2 ratio. Less SiC added, more
excess carbon is required to convert all the oxide on the ZrB2 powder. To simplify the
matter, the SiC to ZrB2 molar ratio is fixed as 15/85. The carbon to SiO2 molar ratio in
the sol-gel precursor ranged from 6 to 10.
7.4.1 Effect of the carbon ratio on the phases of the ZrB2/SiC composites
The XRD patterns of the ZrB2/SiC composites with different carbon ratios after
carbothermal reduction at 1450 °C are shown in Figure 7.12. The results show a big
difference in the phases of the ZrB2/SiC composites with different carbon ratios. There is
some oxide left and no SiC was found in the sample with a carbon ratio of 6, which
means 6C is clearly insufficient for the carbothermal reduction reaction. In the samples
with carbon ratio of 7 and 8, there is the existence of the SiC phase, along with the ZrB2.
However, in the sample with a carbon ratio of 10, the ZrC phase begins to appear as well
as SiC and ZrB2. This means that carbon ratio of 8 is sufficient for the complete
carbothermal reduction reaction for the sample with the SiC/ZrB2 molar ratio of 15/85.
In this carbothermal reduction process, the following reactions could take place from
thermodynamic point of view:
SiO2(s) + 3C(s)→ SiC(s) + 2CO(g)

(7-4)

ZrO2(s) + 3C(s) →ZrC(s) + 2CO(g)

(7-5)

The temperatures for the reaction 7-4 and 7-5 to take place are 1781K and 1926K
respectively according to the calculation of free energy of the two reactions179. There
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are two reasons why there is ZrC phase in the sample with 10C in the SiC sol-gel
precursor instead of those with carbon ratio of 8 and below. One is that the reaction
temperature for carbothermal reduction of silica is lower than zirconia, so that the silica
was first reduced before zirconia, if there was insufficient carbon. The other is that some
zirconium diboride was oxidized depending on the oxygen partial pressure, followed by
being reduced to zirconium carbide, if there was excess carbon during the carbothermal
reduction process. Therefore the amount of zirconium carbide in the sample with excess
carbon (10C) was larger than that in the samples with just sufficient (8C) or less carbon
(7C and 6C).

Figure 7.12 XRD patterns of the ZrB2/SiC (SiC/ZrB2 ratio=15/85) composites with
different carbon ratios in the SiC sol-gel precursors after firing at 1450 °C for 5 hours in
Ar
7.4.2 Effect of the carbon ratio on the microstructure of ZrB2/SiC composites
The SEM micrographs of the ZrB2/SiC composites with different carbon ratios are shown
in Figure 7.13. The big micron-sized particles in the pictures are ZrB2 particles, and the
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small nano-sized ones are SiC. The result also shows that 6C is not sufficient for the
carbothermal reduction reaction. This is highlighted by some silica layers present and
the low amount of silicon carbide that can be found on the surfaces of the ZrB2 particles
(Figure 7.13a). The EDX result confirms that the layers covered on the ZrB2 particles are
mainly Si and O (Figure 7.13e). This is consistent with the XRD results in Figure 7.12, in
which no carbides but oxides (zirconia) are detected (silica is a glass phase and cannot
be detected by XRD). Compared with the starting ZrB2 powders, zirconia was found in
this ZrB2/SiC composite sample but not in the starting ZrB2 powder because the
oxidation of ZrB2 at 1450 °C due to the coated carbon deficient Si-O-C composite on the
surface of ZrB2 powders.
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(e)
Figure 7.13 SEM micrographs of the ZrB2/SiC composites (SiC/ZrB2 ratio=15/85) with the
carbon ratio of (a) 6 (b) 7 (c) 8 (d) 10 (e) EDX result at the spot in (a) after firing at 1450
°C for 5 hours in Ar
More nano-sized SiC particles can be found on the surfaces of ZrB2 grains with
increasing carbon ratio (Figure 7.13b and 7.13c). This is because more silica was
converted to silicon carbide with the increasing amount of carbon in the sol-gel
precursor. With the changing carbon ratio, the grain size of SiC also increases from
about 100 nm in the 7C sample, to 200-300 nm in the 8C one. However the morphology
of SiC grains remains similar in these two samples and both are equiaxed particles. In
the sample with a carbon ratio of 10, the morphology of SiC looks more like short
whiskers than particles. This is because of the nature of the gas reaction that
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characterizes the carbothermal reduction of SiC gel. In this reaction the SiC grains grow
up along the direction of gas evaporation. This result is also consistent with the analysis
in section 7.1.2.

7.5 Effect of SiC on the oxidation resistance of the ZrB2/SiC composites
UTHCs are receiving more attention and interest due to their potential ability as the
material for the reusable thermal protection system and other components for the next
generation of hypersonic aerospace vehicles. These components will experience
extreme re-entering environment such as oxidizing atmosphere, high velocities and
pressures, and temperatures from 1500°C-2400°C197. Currently the oxidation behavior
of UHTCs at higher temperatures (≥1600°C) is not well understood and the majority of
the recent oxidation studies on ZrB2 based UHTCs have been done at temperatures
below 1600°C4-7,162,163,209-211. This is primarily due to the complexity of the oxide scale
and limited information of the oxidation mechanism at higher temperatures as well as
challenges and difficulties in achieving the necessary high temperatures above 1600°C in
conventional laboratory furnaces. In this section, the oxidation property of ZrB2/SiC
composites prepared by both sol-gel infiltration and powder coating methods are
compared with that of a monolithic ZrB2 control sample. The SiC contents in the
infiltrated and pre-coated ZrB2/SiC composites are about 3.5 wt% and 6 wt%
respectively. The two ZrB2/SiC composites and ZrB2 control sample were sintered by SPS
at 1900 °C for 5 minutes under a uniaxial pressure of 40 MPa in vacuum. The oxidation
experiments were carried out by an ablation test via a propylene torch at 2200 °C
(measured by pyrometer on the surface of the sample during the ablation test) for 20s,
60s and 120s respectively. The distance between the nozzle of the torch and the sample
surface was about 15 mm (referring the torch experiment in Section 3.2.6 in Chapter 3).
The sample size is 10mm in diameter and about 6mm in thickness. The temperature of
the flame was confirmed to be higher than 2000 °C by the melting of an alumina
ceramic, whose melting point is 2000 °C.
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7.5.1 Oxidation behavior of the ZrB2/SiC composites prepared by the sol-gel
infiltration
The ZrB2/SiC composite samples were sintered by SPS at 1900 °C after 2 cycles of
infiltration with a SiC sol-gel precursor. The preparation, phases and microstructures of
the material can be found in Section 6.6, Chapter 6. According to the study in Section
6.3.2, the thickness of the surface layer of the scaffold after 2 cycles of infiltration is
close to the maximum thickness that the infiltration technique can achieve under the
conditions used in this thesis. The microstructure of the sintered sample shows that it
was a functionally gradient material consisting of a relatively dense ZrB2/SiC surface
layer of about 500µm and a porous ZrB2 core (Figure 6.16). The EDX and XRD results in
Section 6.6 also confirmed this functionally gradient structure. A ZrB2 control sample
was also sintered at the same conditions as the ZrB2/SiC composite sample for a
comparison. The samples were cut after the ablation test and the cross sections were
examined.
The weight change, change of the sample thickness and oxidation layer thickness of the
three samples after the ablation tests for different times are shown in Table 7.2. The
weight and thickness of the samples before and after ablation testing were measured by
a balance and digital caliper respectively. The oxidation layer thickness was measured
from the SEM micrographs of the samples. The weight change for the infiltrated ZrB2/SiC
composite sample after an ablation test for 20s was negative because a small piece of
the oxidation layer fell off accidently during the test. From the results in Table 7.2, we
can see that both the infiltrated and coated ZrB2/SiC composite samples have less
weight and thickness changes, and thinner oxidation layers than the monolithic ZrB2
control sample. This indicates that the introduction of SiC by either infiltration or
powder coating technique can successfully improve the oxidation resistance of ZrB2
ceramics. Moreover, the ZrB2/SiC composite made by the powder coating method has a
lower weight change, thickness change and oxidation layer thickness than the infiltrated
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one. This is because the SiC concentration in the coated composite sample (6 wt%,
calculated according to the SiC/ ZrB2 molar ratio=15/85) is higher than that in the
surface layer of the infiltrated composite sample (3.5 wt%, refer to the EDX result in
Section 6.6.1 of Chapter 6).
Table 7.2 Weight change, thickness change and oxidation layer thickness of monolithic ZrB2 control
sample, sol-gel infiltrated and coated ZrB2/SiC composite samples sintered by SPS at 1900 °C for 5min
after an ablation test for 20s, 60s and 120s respectively
Material

Time duration for
ablation test (s)

Weight change
Δw (mg)

Change in sample
thickness Δh (µm)

Oxidation layer
thickness (µm)

ZrB2 control

20

4

260

100

60

31

430

300

120

34

510

400

20

-2

170

120

60

13

300

180

120

18

430

300

20

5

100

200

60

13

210

250

120

12

230

230

sample

Sol-gel infiltrated
ZrB2/SiC
composite sample

Sol-gel coated
ZrB2/SiC
composite sample

During the ablation tests over 2200°C, the following reactions took place in the ZrB2/SiC
composites:
ZrB2(s) + 5/2O2(g) → ZrO2(s) + B2O3(l)

(7-6)

B2O3(l) → B2O3(g)

(7-7)

SiC(s) + 3/2O2(g) → SiO2(l) + CO(g)

(7-8)
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SiC(s) + O2(g) → SiO(g) + CO(g)

(7-9)

SiO2(l) → SiO2(g)

(7-10)

The weight change of the samples after the ablation test is the combination of the
weight gains due to the oxidation of zirconium diboride (7-6) and silicon carbide (7-8)
and weight losses caused by the evaporation of boron trioxide (7-7) and silicon
monoxide (7-9). This is because the boiling points of boron trioxide and silicon monoxide
are 1860°C212 and 1880°C213 respectively and both are lower than the ablation test
temperature. Because the low concentration of SiC in the ZrB2/SiC composite, reaction
7-6 is the main reaction during the ablation test and the weight gain of this reaction
contributes to the major part of weight change of the ZrB2/SiC composite. This is why
the weight change of the ZrB2/SiC composite after the ablation test can be used to
describe the degree of oxidation of the samples.
The low magnification SEM micrographs of the ZrB2 control sample and the infiltrated
ZrB2/SiC composite sample after the ablation tests are shown in Figure 7.14 and Figure
7.15 respectively. The results show that the oxidation layer thickness of ZrB2 control
sample after ablation for 20s, 60s and 120s are about 100 μm, 300 μm and 400 μm
respectively (Figure 7.14a, 7.14b and 7.14c). The ZrB2 control sample after ablation for
60s has an ablation pit of about 100 μm depth and a few cracks (circle region in Figure
7.14b). However, the oxidation layer thickness of the infiltrated ZrB2/SiC composite
sample are only about 120 μm, 180 μm and 300 μm (Figure 7.15a, 7.15b and 7.15c).
These results also indicate that the presence of SiC in the ZrB2/SiC composite introduced
by the sol-gel infiltration improves the oxidation resistance of ZrB2.
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Figure 7.14 SEM micrographs of the ZrB2 control sample oxidized for (a) 20s (b) 60s (c)
120s over 2200 °C. An ablation pit with a crack can be found in the circle region in (b).
The samples were cold mounted by epoxy before grinding.
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Figure 7.15 SEM micrographs of the infiltrated ZrB2/SiC composite sample oxidized for (a)
20s (b) 60s (c) 120s at 2200°C.
The EDX analysis of the oxidation layer and matrix of the infiltrated ZrB2/SiC composite
sample after the ablation test for 60s is shown in Figure 7.16. The results indicate that
SiC was left in the matrix of the infiltrated ZrB2/SiC composite but could not be detected
in the oxidation layer after ablation. This is because the SiC in the oxidation layer was
oxidized and then lost in the form of SiO according to reaction 7-9. This also confirms
that the SiC left in the matrix can protect the ZrB2/SiC composite from further oxidizing.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 7.16 EDX analyses of the oxidation layer and matrix of the infiltrated ZrB2/SiC
composite sample oxidized for 60s, (a) the oxidation layer (b) the matrix
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The XRD spectra of the oxidation layers of the infiltrated and powder coated ZrB2/SiC
composite samples and the ZrB2 control sample after the ablation tests for 60s are
shown in Figure 7.17. The only crystalline phase exists in the oxidation layers of all three
samples is monoclinic zirconia. It indicates that zirconium diboride has been completely
oxidized at the test temperature. The broad peak at around 20 degree may suggest the
formation of amorphous phase (silica and borosilicate).

Figure 7.17 XRD spectra of the oxidation layer of the infiltrated ZrB2/SiC composite and
ZrB2 control sample oxidized for 60s (a) ZrB2 (b) ZrB2/SiC
7.5.2 Oxidation behavior of the ZrB2/SiC composites prepared by sol-gel
coating of ZrB2 powders
The preparation process of the ZrB2/SiC composites made by the sol-gel coated ZrB2
powder is described in Section 7.1. The SiC concentration in the coated composite is 15
at% and the carbon/metal ratio in the Si-O-C sol-gel is 8C. The low magnification SEM
micrographs of the pre-coated ZrB2/SiC composites after the ablation tests are shown in
Figure 7.18. The results show that the thickness of the oxidation layer for the pre-coated
ZrB2/SiC composite samples after the ablation for 20s, 60s and 120s are about 200 μm,
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250 μm and 230 μm respectively (Figure 7.18a, 7.18b and 7.18c). The oxidation layer
thickness for the ZrB2 control sample increases greatly with increasing time of the
ablation tests (Figure 7.14a, 7.14b and 7.14c), which are 100 µm, 300 µm and 400 µm
respectively. However, the thicknesses of the oxidation layers for the pre-coated
ZrB2/SiC composite samples are not only clearly less than those of the ZrB2 control
samples under the same testing condition, but does not change much with the increase
of testing time either, indicating the significant role of SiC in improving the oxidation
resistance of the ZrB2 composites.

Figure 7.18 Low magnification SEM micrographs of the coated ZrB2/SiC composite
sample oxidized for (a) 20s (b) 60s (c) 120s
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The microstructures of the oxidation layer of the pre-coated ZrB2/SiC composites and
ZrB2 control sample are shown in Figure 7.19. We can find some porous ZrO2 structures
with fine grains in the ZrB2 control sample (Figure 7.19a) and some pores with smooth
boundaries, which could be formed after the vaporizing of a liquid phase in the ZrB2/SiC
composite (circle region in Figure 7.19b). This is because the oxidized silicon carbide
became silica which was in a liquid phase at the temperature high than 1800 °C (melting
point of silica is 1600-1725 °C214). At high temperatures, B2O3 vaporized quickly due to
its low melting point (450 °C) and high vapor pressure. The rapid evaporation of B2O3
resulted in increased oxidation of ZrB2 since ZrO2 was not a perfect protective oxide and
the porous ZrO2 structure (Figure 7.19a) did not provide a good protection to the ZrB2
material195,196,199. However, by introducing SiC, the oxidation resistance was improved
due to the formation of a glassy silica layer during the ablation (formula 7-8). The
ZrB2/SiC composite had an improvement in oxidation resistance below 2200 °C because
of the formation of a silica glassy layer with low oxygen permeability, which provided a
protective oxidation barrier. Above 2230 °C, silica will evaporate very fast and the
oxidation resistance ability of the ZrB2/SiC composite significantly decreases because the
boiling point of the silica is 2230 °C215,216. All these results indicate that the introduction
of SiC by a sol-gel technique (infiltration or coating) improves the oxidation resistance of
the ZrB2 at high temperatures up to 2200 °C.
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Figure 7.19 SEM micrographs of the oxidation layer of the (a) ZrB2 and (b) pre-coated
ZrB2/SiC composite oxidized at 2200 °C for 120s, liquid silica can be found in the circle
region in (b)
The EDX analysis of the pre-coated ZrB2/SiC composite sample after the ablation testing
for 60s is shown in Figure 7.20. The results indicate that SiC can be detected in the
bottom of the oxidation layer and the matrix of the ZrB2/SiC composite but not in the
middle of the oxidation layer. The concentration of silicon in the matrix is also higher
than that in the oxidation layer. Compared with the result in Figure 7.16 (no SiC left in
the oxidation layer of the infiltrated ZrB2/SiC composite), the oxidation resistance of the
pre-coated ZrB2/SiC composite is better than that of infiltrated ZrB2/SiC composite. This
is because the concentration of SiC in the infiltrated ZrB2/SiC composite (3.5 wt%) is
lower than that of pre-coated ZrB2/SiC composite (6 wt%). In addition, the sol-gel coated
powders also gave a more uniform and fine distribution of SiC in the composite than the
infiltrated one, which also made the pre-coated ZrB2/SiC composite have better
oxidation resistance than the infiltrated one. This also shows that the sol-gel coating is a
promising technique for introducing a secondary nano phase, such as SiC, to efficiently
improve the oxidation resistance of UHTCs and we can further improve the oxidation
resistance of UHTCs by infiltrating more SiC on the surface layer of the scaffold.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.20 EDX analyses of the oxidation layer and the matrix of the pre-coated
ZrB2/SiC composite sample oxidized for 60s. (a) SEM image, and EDX results at spot A (b),
spot B (c) and spot C (d).
The EDS mapping and compositional analysis results of the ZrB2 control sample,
infiltrated and pre-coated ZrB2/SiC composite samples after the ablation test for 120s
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are shown in Figure 7.21, 7.22 and 7.23 respectively. The carbon rich regions in the
images are epoxy which was used to mount the samples. From the SEM image and EDS
layered image of the ZrB2 control sample, we can see the top of the matrix (about
150µm thick) was also oxidized besides the porous oxidation layer (Figure 7.21).
However, the infiltrated and pre-coated ZrB2/SiC composite samples do not have such
an oxidized layer in the matrix (Figure 7.22 and 7.23).
Compared with the infiltrated ZrB2/SiC composite sample, the pre-coated one has three
distinct oxidation layers after ablation due to its relatively higher concentration of SiC.
The outmost layer is porous and mainly composed of ZrO2 and many voids, which were
formed due to the formation and vaporization of B2O3 at elevated temperature
(equations 7-6 and 7-6). Underneath this layer, there is a SiC depletion layer, which was
mainly composed of SiO2 and some recrystallized ZrO2 (Figure 7.23). Underneath, there
is the unaltered ZrB2/SiC matrix layer. This SiC depletion layer is believed to be a SiO2rich borosilicate layer which is known to form at temperatures around 1200°C for
ZrB2/SiC composites162,199,217. At higher temperatures (>1200°C) the B2O3(l) in the
borosilicate is presumed to start evaporating from the borosilicate surface layer, leaving
a SiO2 rich borosilicate as the external layer, due to the much higher vapor pressure of
B2O3 at these temperatures compared to SiO2199,218,219. This SiO2-rich borosilicate layer
can provide increased oxidation resistance due to its lower vapor pressure, higher
melting temperature and viscosity, which can decrease the oxygen diffusion rate
through the layer and suppress B2O3 evaporation at these temperatures. From the
electronic image and EDS mapping of the pre-coated ZrB2/SiC composite sample we can
see the liquid SiO2-rich borosilicate glass and the concentration of silicon (marked by
ellipses in Figure 7.23). All these results indicate that the introduction of SiC by the solgel techniques efficiently improves the oxidation resistance of the ZrB2 at high
temperatures above 2000°C.
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Figure 7.21 SEM image and EDS analysis of the ZrB2 control sample oxidized for 120s
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Figure 7.22 SEM image and EDS analysis of the infiltrated ZrB2/SiC composite sample
oxidized for 120s
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Figure 7.23 SEM image and EDS analysis of the pre-coated ZrB2/SiC composite sample
oxidized for 120s
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7.6 Discussion
The introduction of nano SiC particles evenly on the surface of ZrB2 powders by sol-gel
coating improves the densification of the ZrB2/SiC composites during spark plasma
sintering compared with the monolithic ZrB2 ceramic prepared at the same sintering
conditions (Sections 7.3.3 and 7.3.4). There are several mechanisms for the
improvement in densification.
Sol-gel coating can remove the oxygen impurity in the starting ZrB2 powders by
adjusting the carbon/metal ratio during the sol-gel preparing process. The addition of
carbon (less than 4 wt%) was found to improve the densification of the ZrB2-C
composite184. The increased densification with the carbon addition was due to the
removal of oxygen impurities on the ZrB2 powder surfaces that prevented the
commonly observed exaggerated grain growth through evaporation condensation of
oxide phases during sintering of boride ceramics184.
The solid dissolution between SiC and ZrB2 (Figure 7.11), although it’s only a very small
amount of the solubility, not only can improve the densification of ZrB2/SiC composites
itself but also promote the coalescence of nano SiC particles on the surface of ZrB2
powders, which can also facilitate the densification of ZrB2/SiC composites by SiC nano
particle agglomeration during sintering201. The intimate coating of SiC nano particles on
the surface of ZrB2 would ensure solid state diffusion to occur at the interface due to the
high surface energy of the SiC nano particles (Figure 7.24).
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Figure 7.24 Densification of ZrB2 facilitated by the agglomeration of nano-sized SiC
coated on the surface of ZrB2 powders
The carbothermal reduction reaction during the SPS sintering process can also improve
the densification of ZrB2/SiC composites by facilitating the mass transport process. From
the TEM results of the coated ZrB2 powders (Figure 7.5), a small amount of oxides and
carbon could still exist in the ZrB2/SiC composites after the carbothermal reduction at
1450 oC. These oxides and carbon will further react at the elevated temperature during
the SPS sintering and these chemical reactions can facilitate the mass transport, so to
improve densification. From the carbothermal reduction reactions (equations 7-4 and 75) described in Section 7.4.1, gas products are produced during the reactions so that the
chamber pressure will increase. This is confirmed by the change of the chamber
pressure during the SPS sintering (Figure 7.25). There are two veterxes on the curve of
chamber pressure, one occurs at about 1500 oC and the other at around 1700 oC, which
are caused by the carbothermal reduction reactions of silica and zirconia respectively.
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Figure 7.25 Change of the chamber pressure during the sintering process of the precoated ZrB2/SiC composite SPSed at 1900oC
The pinning effect of the SiC nano particles introduced by the sol-gel coating not only
significantly hinders the grain growth of ZrB2, but also helps to improve the densification.
In the final stage of sintering, the coating of nano SiC particles on ZrB2 resulted in a
significant increase in the Zener pinning pressure. The nano-sized pinning particles at
the grain boundary of every ZrB2 grain would exert a strong dragging force to slow down
the grain boundary movement, minimising grain growth at elevated temperatures. In
addition, the SiC pinning particles would create intergranular channels, which help the
elimination of the air and the gas products of the carbothermal reduction reactions, so
that the densification is facilitated.
In summary, the SPS densification of the pre-coated ZrB2/SiC composite is a result of
combined mechanisms, including removing the oxygen impurity in the starting ZrB2
powders, carbothermal reduction, coalescence of nanoparticles coated on ZrB2 grains,
and diffusion assisted by SiC solubility in ZrB2. The uniform dispersion of SiC
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nanoparticles was responsible for pore removal and retarding of ZrB2 grain growth
during the SPS sintering.

7.7 Summary
In this chapter, the sol-gel processing technique was used to coat fine SiC particles on
the surface of ZrB2 particles, which were then sintered by SPS. The phases,
microstructures and oxidation resistance of the ZrB2/SiC composites produced from the
sol-gel modified powder were studied. All results from XRD, SEM and TEM analysis show
that nano-sized SiC particles were successfully and evenly coated on the surface of ZrB2
grains via the sol-gel coating process. The morphology and size of SiC grains varies with
the increase of SiC content. The morphology of SiC grains is mostly equiaxed particles in
the composites with low SiC contents (SiC/ZrB2 ≤0.2), and becomes elongated ones in
the sample with a high SiC content (SiC/ZrB2 =0.3). The grain size of SiC increases from
about 100 nm in the sample with a low (SiC/ZrB2 ≤0.15) SiC content, to larger than 300
nm in the one with a high (SiC/ZrB2 ≥0.2) SiC content. These differences are partly due
to the nature of the gas phase reaction during the carbothermal reduction of the Si-O-C
gel.
The ZrB2/SiC powders prepared via the sol-gel coating can be almost completely
densified without obvious grain growth after being sintered at 1900 °C by SPS, without
any sintering additives. The introduction of SiC can improve the sintering of ZrB2 and
greatly suppress its grain growth. The grain size of the ZrB2/SiC composite sintered at
2000 °C is still less than 5 μm compared with the grain size of 20-30 μm of the ZrB2
control sample sintered at the same condition. The reason for this is that the great
pinning effect of the nano SiC particles on the grain boundaries of ZrB2 hinders the
movement of the grain boundaries, and thus the grain growth. The shrinkage curves of
the ZrB2/SiC composites during spark plasma sintering also confirm that densification of
the ZrB2/SiC composites is improved with the increase of SiC contents. The ablation test
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at 2200 °C by a propylene torch shows that the introduction of SiC by sol-gel coating
efficiently improves the oxidation resistance of the ZrB2 at high temperatures above
2000 °C due to the formation of a SiO2-rich borosilicate layer. This SiO2-rich borosilicate
layer can provide increased oxidation resistance due to its lower vapor pressure, higher
melting temperature and viscosity, which can decrease the oxygen diffusion rate
through the layer and suppress B2O3 evaporation at these temperatures. Compared with
the normal powder mixing method, the sol-gel coating has its unique advantages, such
as homogenous dispersion of the minor phase, individual SiC grains attached evenly on
the surface of ZrB2 particles, providing the most effective grain boundary pinning effect
and improving densification due to the coalescence of SiC on ZrB2 by SiC nano particle
agglomeration in sintering and oxidation performance of the composites.
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Chapter 8 Conclusions
8.1 Conclusions
While the UHTCs have many unique advantages for high temperature applications, their
strong covalent bonds render the materials very low atomic diffusion rate and are thus
very difficult to densify. Conventional methods for processing of UHTC composites use
powder as a starting material. A major issue with the conventional method is the poor
mixing/processing of powders with different densities and sizes. This is especially true
with nano-sized powders. The sol-gel based wet chemistry method offers unique
advantages for the production of UHTCs, such as improved microstructures, properties
and surface coatings of the materials, when compared with conventional powder mixing
approaches. Even with these advantages, to the best of our knowledge, little research
has been done on preparing dense UHTCs by the sol-gel process. In this thesis, sol-gel
based wet chemistry approaches coupled with spark plasma sintering (SPS) are used to
prepare dense UHTC composites with modified/improved microstructures and
properties. Research in this thesis shows that the proposed novel sol-gel based wet
chemistry approaches for synthesizing and modifying UHTC composites are successful.
The sol-gel approach has many advantages over the conventional powder mixing
techniques, including the retention of homogeneous fine-grained microstructures,
hindering grain growth, avoiding intermediate transit phase/liquid phase, improving
densification, filling pores to improve density, avoiding handling of nano-sized starting
powders and allowing infiltration of complex shaped samples.
The effects of the pulsed DC current during SPS on the densification, phase
transformation, microstructure and mechanical properties of conductive Si3N4/TiN
composites and non-conductive monolithic Si3N4 were studied. The introduction of TiN
into Si3N4 increases the electrical conductivity of the composite materials, and
consequently affects their sintering behavior, microstructure and mechanical properties
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after SPS densification. The densification and α-β transformation of the Si3N4/TiN
composites are significantly improved by the passage of a high current through the
sample during the SPS process. The shrinkage curves of the samples also showed that
the densification for the conductive Si3N4/TiN composites started about 120°C lower
than that for the non-conductive monolithic Si3N4. The results of the mechanical
property tests show that the introduction of TiN in Si3N4/TiN composite samples,
especially with 50% TiN, greatly increases the fracture toughness. It does this without
causing a decrease to the hardness of the Si3N4. This study shows that increasing the
current that is passing through a sample is a possible means for improving the sintering
behavior of the material.
Dense TiC/SiC composites with uniform nanostructures are successfully prepared by a
combination of sol-gel processing and SPS. Ultra-fine TiC/SiC nanopowders were first
synthesized from direct carbothermal reduction of monolithic Ti–Si–O–C precursors. The
grain size of the TiC/SiC composites not only decreases markedly with the increase of SiC
content (from a few hundred nanometres in monolithic TiC to less than 50 nanometres
in the 50%TiC-50%SiC composite) but also decreases in some degree with the increase
of the carbon/metal ratio after carbothermal reduction. The densification of the TiC/SiC
composites is also improved with the increase of the concentration of SiC in the TiC/SiC
composites. Almost fully dense TiC/SiC composites with uniform nanostructures were
prepared successfully through SPS at 1700 °C without significant grain growth. This ia a
significant improvement compared with monolithic TiC, which still had some pororsity
after SPS at 1800 °C with grain size larger than 10 μm. Grain growth of the TiC/SiC
composites is damatically suppressed with increasing SiC content due to the pinning
effect of SiC grains at the boundaries of TiC grains.
TiC/SiC composites of near full density with homogeneous nanostructures were
produced successfully through a novel sol-gel infiltration and SPS with multi-cycles of
infiltration of a Si-O-C sol into porous TiC scaffolds. This compares favorably with the 95
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percent density achieved with a controlled monolithic TiC sample sintered at the same
condition. Functionally gradient TiC/SiC nanocomposites were also formed successfully
by the sol-gel infiltration of porous TiC scaffolds. The porosity declines from 30% for the
starting scaffold to a few percent after three or more cycles of infiltration. The
introduction of SiC as a very fine dispersion into the TiC scaffold hinders the grain
growth of TiC due to the grain boundary pinning effect. This sol-gel infiltration technique
is also successfully used to control the residual carbon in the TiC scaffold, which helps
create fully dense composites.
XRD, SEM and TEM analyses show that nano-sized SiC particles were successfully coated
on the surface of ZrB2 grains uniformly via the sol-gel coating process. The morphology
and size of SiC grains also variy with the increasing of SiC content. The morphology of
SiC grains changes from mostly particles to short whiskers with increasing SiC content in
the composites. The grain size of SiC increases from about 100 nm in the sample with 9
at% SiC to larger than 300 nm in the one with 23 at% SiC. These differences are due to
the nature of gas reaction during the carbothermal reduction of the Si-O-C gel, in which
the SiC grains grow up from the gas phases. ZrB2/SiC composites prepared via sol-gel
coating can be almost completely densified without obvious grain growth after being
sintered at 1900 °C, without any sintering additives. The introduction of SiC improves
the densification of the ZrB2 and greatly suppresses its grain growth due to the solid
solution of SiC and ZrB2 and the pinning effect of the nano SiC particles on the grain
boundaries of ZrB2. The results of the ablation test at 2200 °C in air show that the
introduction of SiC by both sol-gel infiltration and coating greatly improves the oxidation
resistance of the ZrB2/SiC composite at high temperatures compared with the
monolithic ZrB2 control sample.
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8.2 Outlook
The potential for future direction and improvement are brieftly highlighted. The novel
sol-gel infiltration technique developed in this study has great potential for
modifying/improving the surface of UHTC powders and bulk materials and producing
functionally graded materials with complicated shapes, which are very difficult or even
impossible in some cases to achieve by conventional manufacturing methods. However,
the effects of the pore size and distribution in the scaffolds on the thickness of the
infiltration layer and the density of the final products after sintering have not been
investigated due to the limitation of faciclities and time. This is important for the
fabrication of functionally graded material objects. One key point for this sol-gel
infiltration technique to succeed is the preparation of porous scaffolds with sufficient
strength to allow smooth infiltration but to survive the sol-gel infiltration process as
well. One possible approach could be to prepare the porous scaffold containing binders
at room temperature so that the scaffold can have high open porosity and enough
bonding strength between the grains after calcination. This approach would be
particularly useful for the scaffolds prepared from nano-sized powders. The residual
carbon in the scaffold can be tailored by carbothermal reaction with the oxygen in the
sol during the subsequent firings, which has been confirmed as completely practicable
in section 6.4 Chapter 6.
One potential for the improvement of the sol-gel coating approach for the preparation
of UHTCs is the coating of nano-sized SiC whiskers in situ on the surface of the ZrB2
powders, which may have a great positive effect on the improvement of the
microstructure and mechanical properties of the final sintered ZrB2/SiC composite. The
temperature of the ablation test of the ZrB2/SiC composite in this study was only about
2200 °C due to the limitation of facilities. Testing of UHTCs in more severe
environments, e.g. arc jet condition, will be an important future work. In general more
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property tests, such as thermal, chemical and mechanical properties, must be carried
out for future applications of the sol-gel derived UHTCs.
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